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Expert to cure hospital illness 
and alarming deficits. 
Up until last week. the ministry had re- 
' jetted the request, [] DOC doubts savings will 
The person to be hired will be sta- be found, Page A2. 
tioned here for af least a year aud work 
[] Greater regional role for 
withcouncil.senior admiliistrators aud the health hospital forecast. Page A2. 
The salary WiI lbe covered by the [] Could does be a target? 
health ministry~ .. page A2. 
Sue Rothweli, the. senior health l'nilds- 
try official charged with the overseeing 
of northwest healih ~ar/~, said the mentor 
isn't a form of mild:trusteeship in which 
the ministry ins erta'it~; own peFson to run 
health care facilities. 
But she conceded time was rulming 
short to correct he situation at Mills. 
" I  Imow what would happen," said 
Rothwell of continuing losses at Mills. 
" I f  the hospital is to meet its mandate, 
this is the time to act." 
Larisa Tarwick, the chair of the Ter- 
race and Area Health Council, also said 
vices we need," she said. 
"There will be no layoffs or reduction 
of services," Tarwick added, 
Althongh Rothwell alld Tarwick were 
clear on the role of the mentor, their 
opinions oil what will happen next dif- 
fered. 
One way to gain cfficiencies is a 
,renovation to the nursing station on the 
hospital's main ward. 
That's been considered by the health. 
council as a crucial part of any plan to 
make services more efficient. 
Speaking last week, Tarwick said the 
ministry indicated it will pay the 
tile nlentor is not to be considered a',' $250,000 renovation cost. 
trustee. But Rothwell said the hospital must 
"This person will work with the board first demonstrate it is becoming more of- 
and will be hired by us to develop all the ficient before she'll consider the renova- 
work that nee.ds to be done to get the set- tions project. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital has been 
offered a carrot ~ but also a stick ill 
the latest attempt to correct its precarious 
financial situation. 
Burdened by a continuing deficit and 
under the threat of exhausting all of its 
cash reserves by next year, the hospital is 
hiring what's called an "executive 
mentor" to bring its costs down. 
O~dy then, say those involved, will the 
health ministry entertain the thought of 
ulore money or more services at the fa- 
cility. 
News of the mentor came last week 
alter key health ministry officials met 
with the Terrace and Area Health Coun- 
cil, which runs Mills, in a closed session. 
For more than a year the health council : 
has been asking the ministry to review 
its operations which have posted regular 
I:ide and school visitor David Tait stand in front of down to meet fire regulations. 
Fire regs under review 
THE TERRACE fire department won't be enforcing Joe Vidal, principal at E.T. Kenney School. " It 's  im- 
fire code regulations banning the placing of flammable portant for students to see that their work is valuable 
artwork on school corridor walls just yet. and being praised. It may encourage them to do inore." 
Deputy fire chief Rick Owens says the department is Vidal invited deputy fire chief Owens to the school 
holding off until the provincial fire commissioner las t  week to review which displays must be taken 
reconsiders what many are calling a drastic step. down. Vidal said his school is fortunate since it has an 
In an effort to keep schools from becoming sterile on- open design concept and so doesn't have many walls. 
viromnents, education minister Paul Ratnsey has asked ) Kiti K'Shan principal Brian Phillips said teachers 
commissioner Rick Dumala to find a compromise to have already unhappily removed 99 per cent of the 
keep some artwork on the walls while still ensuring artwork from school corridors, leaving "bare, ugly- 
students' afety, looking cork boards." 
Fire officials say it is important o ensure students "Even the backing in the bulletin boards Is fiam- 
and others have fire-free exit corridors in ease of ether- mable and had to be removed," Phillips said. He said 
geneies. Although Owens satd fires haven't been pr0b-h is  S/:hool doesn't now look friendly or invlthig. 
lems in schools here, the amendment does concern!a Phillips satd teachers are looking at innovative fire- 
safety issue, isafe ways to decorate the school, noting one teacher, 
Most educators here are unhappy with the new :!did a winter display with tififoil. 
regulation, arguing that displayhlg artwork is critical:t6;/~  ~ i le  Schools Could use fire'proofed paper, acting 
young students' elf- esteem, :)~"g'ehools Superintendent Sharon Boodle says it is too ex- 
"I really thhlk Its hnportan! to have work up,,' sold i penslve, Dumala's review should be done next inonth. 
i " i i 
"We waul to see something moving m 
the right direction." Rothwell said. 
She expressed nluch tile same Olfiuion 
over the possibility of more money for 
the intensive care uuil. 
Health council officials have said 'for 
some time the unit is put under undue 
cost pressure when equivalent services in 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert close, causing 
patients to be transferred here. 
In effect, local officials say the hospital 
is providing a regional service without 
any extra money. 
But Rothwell said the ministry can't 
consider expansions or additions at a 
hospital unlil inefficiencies have been 
corrected. 
"My first step is to reassure myself 
that the hospilal is operating efficient- 
ly," she said. 
Winter chill may linger 
THE BLAST of cold arctic air that began 
last week could finally mark the start of La 
Niua. 
The colder twin of the E! Nino Weather 
phenomeuon ~ which gave us dramatically 
wanner weather last winter ~ was sup- 
posed to bring B.C. chillier than normal 
temperatures and above average precipita- 
tion this winter. 
Up until last x~eek, however, this winter 
While last year's El Niuo was one of the 
strongest oil record, La Niua is only moder- 
ate and just starting to show a strengthen- 
ing, Lahn said. 
"The effects are not gohlg to be felt until 
later on and may lead to a longer winter 
pattern which may slow the begimfing of 
sprhlg," he said. 
Colder temperatures were antieipaied to 
beght in the second half of January, he said," 
had been ahnost bahny, But Environment and should prevail through February and  
Canada climatologist Dave Lahn says La into March. 
Nina takes time to develop. Because of "natural climatic variability" 
It starts as colder than normal sea surface B.C. had been experiencing temperatures in 
temperatures in the equatorial regions of some cases seven to 10 to 15 degrees above 
the east Pacific off the coast of Peru. nonnai, he said. 
now waiting for a judge to 
rule on their court challenge 
of the Nisga'a treaty. 
They argued iu B.C. 
Suprclne Court last week 
that B.C. and Canada should 
not have proceeded with 
ratification of the Nisga'a 
treaty without rurst settling 
the land claim overlap be- 
tween the Nisga'a and the 
neighbouring Gitanyow. 
The Nisga'a treaty will 
give the Nisga'a rights to 
land, fish and wildlife also 
contested by the Gitanyow, 
who have a separate treaty 
negotiation underway. 
Gitauyow chief negotiator 
Glen Williams said the 
group argued in court that 
signing the Nisga'a treaty 
and handing over jurisdic- 
tion ill that area to the 
Nisga'a amouuted to negoti- 
ating in bad faith in treaty 
talks with Gitanyow. 
Much of the arguments in 
the five-day trial revolved 
arouild what constitutes 
good faith negotiations, lie 
said. 
"Part of good faith would 
mean resolving competing 
claims during good faith nc- 
gotiations, Williams con- 
tended. 
Government lawyers at- 
tacked the Gitanyow argu- 
ments as "political acting", 
,,Willlams said. 
"The govermnent is also 
saying if there's problems 
the B.C, Treaty Commission 
should deal with them and 
the courts should have no 
involvement whatsoever in 
any of these political discus- 
sions, he added. 
But Williams and the 
Gitanyow are hoping Justice 
L.P. Williamson rules the is- 
sue is subject to legal; not 
political rules, attd that the 
court will then define re' 
quirements for good faith 
Gitanyow wait 
for treaty ruling 
GITANYOW natives are llegotiations, books of government ow," 
Williams said. "We had 
sonic indications that they 
don't want to have further 
dialogue with us because 
we've upset the apple cart 
nOW. '  ' 
It could be days or weeks 
before the judge renders his 
That could lead to the 
governments being directed 
back to the negotiating table 
to address the overlap coil- 
corns of the Gitanyow, and 
aright also affect the com- 
pletion of file Nisga'a treaty. 
But Williams said all sig- 
rials now indicate tile two decision, but the Gitanyow 
govenunents want to stay are hoping for speed, since 
away from the Gitanyow the Nisga'a treaty is before 
treaty tahle right now, and the B.C. legislature right 
aright break off talks now. 
altogether over the court ac- "He's aware of the timing 
tion. of the ratification process,"  
" I  think we're in the bad Williams said. 
Fiery surprise 
A LARGE flaming object that streaked across the north- 
west sky last Tuesday was likely a fireball. 
Denise Tupman and her nine-year-old aughter Hayley 
Gipps made the surprising sigllting when they were driving 
on the bench at about 6:45 p.m. Jan 19. 
"It was amazing," Tupman says. " I  was so shocked I
called nly husband on the cell phone." 
She says the object moved very quickly across the sky'  
from cast to west, was yellow and red, and had a tail. 
By Friday airport manager Darryl Laurent had also 
received three reports of similar sightiugs at about the 
same time that night. 
He said one was from a Nay Canada technician driving 
here frum Prince Rupert, the second was a Methanex 
worker coming off shift, and the third was from a woman 
who works at the Kitimat RCMP detachment. 
University of Victoria professor Jerenly Tatum has inter-, 
viewed some of the witnesses here and says they almost 
eertahdy saw a fireball or large meteor. 
"It's typically a bright light streakhig across the sky," 
Tatum says. "It may leave a luminous train behind it for 
many seconds, a minute or longer. And it's somethnes ac- 
companied by sound." 
Many fireballs bunl u 1) completely or explode in a final 
burst, he said. Others survive to hit the ground intact as 
meteorites, 
Tatum is also researching a fireball witnessed by dozens 
of people in the Cariboo last year on July 14. The numbcr 
of witnesses there may make it possible for researchers to 
pi~lpoint the inlpaet site. 
When other sightings are added in, he said, they should 
be able to triangulate a probable hnpact zone, which could 
lead to eveiitual recovery of the object, i 
Some people facing south Ill Prince George saw it move 
from left to right across the horizoni while othem nt Ques- 
nel facing north saw it move from right to left. ;. 
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Regional role for Mills seen 
! 
i 
once costs are are reduced 
MILLS MEMORIAL is going to be a different place than 
It is today if plans for a stronger egional role ever come 
pbout~ 
' | It's long been the argument of the hospital that it already 
~cts a regional treatment centre for seriously ill people in 
the northwest but without any accompanying financial sup- 
port from the provincial government. 
'. But that regional service goal has, until now, been re- 
Jected by the govcnnnent until Mills meets the same cost 
per patient ratios of equivalent facilities. 
I Last week's announcetnent that the Terrace and Area 
~Iealth Council is hiriug somebody to bring the hospital 
nto line is regarded as the first step to a regional role. 
"The ministry down here looks at requests for anything 
~with a lot of pessimism ifa hospital doesn't have its house 
,(n order," said Skeena NDP MLA Hehnut Giesbrecht last 
~veek. 
i The MLA said he expects the emphasis on cost control 
nd efficiencies to be the first step in Mills regaining 
lcrcdibility from the health ministry. 
; Oue of the regional role keys is the transfer here of the 
: prthopcdic surgeon's position from Kitimat. 
! Local specialists say it 0nly makes ense that the snrgeon 
.~e here where there is the support of other specialists. 
I. 
t 
The health ministry is of the same opinion, adding that it 
is ahnost impossible to find specialists 1o work on their 
own.  
But this will mdy take place with the co-operation of 
Kitimat health officials and having in place assurances that 
overall specialist services in that city won't suffer as a 
result. 
And Giesbrecht is on record as sayiug Kitlmat won't be 
allowed to suffer the loss of any services if the orthopedic 
position is shifted to Terrace. 
Once an orthopedic surgeon is based here, there will 
probably be q need for another anesthetist in addition to 
the two full time aud half time anesthetists already in Tar: 
race, says Larisa Tarwick of the Terrace and Area Com- 
munity Health Conncil, which runs the hospital. 
" I  see in the next five years that Terrace will be the 
trauma centre of the northwest," said Tarwick. 
That regional role is also acknowledged by health minis- 
try senior official Sue Rothwell who called Terrace "the 
natural hub geographically and professionally" for north- 
western medical specialists. 
She and Tarwick did caution that basing nmre specialist 
services in Terrace should not be viewed as the result of a 
competition with other northwest cities. 
Gov't is saving face 
 with expert, says doc 
What the ministry is 
doing, Appleton continued, 
is sending their owu person 
ill who will then be able to: 
justify what northerners 
have been saying all aloug. 
"They're doiug it to save 
face," said Appletou. 
" I f  you want to have a 
service for people, you need 
the support and that's all 
we've been saying," he 
added. 
"Everybody wins. It's not 
• a matter of doctors making 
any more i ncome."  
Appleton did acknowledge 
that local doctors have been 
frustrated and irritated that it 
has taken so long for the 
ministry to react. 
Early last year, for in- 
stance, physicians bought 
advertising space and con- 
ducted a lobby to ixmist that 
Mills needed more money. 
"At least now the tide has 
turned," said Appleton. 
He felt the combination of 
vocal physicians along with 
behind the scenes work on 
the part of the community 
health council has worked. 
LOCAL doctor doubts if 
[he persou being hired to cut 
xpenses at Mills Memorial 
ospital will find many 
gavings. 
Instead Dr. Geoff Ap- 
pleton views the hiring as 
the beginning of the health 
iniaistry's acceptance that 
~ills simply needs rotors 
money to provide local aud 
mgiol~l services. 
; "This is a matter of them 
~ventually seeing the light," 
said Appleton, the northern 
i representative on the. B.C. 
Medical Association board. Geoff Appleton 
role 
, l ikely 
focus 
• :" EXPECT LOCAL doctors 
and their use of the hospital 
to be a focal point of the 
persou being hired to cut 
costs at the facility. • 
Local and provincial 
health care officials have 
been reluctant to speak 
about the situation but there 
has been a feeling high op- 
erating room costs are 
' driven by what doctors want 
ius[ead of what's available 
in the hospital's budget. 
"There are challenges," 
said Larisa Tarwick of the 
.. Terrace and Area  Health 
Council in conlmenting on 
the doctors. 
" I  don't think you can 
ever be at the, point where 
all can be satisfied, but we 
want to come to a point 
where the doctors can be 
relatively happy and where 
we as a board can be rela- 
tively happy with our ad- 
miqistration/' she. said. 
Oue area of conteation 
could be the. purchase of 
highly specialized eudos- 
copy equipment enabliug 
surgeons to do less intrusive 
operations than ushtg tradi- 
tional methods. 
This was .expected to save 
nmney by reducing the ass 
of:" traditiouai operatiag 
rooms but initial results 
were disappointing. 
Health ministry officials 
have also monitored waiting 
lists of local specialists to 
sec how closely thcy come 
to proviucial averages. 
Dr. Geoff Appleton, the 
northern representative on 
the B.C. Medical Assocla; 
tion board, said the health 
: ministry might try to 
restrain surgeons fr0nl 
scheduling operations past 
one operating room nurshlg 
shift a day, 
+ But that would delay some 
procedures and serve only to 
' increase waiting lists, said 
~' Appleton. 
Dace' BI Steak & Seafood Grill I 
1-800-5656~USC :. 
: wl,h ~ou~ p.le~e todoy 
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7 Days A Week From 4-10 PM 
~o Also Check Our Daily Specials I 
' ~~]~ TSteak  & 4332 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, I 
 ll.U . Seafood  635-9161 
Finding the money to invest 
Investing is sometimes like 
exercise; we know we should, but 
we never seem to get around to it. 
At least exercise only requires 
energy and time, both of which are 
free. Investing requires the money 
to start, and finding the sources of 
investment dollars is often harder 
than finding good investments. 
Budaetina: 
Saving 10 per cent of your 
gross annual income is called 
=paying yourself firsff. 
Unfortunately, other demands like 
mortgages, cars, and orthodontic 
braces muscle themselves into the 
head of the line. One solution is to 
make an annual budget of all 
income and expenses. 
One line of that budget, 
equaling 10 per cent of gross 
family income, is the savings line. 
This is divided into two parts: 
annual RRSP contributions and 
paying down your after.tax debts 
such as mortgages and car loans. 
First, make the maximum RRSP 
contributions every year for you 
and your spouse, Use your tax 
refund, and any money left over 
from your !0 per cent savings line, 
to repay after-tax debt such as 
really save anything? Did you 
suddenly find the time to learn to 
whittle the last time you bought 
one? No. We usually have to work 
so hard to pay for the gadgets, we 
end up losing time in the balance. 
It will be difficult at first to cut 
back on expenses, but every year it 
will get easier as after-tax debts are 
paid off and more money becomes 
available to spend as you like, not 
as your creditors demand. 
Meanwhile, you have also been mortgages, consumer loans and 
car loans, putting aside money to Invest. One 
The most sensible budgeting easy way to "pay yourself irst" is to 
!ule Is'. pay off your entire credit "fool yourself first". This means 
card balance every month, having your RRSP contributions and 
If your income exceeds your other investment savings deducted 
expenses, you'll have the money from your bank account monthly, If 
to pay down debt faster and you don't see the money, you won't 
Invest. If your expenses are higher miss it as much. 
you'll need to either Increase After your RRSP, your mortgage 
uce xDenses is the best place to put your money Income or red e .  ' Ram ' ' 
Generaily, it Is easier to reduce emoer, aepending on your tax 
expenses, bracket your.mortgage is costing 
Where will that 10 per cent  you much more than thestated rate 
savings come from? From inafter.taxdoiiars, lfyou havea10 
spending less. That usually means per cent mortgage, and you are in a 
fewer meals out, fewer impulsive 50 per cent tax bracket, that Important 
purchases, and fewer adult toys mortgage Is costing you 20 percent information about any mutual 
such as VCR'8; microwaves, every ear, a higherrate than most fund is contained in its 
mob e nhonas and severa dozen investments wi earn Think of every simplified prospedus. Read p I ' 
other automatic gadgets, Do these dolla!p~d against hat mortgage as your prosl:~S carefully before 
supposedly labour.saving devices -eammg" you s 10 per cent return( investing. ~ 
Developing a budget is the best 
way to make sure you save for the 
future while paying off your 
creditors today. Remember, 
though, a budget is a plan, ~ and 
plans can change. If there are 
unexpected sources of Income oi 
expenses, don't just abando nyour 
budget in discouragement, rework 
your budget o account for them, 
Borrowinq: 
There may be two times whei 
borrowing to invest makes sense: 
when making RRSP contributions 
or when the cost of the loan is tax. 
deductible. 
Borrowing to make an 'annual 
RRSP contdbution, although not 
tax deductible, can be a sound 
idea providifig you pay off the loan 
prior to next year's contribiJtion 
deadline. Use your tax refund to 
pay against your RRSP loan. 
When the loan Is paid off, continue 
contributing the same amount 
monthly to next year's RRSR 
Each year you will find yourself 
further ahead until you don't need 
that RRSP loan at all, 
Investing, like exercise, is most 
beneficial when done regularly 
and sensibly. Who knows, with 
good investments, you may get 
enough exercise just hauling your 
m0neyamund, 
Please feel free to contact me 
with any questions or 
comments at: 
635-7800 or 
1-800-295-7676 
arcadlpfs@kermode,net 
Your unit value and investment 
relurn will fluctuate. 
Tell Tale Signs That 'Your Investment Advisor 
Has The Knowledge And The Experience To 
Truly Help You With Your RRSP Investments 
David B. Madsen, ClM, CFP, FCSI 
Fcsi 
elM - Canadian Investment Manager- The elM designation is the e ur.Eq.@.9.d proficiency level 
for investment councillors and portfolio managers in the Canadian •securities industry. 
The designation is bestowed by the Canadian Securities Institute, the not-for-profit 
educational organization sponsored by the Toronto, Alberta, Montreal, Vancouver, 
Stock Exchanges and the Investment Dealers Association. 
CFP - Certified Financial Planner - Awarded under licence by the Financial Planners 
Standards Council of Canada- Members of the council include: The Canadian Institute 
of Chartered Accountants, Certified General Accountants of Canada, Society of 
Management Accountants of Canada, Canadian Association of Financial Planners, 
Canadian Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors and many more. 
FCSI - Member of the Academy of Fellows of the Canadian Securities Institute - Awarded to 
the most qualified individuals by the Canadian Securities Institute for industry 
experience, advanced education and solid endorsement from their peers and superiors. 
If your investment advisor doesn't show these slgns...,.maybe that's a sign all its own. 
David Madsen, CIM, CFP, FCSI 
Call today for your appointment 
Terrace 635-8505 
Scotiabank Kitimat 632-6191 
Smithers 847-2683 
' CFP and Certified Financial Planner are awarded under licence by the Financial Planners Standards Council of Canada 
i 
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HEARING AIDS 
FOR LIVING! 
Are your hearing aids loud, but not clear? 
Does background noise interfere wilh your 
conversations? 
Today's hearing aids are self-adjusting, 
providing clean, comfortable sound for any 
situation. 
Dual microphones actively control 
background noise. 
At the TERRACE HEARING CLINIC we're ded icated to providing 
HEARING. We provide a variety of manufacturers and circuits tamest the 
needs of any hearing loss. Foi" a complete hearing evaluation and 
consultation, call or drop by. 
TERRACE HEARING CLINIC 63S-HEAR 
The Hearing Professionals (635-4327)  
In Terrace:  Regu lar  v i s i t s  to 
i 4731Laze l le  Ave'nt ib (Behi r id  Mf . 'M ike ls ) " '  'S~iithers,aiidHazelto, 
r ' Smithers,  Haze l ton,  K i t imat  Cal l  • . . . . . .  1-800-811.1533 . . . .  
Lori Janzen and Mallory Glustien, Registered 
Physiotherapists, are pleased to announce that: 
CEDAR RIVER PHYSIOTHERAPY AND 
REHABILITATION CENTRE 
. 
IS MOVING! 
! 
AS OF FEB. 3RD, 1999 WE WILL BE LOCATED 
AT 3222 MUNROE STREET, TERRACE, B,C. 
Offering services in: 
Neck and back pain treatment 
Sports injuries 
WCB/ICBC Claims, 
Exercise therapy/fitness testing '+ ~ 
Neurological ssessments ' ! • Do It Cenl~ ~-- ]  Your 
Worksite assessments: L__J Oscar 
Arthritis/osteoporosis H~gh.~ ~ t6 
We wou ld  also l ike to we lcome Valerie Craig, 
r Registered Physiotherapist, to our practice. 
For further information, or to arrange an appointment, 
• please phone (250)638-1010 or fax (250)638-6360 
~ Cedar River 
Physiolherapy 
[ ]  
tozelb Ave. 
! .+ 
They're already stretched to the limit 
Local courtworkers escape c uts 
DIRECTORS of the native t i 
eourtworker program in 
B.C. will decide this week 
whether begin layiug off na- 
tive eourtworkers across the 
province. 
The decision comes after 
34 courtworkers voted not 
to take a reduction ht hours 
last week. 
"There is some threat of 
layoffs," said Soren Beehe a 
BC Govenuneut Employees 
Union (BCGEU) spokesper- 
son iu North Vancouver. 
The native eourtworker 
program is short $300,000 
the equivalent, Bech 
says, of seven workers pro- 
: vincewide. 
If the directors don't come 
up with the money some 
other way, he says, the first 
three positions will go by 
the end of March, 1999. 
But the north coast's 
regional manager of the 
courtworker program still 
thinks budget cuts will leave 
Terrace unscathed. 
"The high vohnnc of 
cases makes us pretty 
finn," Peters aid. 
Eliminatiug northern 
' ; ' l  ' ' [  ' ,i~::: ~ : ;f:. : ,~ ~ . ~: ,~Z~ ~. ~. ,:'~-~f<'":~: !! : ~ "  
~, ~ : ,x /~: . ' . ' , ,p  ~. ":.. ,: :' .~... ~ ~ .'~:;" '!! ' } : ' 
. . . . .  i i: ~ t 
! ~ ~ ~ : 
HER JOB SHOULD BE SAFE: Frances Stanley, 
Terrace's community courtworker, outside the court- 
house. Stanley helps people understand the legal 
system and sets up appointments with counsellors 
and legal aid lawyers here and in rural communities 
surrounding Terrace. 
courtworkers wonld be 
more difficult, he said, be- 
cause of the larger distauces 
between courts and the high 
volume of cases northenl 
courtworkers face. 
They also, he said, take 
trips to outlying native com- 
munities like Aiymtsh aud 
Dease Lake on what are 
called circuits. 
Frances Stauley, Terrace's 
community courtworker, 
sees about 100 people every 
month. 
Up to 80 per cent of the 
people she helps are native. 
Part of her job is to make 
sure people who have never 
been in court before know 
what to expect and how deal 
with a confusing experience, 
"People are unaware of 
what to expect and some- 
times they can be defeasive 
when they don't have to 
be." 
And while she's glad 
north coast programs didn't 
face layoffs, she has been at 
She also refers people to her job long enough to re- 
counselling services and ,member the last round of 
legal aid. budget cuts. 
"There's a huge need for She says about a year and 
it (the eourtworker pro- a half ago civil and family 
gram)," said Stanley. court workers were cut from 
the federal budget. 
Workers, she said, used to 
be able to negotiate access 
aud child custody in First 
Nations cases. 
Now, she said, youth and 
family advocates like Brian 
Graut in Terrace work be- 
tween the Ministry of Chil- 
dren aud Families and na- 
tive families on situatious 
like child removals. 
They are not, shesaid, al- 
lowed to help families in 
court. 
But she also said Terrace 
is lucky enough to have 
cooperative judges who will 
explain the legal process to 
confused efendants. 
The Native Courtworker 
and Counseling Association 
of BC (NCCABC) pays for 
native courtworkers across 
B.C. and is financed by the 
Attorney General's office in 
Victoria and the federal De- 
partment of Justice. 
Council's silence on treaty slammed 
CITY COUNCILLOR David Hull is calling 
council's failure to take an official position ou 
the Nisga'a treaty gutless and embarrassing. 
Hull tried Jan. 11 to resurrect his motion, 
which was tabled at the Dec. 14 meeting, to take 
some kind of stand on the treaty. 
But when mayor .lack Talstra called for a 
seconder the four other councillors present sat 
in silence and the motion died without debate. 
"It was cowardly to be honest and it really 
shows, a lack of  political rfortitudea" :Hull.:said 
later; " I  filed it'jhst~ifi~etlible:"we go" on t'or' 
Weeks and monthg about photo radar, Rafe: Mair  
free zoneS, 'a~id' die' Social ~lendars of city 
councillors. We spend time on things that are 
not even under the jurisdietioli of the city. Yet 
when something comes by that really does af- 
fect the social and economic future and wellbe- 
ing of Terrace and the area, we sit silent.'e 
He had argued the City of 'Terrace should be 
on record saying somethiug about he treaty. 
Hull said his motion left it wide ol)eu as to 
how the council could decide on such a state- 
Uft weights, :~  
lift your spirits! "..~,: 
meut or how vague it could be. 
But that wasn't enough to comlbrt other coun- 
cillors who feared such a debate could divide 
the city. 
" I  don't think it can serve any purpose at this 
time," councillor Val George said after the 
meeting. " I f  we vote as a couacil we really 
have to represent the feelings of the community, 
and weed really have to have some sort of 
debated. Hull aoted council members usually 
will at least second a motion for the purpose of 
discussion even if they plan to vote against it. 
" I  like to do city business in public not behiud 
closed doors in whispers iu coffee shops," Hull 
added. 
He said the issue was not just about the 
Nisga'a treaty, but all the others that will follow 
in this region. 
referendum." "What message does that scud out to the 
' ,We've all Said individually that'we support i Tgil~shian pe6i~le,~?WhoSd ~laims"totally'suf !'.~
• ilie treaty;" Geo~:ge noted. "I'doii't think.it adds 2 ~ roulld Terrace? And ~eHais la:  to'the south of 
anything to say it as a council.,', - - - us and the Gitxsaffio the east? What does that 
Hull has been one of the most vocal council- 
lors in favour of the Ixeaty. His motion was 
originally seconded Dee. 14 by councillor Ron 
Vanderlee, who was absent last week. 
Hull doesn't plan to raise the issue again, ad- 
ding it's clear the topic won't fly with the ma- 
jority of council. 
He also said it appears backroom negotiations 
took place to ensure' the issue wasnet even 
say to them? We don't really care about your 
process either?" 
That amounts to bad manuers, he added. 
" l 'm disappointed for this council," he said. 
" I 'm disappointed for the citizens of Terrace, 
whose political voice is sileut. Aud I 'm dis- 
appointed for the Nisgaea people, who consider 
us friends and neighbours, but who have friends 
and neighbours who donat seem to care." 
. James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY ~a~ri~t~r~ & ,Solicitors 
Tax Law * Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Slreetz Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
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News In Brief 
Parks under assault, 
IMAGINE selting oul for a hike in your local provin- 
cial park and being stopped at the gate. 
"Your trail pass please," says an attendant. " 
That's the danger the Valhalla Wilderness Society 
says B.C. is heading for in a new program called the 
Parks Legacy Project. 
Society official Colleen McCrory says the provincial 
government is plauning to exploit the users of B.C.'s 
parks iu favour of big business. 
"The intent is to milk park users of funds through a 
proliferation of entrauee fees, park user fees and f'mes 
and nmnerous other schemes to sell services and r~u¥ 
accomnmdations," McCrory says. 
And, she says, B.C.'s grizzly bear population is espe- 
cially at risk because park development and iucreased 
tourism displaces bears and habituates them to humans 
causing them to be killed. 
Man arrested for assault 
A 38-YEAR-OLD Terrace mau faces assault charges 
after a foot chase on Haugland Avenue. 
Officers were called to a home in the 4600 block of 
Haugland at 4:42 a.m. Friday, Jau. 15 in response to a 
report hat a woman was alUegedly being beaten. 
When officers arrived at the scene, a man rau off aud 
a short foot chase followed. 
Take the island route., 
TO GET to the airport serviciug Prince Rupert, ym= 
first have to go to the shoppiug centre and check iu at 
an airline couater./Lnd then get on a bus which took 
you to a ferry to cross the harbour to Digby Island upon 
which the airport is located. 
But that will chauge as of April 4 when Canadian 
Airlines and Air B.C. shuts down those check in 
facilities at the Rupert Square Shopping Mall. Pas- 
sengers will now be checked in once they reach the air- 
port. 
This has Prince Rupert city couucil worried because 
it will now have to provide shelter those waitiag for the 
bus to the ferry. 
Aud there are worries the incovenience will /lrive 
more people away from using the airport iu the~rst 
place. 
Airport sweeper bought 
PRINCE RUPERT'S airport is getting a a $164,900 
runway sweeper thauks to a federal government pro- 
gram. 
Although the airport is now owed and run by a sepa- 
n~te authority, it still has access to a federal g'raut pro- 
gram for larger capital purchases. 
That progratn is open ouly to those airports now 
owned and operated by separate au.thorilies. 
Tape tax delayed 
A LEVY ON blauk tape and CDs has been put off until 
Dec. 31 or until the federal Copyright Board sets an 
an lount .  
Cousumers and stores had been subject o the levy as 
of Jan. 1 e~,en though nobody lu~ew how much it was 
supposed to be. That'll be the job of the Copyright 
Board which has public hearings scheduled to begin 
late this spring. 
The levy is to be divided among performers, writers, 
lyricists, etc. who often miss out on royalties because 
their music is illegally copied. 
Several groups are requesting exemptions, includiiig 
churches who tape sennons for shut-ins and software 
companies who use blank CDs for programming. 
:: iii  l)i,i   !ii : 
ii !:i !i 
Terrace & District Community Services Sociely 
-INTERCONNECT- 
Program Manager - Roger Lechrc 
Accredited Post Secondary Training Institution with the 
Province of B.C. 
The main function is to support employment-disadvantaged peo- 
ple in Terrace by training them to find and maintain employment. 
For further information regarding this program 
Phone: 635-7995 Or Fax: 635-1516 
Terrace & District Communily Services Society 
-MENTAL HEALTH REHAB SERVICES- 
Interim Program Manager- Pare Bibby 
Serving the needs of people with chronic mental illness. 
THE STEPPING STONE CLUBHOUSE 
• THERAPEUTIC WORK PROGRAM 
CONSUMER & FAMILY INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM 
~ SEMI'INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAM 
For further information regarding these programs 
i Phone: 635-2505 Or Fax: 635-6319 
: 
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Taking stock 
ON A WARM spring day in 1996, Skeena NDP 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht stood outside Skeena. 
Junior Secondary and announced a pricey $1 
million package to plan a replacement school. 
. The money would be spent on meetings, design 
concepts and architectural drawings. 
• Following the election a couple of months later, 
with the NDP safely returned to power, the 
money disappeared back into provincial coffers 
as school construction was temporarily frozen 
until less costly methods were found. 
One of those methods was the stock plan, the 
concept involving picking an existing design off 
the shelf and making a few modifications for lo- 
cal conditions. So far so good as architectural 
fees can be daunting for one-off projects. The 
idea of having one solid design that can be 
modified seemed a reasonable way to save tax 
money yet still provide value for the expenditure. 
But now, with a new Skeena school looking 
like it is a reality, there's a problem. No 
secondary schools have been built lately so there 
aren't really any existing plans available, leaving 
the district to cast around for plans dating back 
to the early part of the decade. (Things are dif- 
ferent for the new elementary school on the 
bench because more schools of this type have 
been built in the last few years.) 
The new Skeena plan appears to be this - -  the 
sum of $20 million has been fixed for the new 
school. Everything from nails to windows to the 
architectural p ans will be required to fit the sum. 
It might be that the architectural plan for 
Skeena, however modified from another school, 
will become the model for others which follow. 
Or it might be the beginning of yet another pub- 
lic sector project where costs exceed what was 
bUdgeted:~ Now',add ' this' to",a's~greater c, on~l~3~,:~ 
.;;. . . . . . .  :.; .: ,,: , .d "~"  " " '  ~' " '" " ' "  "':l : ,~  :, ~-/';L~'.~?:,'!,,~.':~L 
the province over ~cl'iool boards ant] it wfl~)be.~an,;~. 
interesting time. 
Mother's mi 
IT IS a rare thing to read a press release which 
actually makes sense both in what it says and in 
what it is announcing. 
That was the case Jan. 15 with a release an- 
nouncing $63,037 in federal money to hire two 
part time people here for one year to give new 
mothers help with breast feeding in the first two 
weeks after birth. * 
There won'tbe any facilitators, co-ordinators, 
studies, reports, conferences, focus groups or 
Other mind-numbing bureaucratic trappings 
which leaves taxpayers wondering what exactly 
did happen and why. These people will be ac- 
tually doing something to assist the most pre- 
cious of all human beings, newborns. 
Mother's milk doesn't come out of a laboratory 
or a government mega-project. It's a natural 
source of nutrients and antibiotics, Containing all 
that is necessary for the growth and nurturing of 
a baby. Any amount of money spent o promote 
breastfeeding, where medically possible, will 
repay itself hundred-fold as the baby grows. 
The wonder of it all is that this project is only 
$63,000. And that should make paying taxes just 
a little bit easier. 
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Ferry sinks in clebt-laden sea 
VICTORIA- Every decade 
in B.C. politics seems to produce 
at least one big scandal involving 
government cost overruns. 
In the 1970s, Dave Barrett's 
NDP government landed in hot 
water when then-welfare minis- 
ter Norm Levi had to admit that 
there was a $100 million error in 
his budget. And even though, 
strictly speaking, it wasn't an 
overrun, Levi added fuel to the 
fire when he said something 
along the lines of "what's a 100 
million dollars?" 
To this day, people with long 
memories, uch as me, gleefully 
call Norm "100 million dollar 
i ;I ;Io]~*~ B II:  I :Eo , / - I  "-] II f - I  l i  
HUBERT BEYER 
The revelation of this latest 
boondoggle came earlier this 
week, when Dan Miller, deputy 
Million Dollar Levi goofed, the 
Soered opposition wanted his 
resignation and an inquiry. When 
the Coquihalla Highway ran into 
trouble, the NDP opposition did 
likewise. In both cases, the gov- 
ernment old the opposition to 
get lost. 
The Coquihalla Highway 
controversy actually became the 
subject of an inquiry, ordered, 
ironically, by another Socred 
government. 
Bill Vander Zalm just could- 
n't pass up the opportunity to 
embarrass his predecessor, as 
well as Alex Fraser, the high- 
ways minister who presided over 
who relentlessly pushed the idea 
and convinced former premier : 
Harcourt and his cabinet o buy 
into the catamaran scheme. But 
as long as there are others to.  
blame, the premier will try to ? 
avoid admitting responsibility. : 
Getting back to the 
Coquihalla for a moment, it's a i: 
magnificent highway. It ~cuts !S i : i  
travel time from the Interior to ; ;  
the coast by more than an hour, ~! 
and few motorists using it, z 
remember the cost overrun, or 
care about it. ~i 
And that's where the fast' ii 
ferry fiasco differs from the ~ 
Coquihalla one. Miller has ~i 
Levi." premier and minister esponsible the Coquihalla project, and for hinted that even after the things 
During Bill Bennett's reign for B.C. Ferries, let the cat out whom he had an extreme dislike, are built, they may not work ~ 
in the 1980s, it was th & ..... thebag. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . The ferry scandal, too, ma Z worth a damn. " I ~ i 
;'Z ~oQUin~aa..tamnwav :,.~ h..a!i;p:i5 ~ ~,iii: ';i ;i:,;T,.hl.ei:/ens.u ',~:;ii~91~ t(O:v ~S~:I i(:(:: y~imake:ii.ii6 i~:; pubi[c:!h~quir;y:i~ i: 7;: :;ii i';;,~,ii6i;hf: problems :have: suri ;~ : 
• . ~: '~h"  ~: ; :~: , : IO l lOWe( l :a  ume:nonourea~scn] t ;  .... , : ~ : .  ...... : : . : ~ • • ' : i~q ~c.t;~ast, tracKect~ortn, p t ~g~ ........................ . ..... ,, ............. won t,happen: during th!s gov- ; faced,/The ngine cylinders had 
of Expo 86 in Vancouver, was to The politicians ran for cover, the ernment's term, but I 'm sure to berebuilt, he ship can only! 
have cost $500 million. When 
the last kilometre of asphalt had 
been laid, taxpayers found them- 
selves on the hook for more than 
$1 billion. 
Nineteen-ninety-nine: The 
venue has shifted from dry land 
to water. The first of three cata- 
maran fast-ferries, under con- 
struction ow, will exceed origi, 
hal cost estimates of $86 million 
by at least $57 million. 
B.C. Ferries boss resigned, 
before he was pushed, I'm sure, 
the media professed extreme 
shock, clucking about he gov- 
ernment's fiscal bungling, and 
the opposition howled for the 
minister's head and demanded a 
public inquiry. 
Public inquiries are always a 
favourite with oppositions. So 
have demands for ministerial 
resignations. When Hundred 
Gordon Campbell would relish 
opening that can of worms, if 
and when he becomes premier. 
In the meantime, don't 
expect Miller to resign. Modern- 
day politics is somewhat similar 
to law-enforcement i  as much 
~as the little guys get busted, 
while the big ones go free. 
And don't expect Premier 
Glen Clark to make apologies for 
the debacle. Sure, he was the one 
run with half a tank of gas to :: 
-save weight, the kitchen had to 
be scaled back for weight:pu.r- "
poses, the cars have to be tied i~ 
down, and so on. ~ :.
Ah, well, see you at the" 
inquiry, in a couple of years or 7', 
SO. 
Beyer can be reached at: Tel: ii 
• ,(250) 920-9300; Fax: (250) 356, ~ 
9597; E-mail: hubert@coolcom.eom 
This art is too hot to handle 
FOR TAKING our attention 
off government's shortcomings, 
nothing beats haywire 
legislation. 
That's why I'm suspicious 
of B.C.'s recently revised fire 
code. 
Victoria has declared posting 
of students' art work on school 
corridor walls to be a fire hazard. 
Since the fire commis- 
sioner's office comes under 
Jenny Kwau's mumcipal affairs 
ministry, could it be the new 
code is intended to slip leaky 
condo tax breaks past us? 
Or, because the new fire 
code requires displayed art work 
to be done on fire-retardant 
paper, is the code expected to 
stimulate a market for the special 
paper? Which paper manufactur- 
ers might benefit? And which of 
their CEOs are buddies of the 
B.C. government9 
I'm told the price of fire- 
THROUGH B I  FO(~ALS 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
retardant paper is about 50 per 
cent more than regular paper. 
Right now some schools lack salt 
to de-ice their main doorstep. 
How many cupcakes would it 
take to supply students with the 
special construction paper? 
Now that corridor art has 
been advertised to be a fire haz- 
ard, you can bet some under- 
occupied, super I.Q. arsonist-in- 
training will stroll the length of a 
school hallway during assembly 
torching the curled corners of 
kindergarten cutouts to satisfy 
his curiosity. 
Students' creativity de,~erves 
public display. 
At Copper Mountain 
Elementary School's Christmas 
concert, families had the pleasure 
of a whole end wall filled with 
cutouts in the shape of a ladies' 
1920s high top button shoe. The 
variety of designs, colours, and 
trimmings crayoned by the class 
made each cutout unique. 
' Under the revised fire code, 
that much art work on one wall 
would probably exceed accept- 
able limits. 
Clearly this fire code revi- 
sion wasn't discussed by all 
MLAs or education minister Paul 
Ramsey wouldn't have been 
taken by surprise- and outrage - 
like the rest of us. 
Watching the fire eommis- 
sloner interviewed on BCTV 
news, he looked as shifty-eyed as 
Andy Scott. He couldn't cite a 
single instance where corridor art 
had in any way contributed to a 
school fire. 
He went on to say B.C. was 
just falling into line behind the 
other provinces, that this rule 
already existed in the rest of 
Canada. 
Yet when BCTV visited 
schools in Calgary, Edmonton 
and the Mar,times, their corri- 
dors were liberally festooned 
with kids' art; and no one men- 
tioned fire-retardant paper. 
Buried in the new fire code 
is this line: Contravention can 
result in a $50-a-day fine. Maybe 
that's the true reason forthis 
revision - a chance for the gov- 
ernment o rake in $50 per day 
from every school in the 
province. 
"F~,es~ u~ H,a,/e. f'-I A~D rUE _e~r ~-g ~f_./,L,. u~, w~ ~ I'~t/. You l#lA'r!/- -  
~P.. fO ~ YEAR£J~ J C/~A~/-uP I l ff4E~4 /~to  I ,~1 J~;~l~6eu~NM~#T 
..i.",. 
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Drug raid tactics The N isga 'a  "' CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
took  10  cents  The 
on the  do l la r  
Not unlike SCI creditors 
Dear Sir: 
During the wheeling and dealing attending the 
near demise of Skeena Cellulose recently, North- 
westerners were shocked and angered by the legal 
(yet reprehensible) manoeuvers resorted to by the 
provincial government and eastern money masters 
to defraud Skeena's un-secured creditors of their 
rightful recompense. 
In the end, those claimants were reduced to ac- 
cepting less thau 10 cents on the dollar. 
Even MP Mike Scott felt obliged to journey to 
corporate headquarters togive voice to our collec- 
tive dismay. (Of course, being Mikey, he arrived ei- 
ther a day late or a brick short, and the captains of 
commerce were spared his whining.) 
There is a parallel here ~ it seems to me ~ with 
the Nisga'a treaty stow wendiug its way through our 
. proviucial and federal egislative labyrinths. 
According to the Supreme Court of Canada, 
' something called aboriginal title exists. 
According to the Constitution and the Charter of 
• Rights and Freedoms, those rights are entrenched 
'and may only be amended or abridged by mutual 
i consent of the national, provincial, and First Na- 
' lions governments involved. 
' The current reaty returns to Nisga'a control less 
than 10 per cent of their claimed traditional terri- 
tories, and that rankles massy Nisga'a whose lands 
' have in effect beest expropriated to secure a lastiug 
settlement. 
A few years back, an unimpeachable national ac- 
counting firm performed au audit on the various 
:resources removed (i.e. confiscated) from Nisga'a 
'lands in the past dozen decades. They set the value 
of those resources at up to $4,500 million. 
Once again, when you tote up all the cash trade- 
offs in the treaty, you'll find the Nisga'a settlh~g 
this "reparatious" account for less than 10 cents on 
the dollar. And that rasddes many Nisga'a who still 
r ing (with some apparent legitimacy)to the notion 
that he Nass is theirs "lock, stock, and barrel". 
The fact that the Nisga'a Nation ~ with open and 
vocal dissent within their ranks - -  has choseu to 
settle these outstanding accounts for less than 10 
cents ou the dollar, less than 10 per cent of their ter- 
ritorial chfim, bespeaks their recognition that, like 
the Skeeua creditors before them, they're dealing 
with a corporate body corrupt, basd~rupt, and claim- 
ing limited liability protection from its creditors. 
Meanwhile, we the creditors continue to benefit 
"from the pilferages and peculations of  our an- 
cestors. 
Had the popular remedy for dealing with claim- 
jmnpers in the gold-rush days been applied not just 
to those who jumped white men's claims but 
Mai l  Bag 
aboriginal claims as well, I reckon there'd be 
damnsight fewer of us "descendants" around today 
to square these long overdue accounts. 
And those accounts really should be squared, be- 
cause we can't expect to continue supplementing 
our standard of living by keeping a firm and grasp- 
ing hand deep in Nisga'a pockets. It's unseemly. It 
runs contrary to family values ~ unless your fam- 
ily is the Cosa Nostra. 
So I call on MLA Giesbrecht to vote in support of 
the treaty in the legislature. 
And l 'm sure MP Mike Scott (who is broad- 
minded estough to hold two mutually exclusive no- 
tions in his mind at once and still leave enough 
vacant space for the Miunesota Militia to rust their 
patriotic manoeuvers) can find it in his heart to 
stand up for another group of his constituents who 
have been abused by morally bankrupt, grasping 
avarice, and that he can find consolation i  the fact 
that he can still keep his clutches on 90 per cent of 
another man's inheritance (if that's really his idea 
of a good time). 
John How 
Victoria B.C. 
Two months too long 
to wait for operation 
An open letter to: Larisa Tarwick, chairperson 
Terrace Community Health Council 
It has recently been brought o my attention that 
the cutbacks on health care funding in this area has 
resulted in my delay of a much needed operation. 
Two months waiting is too long for such an oper- 
ation which should be ox=ly two weeks. 
I want to voice my absolute displeasure at this 
long waiting period. This also delays my return to 
the workforce as my employer would like my 
return to work as soon as possible. 
I was recently a patient of both Dr. Dunfield and 
Dr. Evans. They cut a portion of my colon and suc- 
cessfully removed a cancerous tumour. I f  these 
surgeom were not available to perform my surgery 
here in Terrace, I would have likely been ou at least 
auother two month waiting list to have this much 
needed operation. 
People like myself would be shipped off to Van- 
couver jnst to be told there is a long waiting period. 
The Terrace hospital provides ervices for a vast 
area of the northwest and Terrace is the logical cen- 
tral location. These two extraordinary surgeons pro- 
vide the nmch needed expertise for the growing 
area, and area that has become a community that 
welcomes the retired and elderly. 
Dr. Dunfield and Dr. Evans have built a rapport, 
not ot=ly with each other as surgeotm, but with the 
community and surrounding areas as well. Funding 
is much needed in this area to provide better health 
care for our people of the northwest. 
Please thitLk long and hard about a decision that 
affects the welfare of so many people who are tired 
of long waiting lists. Imagine yourself diagnosed 
with a treatable but fast growing cancer. Would you 
want to wait to have it removed? 
Let's not take a step backwards: tride osdy ahead 
to provide better and quicker health care for our 
people here in the northwest. 
Thauk you for your time and-I look forward to 
your reply as soon as possible. 
William Lamb 
Terrace B.C. 
Pot stow misconstrued 
Dear Sir:. 
This is in respouse to your front page story of Jan. 
13, 1999 couceruing the pot raid at Bob Erb's 
residence. 
I was at Erb's house at the time of this raid. I was 
appalled at the RCMP and the way they ran through 
the home pointing guns everywhere. I had no 
criminal record and this was my first and os=ly in- 
volvement with the RCMP. This was the main rea- 
son for the complaint I filed. 
I was also present when Mr. Erb spoke to your 
reporter. That whole story was udsconstrued by 
your newspaper. 
The purpose of the story was to report on the stay 
of proceedings from the court case, excessive force 
used iu the raid and that resultiug complaiuts had 
beets filed with the RCMP Public Complaints Com- 
mission. End ofstoryl 
Although the reporter asked about other particu- 
lars concerning the search warrant, hydro consump- 
tion etc. Mr. Erb responded that after the com- 
plaints comlnissiou had run its course, if any further 
information arose from the investigation it could be 
another story in the future. 
Allan Kent 
Terrace B.C. 
a serious matter 
Dear Sir: 
It is a sad day when Jan. 13, 1999 coverage of a 
drug raid that took place over 16 months ago takes 
precedence over the fact that this community lost 
two fine men who lost their lives ill the line of duty 
making our roads a safe place for winter travel 
through avalanche territory. 
In regards to the story ou the marijuana raid at 
Mr. Erb's residence in August of 1997, Mr. Erb 
was totally misrepresented by The Terrace Stan- 
dard in this story. 
I happened to be one of the frieuds that was at the 
Erb residence on the day of this incident. I was at 
the residence cleaning Mr. Erb's house in repay- 
meat for help he gave me in clea ring my property. I 
have no criminal record, and have never beest 
charged with so much as jaywalking until this inci- 
dent. 
I was horrified and terrified when seven members 
of the Terrace detachment of the RCMP flew 
through Mr. Erb's open front doors with loaded 
weapons, some dressed as a swat team in combat 
gear. 
Unlike the Abbotsford birthday party blitz, this 
raid did not involve murdering the family pet, but if 
I had not grabbed the toy poodle the outcome 
would likely have been the same. 
This is the sole basis for each of our complaints to 
the RCMP Public Complaints Commission. When 
we each filed these complaints it was not our iutett- 
tion to teach the police a lesson. It was our intention 
to have this matter thoroughly investigated by some 
governing body other than the RCMP. 
When RCMP enter a residence with loaded 
weapons drawn, ain~ them at the occupants heads 
and chests, and then run down halls aiming these 
weapous in children's bedrooms in my estimation it
is a serious matter and they should be held accoun- 
table. 
This is the point Mr. Erb was trying to get across. 
We all know accidents happen, and immeent people 
and dogs end up dead. An elderly 78-year-old Ter- 
race woman died just this past year after being in- 
volved in a marijuana raid. Something is drastically 
wrong when au old sick woman is frightened to 
death. 
There should have to be a justifable reason for 
having drawn, loaded firearms and in my estima- 
tion marijuana is not a justifiable reason. We are 
not talking heroin, crack or cocaine. We are talkiug 
marijuana. 
Marijuana is only a soft drug and its use is wide 
spread everywhere. For us that grew up in the 60s 
and 70s smoking a joint is as common as having a 
glass of wine or a bottle of beer. The only dif- 
ference is I have yet to see people become 
potaholics. 
Alcohol abuse brings with it all sorts of social 
problems like domestic violence, aud assault. I have 
yet to see pot smokers instigate brawls or beat their 
partner. For the most part pot smokers are ordinary, 
hard working taxpayers whose only vice or criminal 
activity is smoking pot. 
Yet the court system is plugged with marijuana 
related offences. When we have murderers on the t 
loose, people's homes being broken into daily~i 
pedophiles and rapists committing crimes" it ~i 
beyond me why they expend so much energy on ar- 
resting and harassing people whose only crime in 
society is possession of marijuana. 
It's no wonder the RCMP are experiencing finan- 
cial problems when they waste so much money 
fighting a battle that a) they're never going to win' 
and b) is so ismignificant it doesn't warrant the 
money they are laying out fighting it. 
From a financial viewpoint marijuana should be 
decriminalized if not legalized. Politicians eem to 
feel it is political suicide to fight this issue but 
something has to be done about our archaic laws. 
We should all be askiug aura. elves is this type of 
force justifiable for this type of crime. 
Jill Watson 
Terrace, B.C. 
THE CHIPPER in Skeena Cellulose's Poirier log yard continues to 
produce noise and continues to keep residents on the bench and 
western parts of the southside awake at night, It's operated by Don 
Hull and Sons Contracting Ltd, 
 Chipper noise is unacceptable 
.DearSir: Drive. lu actuality, the two old chippers used in the 
. We definitely have a chipper problem in Terrace. The forest industry participants claim they are Poiricr yard received similar complaints as early as 
Some claim the noise has subsided. Not true. Wait trying to repair the situation. All smoke and mirrors 1996 with their sawdust storms and noise pollution. 
till the wind shifts around and blows from the south in the fonu of stacked logs and hay bales, when The company and the contractor did nothing 
agaiu in the spring. Get my drift? they l~lew right from the manufacturer before set- about it then, and it's snore unacceptable now than 
This is far beyond an annoyance. It is a health up, that the de-barker in particular would be a noise it ever was. 
hazard for many, some people in business here are problem. Hey, dou't get me wrong, we need the forest in- 
wondering if they will be able to coutinue and you A pitiful waste of nmney which could have been dustry here. It will probably be the mainstay of the 
. should try and sell a home on Mountain Vista put to use on at least two apparent solutiotm, area forever, but what are the trade-offs in this 
situation? 
Better machi Ic let sleep The company wants patience fromTerracites and no won town requested yet auother tax deferral. It looks like the 
co-operation factor is pretty lop-sided and the term 
"Feeling chipper" is not the best terminology to 
Dear Sir:. SCI, the Hulls and city council don't care about use in dialogue these days. 
It's good Huli's chipper through SCI supplies tax payers living half a mile or three miles away. I guess what really capped it off was the pos- 
:jobs, But the other chipper was quiet. No com- 
olaints, because it was uew and un to date ~ nna sibility of a bigger, better chipper unit soon coming 
Solve the problem. Get the other quiet rutming 
chipper back. I believe it is still sitting behind Fits- 
ning Tractor on Keith next to Totem Ford. 
The Hulls won't make as much money. But the 
town will be able to sleep again. 
Benjamin Dover 
Terrace, B.C. 
plaints, because it as ste  and up to date one 
designed to operate quietly. 
This old piece of outdated tunnel junk was pur- 
chased real cheap, is banned in the United States, as 
they should be in B.C. But this way SCI gets a 
cheaper rate for their chips. 
you have Chipper victims unite - -  
/ 
nothing to lose but your earplugs 
Dear Sir: 
In response to your Jan. 20 article, please allow 
me to point out an obvious, easy solution to the late 
night chipper noise problem, for concerned resi- 
dents to consider. 
A long-time Terrace resident, Mr, Joseph Hill, 
summed it up in one single word: "Organizel" 
to town. 
If this turns out to be true, what a fnal slap in the 
head by industry after what I perceive as incredible 
patience by the citizens of Terrace. Just because ass 
area is zoned industdal, gives no one the right to in- 
terfere with the lives of so many others. 
Having said this, guess what? There were five 
persous at the Jan. 11 council meeting to inquire 
about he rumour and three addressed council about 
their concerns. Hardly a challenging majority after 
all the previous whining by many individuals. 
This brings us back to the old adage "No Guts 
the Farmers Market teaches us this much. Farmers 
Market proponents gathered many signatures of 
support, and like magic city council backed off, 
It is logical to suggest hat if those distressed by 
continuing late night noise pollution started a 
similar petition, city councillors nervous about 
losing votes in the next election would suddenly 
No Glory". If we can't support and encourage our 
council and each other in the crunch, then maybe 
we deserve every bump and bang that keeps us 
awake in the middle of the night. 
We can theu take pride in explaining to the next 
generation how little we did to control existing and 
future corporate bullies who come to town. 
Enjoy the New Millennium folks, it could be a 
noisy one. 
Jhn Lai~l 
. . . . .  Terrace B.C 
Politicians and elected officials typically gravitate feel motivated to once again take constructive ac- 
or cave'in in the direction of those who have ceased tion. i 
complaining and start acting, ~: , Jerry Reitman 
Surely the fiaSCo around efforts to eject (move) Terrace B.C, 
Condition critical 
for province's miners 
Dear Sir: 
Regarding the careiuogenesis of B.C.mining ven- 
tures in the North, the Kemess mine is really goiug 
subterranean. Now defaulting and not able to pay 
principal or interest oll its heavy loans, delaying all 
payments until after mid-Feb 99. 
Analysts feel that Royal Oak may not survive an 
attempted restmeturisg of its debts and the mine 
isn't operating at design capacity. 
Earlier, Gibraltar's long standing mine near Wil- 
liams Lake shutdown despite some last minute 
reprieves from govenunent and labour. Equity's 
reDly mine at E,dako is also minored to be on the 
edge of the precipice. For some time now the Huck- 
leberry mine near Houston has only been operating 
owing to big concessions granted under the Job 
Protection Commissioner. 
Certah=ly some of these down-spirals are caused 
by metal prices but not all of it, as copper, gold, sil- 
ver, lead, zinc and redly mines conthme at, or near, 
or greater than break-even in several other Cana- 
diau, North America, and internatioual jurisdic- 
tions. 
It's high time Dan Miller and his NDP ideologues 
get out of their state of denial and suspended is- 
belief and immediately take some honest concerted 
steps, not 'baby steps' to remedy their high falutin' 
ways. 
Other provinces have rationlized costs to their in- 
dustries' overheads. Miller et al could start by 
privatizing B.C. Hydro, allowing I.P.P.s' to cant- 
pete on a level playing field, deregulating the false 
power price structures and giving B.C.'s 
beleaguered mines a fighting chancel Otherwise 
spduukers are going to discover Miller deep down 
a mine seam full of railings in '99 with Clementinel 
Gerry Bloomer 
Lakelse Lake B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
Letters to the editor can be mailed to the 
Terrace Standard at 3210 Clinton St. Ter. 
race, B,C. V8G 5R2. You can alao fax let. 
ters to us et 250-538.8432. Or you can emall 
your letter to us at standard@kermode.net 
Name, address and phone number is re, 
qulred for verification. 
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More letters to the editor 
MP tackled on Nisga'a treaty 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to respond to 
Mike Scott's December 30 
comments to The Terrace 
Standard regarding the 
Nisga'a Treaty. 
In his q aest to forward his 
narrow views, Mr. Scott 
has, yet again, ignored the 
facts. He claims that the 
Nisga'a Fiual Agreement is 
au exception to normal 
follows ,~ trend established 
after Sectioa 35 was added 
to the Constitution in 1982 
to protect aboriginal rights. 
Mr. Scolt also fails to 
meution that ninny modern 
treaties in Caaada conlain 
constitutionally prolecled 
self-government provisions 
inclu~ling the Nunavit, Inuit, 
and thc James Bay Cree. 
treaty making in Canada be- 
cause the self-governmeiit 
provisions i. [he treaty are, 
in his words, 'constittitioual- 
izcd.' 
In reality, the Nisga'a 
Treaty does not break from 
existing policy; it actually 
Think 
about 
others 
An open letter to: 
Dale Loviek, 
Minister of Aboriginal 
Affairs 
Dear Sir: 
I [hi~tk by this time you 
can understand the situation 
most non.native residents of 
the Nass Valley are in. 
When you have a house 
and good home etc, you'll 
go out of your way to pro- 
tect it evea if it means play- 
h~g ball with the establish- 
meat o save your job. 
I understand and respect 
[hat but at [he same time a 
person ia political office 
must thi.k of the people af- 
fected throughout B.C. 
You are making some 
statements aqd guarantees 
[hat do uot appear in the 
Final Agreement. While 
your words may be of good 
intent, they are false and 
useless if they do not appear 
in writiag within its text. 
As an example, on Page 
217, paragraph 3 through 4 
,2 of the Fiual Agreement, it 
clearly St p.tes~tfiat.mfless the
provmcm]..',, and. federiil 
governments object, they 
can be negotiated out of the 
taxatiou picture entirely 
where collectiug taxes and 
tax levies to us uon-native 
resJdeuLs are concented. 
This puts us at the mercy 
of the Nisga'a govermnent 
and we want uo part of that 
especially after the 
Musqueam incideuL 
Please cousider this when 
you make statements iu 
favour of the treaty. 
Lloyd Brinson, 
Nass Camp, B.C. 
Mush! 
Dear Sir:. 
You come out of the side 
entrance of the little maU on 
to Emerson and the thought 
of a donut and coffei~ is ap- 
pealing on a slushy night. 
March down to the corner 
of Emerson aud Greig, and 
there is Robin's across the 
street. But you can't get 
there from here. 
So you mush across Emer- 
son on the legal cross walk. 
You make the other shore of 
Emerson, and pause to look 
at Robi.'s, now farther 
away than ever. Gird up the 
loins and charge forth 
[his is the Big Street 
Greig, four laues wide plus 
parking. 
Thrn [he slush and around 
Toyotas and Fords over 
'Bugs' and safely, out of 
breath, on the south bank of 
Greig. From here you can 
smell the coffee, yet you are 
just as far away as when the 
journey started. But from 
here it is just a quick dash to 
the tar sidt: and the sidewalk 
that leads to Robin's. 
When the time does come 
to head back to the mall, 
you can bet your boots this 
time you will be a 
jaywalker.' 
Les Walmough, 
Terrace, B.C. 
newspapers 
tell the local story 
neither meaningful to hurt our provincial econo- 
aboriginal self-govenunent my by delaying iavcstment 
nor fair treaties. -and job creation. 
Past government policies The time has come to 
relegated aborigiual people move beyond the uarrow 
to margiual reserve lands, thinkiag o£ the past to 
destroyed their traditional eusure that aboriginal 
socicty and cconomy, and people have the opportunity 
created a cycle of povcrty to build their own fi~ture as 
that is costing taxpayers bib equal portaers in Canadian 
. lions ofdol!ars, society. 
Ctntdlan Community, 
Newspspers Association 
The comments made by  The uucertainty and con- 
Mr. Scott demonstrate [hat diet created by tint: land 
the Reform Party Supports Claidis issue also contiuues 
Dale Lovick, Minister, 
Aboriginal Affairs 
Victoria, B.C. 
z , .  .. 
r 
Dale Lovick 
Terrace Crimestoppers will be holding their 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Thursday, Jan. 28, 1999 
at 
7:00 pm 
at the 
Terrace Fire Hall on I.azelle Ave. 
All interested parties are encouraged to oltend, 
Ejection oF officers for the coming year will be held at 
this time. 
(;I]IMI;L[ jL  
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Finesse 
Shampoo 
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• ~,~ .... ;:. 
8.99 
| 
Safeway Club Price 
Someth in  9 
Specia l  
Antipasto 
750 mL 
FROM ~ltZ DELl , 
SAVE up to $4.00 ,; 
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Out & 
About 
City dodges 
home fees 
LEAKY CONDO fallout 
is hitting Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert, but not Terrace. 
If  you buy a residential 
unit in either coastal city 
this year, you'll have to pay 
a $750 levy. But that charge 
won't apply in Terrace. 
The money raised will go 
to the Homeowner Pro- 
teetion Office to finance a 
no-interest loan program for 
leaky condo owners. The 
province introduced the pro- 
gram following recom- 
mendations from the Bar- 
rett Commission. 
Jan Caulkins of the I-IPO 
said the levy applies only in 
areas considered to be in a :' 
moist attd warm climatic 
zone. Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert fall into that 
category, she said. Terrace 
does not. 
Home builders in all three 
co|mnunities will pay more 
however in order to work. 
,Fees iatroduced by the 
HPO will see them pay 
$600 Ibr a lieence and $25 
for each uuit constructed. 
They'll also have to pay for 
warranty protection. 
Modelling 
school here 
A NEW BUSINESS 
hopes to sell local children 
and adults on the idea of 
becoming fashion models. 
A local franchise of Piz- 
zazz School of Personal 
Development and Model- 
l ing -  which has three 
locations in Saskatoon and 
' one ill White Rock - -  is 
being opened by ' local 
woinan Belh Hepburn. 
She hopes to offer her first 
classes for students aged 11 
and up in March during 
Spring Break. 
"That's when the kids 
will be off from school and 
that's when the first class 
will be ~ depending on en- 
rolment," she said. 
They'll use teaching space 
used by Interconnect for job 
training on the second floor 
of the credit union building. 
" I  was a teacher back 
home in the Phillipines so I 
wanted to get back into 
teaching kids again," she 
said. 
Although her course 
covers the basics of the 
fashion and modelling in- 
dustry, she says techniques 
involving poise, posture, 
beauty, hair and communi- 
cation are also useful in 
general career attd personal 
development. 
Hepburn doesn't act as an 
agent for models, she says 
another local woman is 
doing that and can handle 
that service for her students. 
:TERRACE STANDARD 
BUSINESS REVIF W 
Accuracy of assessments doubted 
Cook at Coldwell Banker who says 
the worth of a house ultimately 
depends upon what a seller will sell 
for and what a buyer will buy for. 
"A  lot depends Upon the motivation 
of a buyer and the seller," said Cook. 
B.C. Assessment Authority this 
month released assessments to be used 
ASK ANY realtor about assessment 
notices, and you'll receive some 
pretty strong opinions. 
That's particularly so because sel- 
lers and buyers use assessed values as 
one of the measuring sticks during 
purchase negotiations. 
Remax's John Evans says B.C. As- 
sessment Authority does use sales fig- 
ures in setting assessments, but can't 
individually evaluate ach house. 
" I  never use assessed value as what 
this house is going to sell for," Evans 
says. "I say that assessed values are 
for tax purposes only." 
Much the same is true for Steve 
fieult in Terrace as it is in Thornhill," 
said Evans. He did partially agree 
with the authority's position that 
values are holding at Lakelse Lake. 
"I would say those values are af- 
fected the least and that would be on 
any unique property whether it be 
waterfront or view,', said Evans." 
by local goveruments in collecting Cook added there are always people 
property taxes. But both Evans and in the market for lakefront property, 
Cook are both questioning the regardless if there is a recessionary 
agency's determination that values in environment. 
Thonthill remained steady as o f  July ~" ~" ~r * 
1, 1998 compared to the year before. Feel your assessment is wrong? 
"Thoruhill is not excluded from the You've got until Jan. 31 to appeal it 
marketplace we are in. It is just as dif- through B.C. Assessment Authority. 
Real estate sales down 
RESIDENTIAL REAL 
estate sales in the northwest 
dropped last year compared 
to 1997, reflecting the un- 
certain regional economy. 
There were 235 single 
family MLS sales through- 
out the area in 1998 and 327 
the year before. In 1996, 
there were 408 residential 
MLS sales. 
And judging by statistics 
released by the Cariboo 
Real Estate Board, average 
prices also dropped during 
1998. 
Of  53 homes sold between 
March 1 and June 30 in Ter- 
race, the average price was 
$161,116. 
But by year's end, the 
average price dropped to 
$147,833 on sales of 128 
homes. 
Broken down by area, half 
of the homes sold in Terrace 
proper went for less than 
$157,000 while ill Thorn- 
hill, half of the homes there 
sold for less than $125,000. 
In Prince Rupert the aver- 
age price of the 55 homes 
that sold in the first 10 
months of 1998 was 
$127,121. From March 1 to 
June 30 in that city, the 
average price was $135,923. 
Prices actually went up in 
Kitimat, from an average 
$124,500 among five homes 
sold from March 1 to June 
• 30 to $136,226 by year's 
end on sales of 15 homes. 
Atmual comparisons for 
Terrace, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert themselves aren't 
available because of dif- 
ferent reporting methods be- 
tween the old Northwest 
Real Estate Board which 
1999"S  
FIRST 
PUSH, PU E,/, 
cR 
OF THE YEAR 
We'll give you 
'1,999 
Guaranteed Minimum Trade 
On New 1998's And On All 
Used Inventory! 
Over $1 Million Inventory to choose from. 
See our listing in the classified pages 
4916 Hvvy. 16 West 635-71871-800-313-7187 DLR#5958 www.terraceautomall.com 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
Machine Shop 
Engines - Stock or Performance . Cylinder Heads 
• Gas & Diesel 
• Engine Block Honing & Boring 
• Pressure Testing 
• State of the art head-resurfacing & 
rebuilding equipment 
• Fly wheel grinding. 
' Automotive. Industrial. Marine 
Quality Workmanship From Journeyman Machinists At Competitive Pricing 
~ R AUTOMOTIVE& INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY , , - .~- - -  4641 KeithAvenue, Terrace, B.C. 635 6334 
149B City Centre Mall, Kitimat, B.C. 632 2224 
. Out of Town 1-800.663.3901 
merged with the Cariboo 
Real Estate Board March 1, 
1998. 
The closest place for com- 
parisons is Smithers which 
had 161 MLS residential 
sales in 1997 compared to 
90 in 1998. 
Average prices dropped 
there as well, from $140,191 
at the end of 1997 to 
$134,244 at the end of 1998. 
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  Lyle Harvey CFP, CLU, CH.F.C. Certified Financial Planner 
Chartered tlfe Underwriter 
Chartered Financial 
Consultant 
Member CAIFA (Canadian Association of 
Insurance & Financial Advisors.) 
• Lid[e Insurance, 
Group Benefits 
• hzvestments & RRSP 
(33 different Mutual Fund Companies) 
• Retirement Planning 
& Estate Preservation 
For Professional Advise & Service, with 
over 15 years experience 
Call (250)635-6146 
Fax (250)635-6112 
Suite 306, 4546 Park Ave Terrace BC V8G 174 
Springwall  has changed their bedding line up for 1999 
so all instock discont inued models have to go. 
Plus No In terest -  No Payments  til l Ju ly  1, 1999. 
Hurry! Suppl ies  are l imited! 
................ i ::::: Ch i ropract i c  
VIP Wool 
Queen ~ Also One King 
Mattress with Mattress ~lth 
Boxspring ~ Boxeprimg 
*799 . ='ast'°p*us spr'n'u°' lt099 • 15 year full warranty $ 
• Non Prorated 
]L i s t  $1 ,119  .720coil count queen size $1 ,499  
(920 in King) 
| i rOpract l c  
VIP Luxury Firm 
Queen 
Mattress with 
Boxspring 
S R - ~ @  . MultilaeUc plus spdng unit 
~ ~ .800 coil count queen size 
List $1,369 .20 year full warrranty- non prorated 
'iropraw0Ct]ioCo, 
Queen 
Mattress with 
Boxsprlng 
*949 ' Mullilasfic plus spring unit 
• 720 coil count queen size 
L i s t  $1 ,299 . 15 year full warrranty •non prorated. 
, i ropract i c  
VIP Ultraplush Pillowtop Queen 
Mattress with 
Boxspr|ng- One Leftt 
*1 099 ' Mul|ilSstio plus spdng unll 
.800 coil count queen size 
List $1,495 .20 year full warrranty- non prorated 
,iropractic 
(~aeen 
, ;':;~: : :;~:!:ii~/,:::, i!:;~:. ;:i~:::!i~ ~ Mattress with 
:~..-~. :~','":..::~:'~:~!~":;~:;:'.:~i!~':~.~!~ . i:: . 
259 ~ :':: List 81,799 
Internat ional  850 Deluxe P i l lowtop 
, Multilastie plus spring unit 
• 850 c0il count queen size 
• 20 year full warrranty, non prorated 
* Purchase price Includes free set 
of deep pocket sheets 
- Permafoam 
• " . VIP P lushfoam P i l lowtop • " Lk:_' " 
Ulairopractic sleep systems from Springwall, The only sleep systems 
endorsed by over 32,000 chiroprators across North America. (g)¢ 
* Beds are different than shown- picture is for demonstration only, 
[~Totem's  Count rywide[  
I |V~ Furn i tu re  & App l iance  [ 
IV r Y ~  ' Your  Qua l i ty  Bedd ing  Store , "  [ 
I - f .~v~ 4501 kakelse Ave.Terrace . . . .  ~'~ ~ I 
638-1158 1-800-813-1158 ~ ,~=! " " ' U  
; t 
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Survey tally 
result doubted 
A READER survey conducted by The Terrace 
Standard in which 91 per cent of 318 respondents 
opposed the Nisga'a treaty doesn't represent he 
treaty's true level of support in this region, says 
Nisga'a Tribal Council president Joe Gosnell. 
"The number is too sntall," Gosnell said last week 
after The Terrace Standard published the result. 
"It 's uot reprcseatative of people in the region," he 
said. "I think the level of support in the Terrace region 
is fidrly high." 
Gost|ell also suggested 
some of the votes against 
the treaty are Inore reflec- 
tive of public attger at the 
provincial govemnteut. 
"Some of them might be 
targeted at the provincial 
government really," he 
said. " It 's  rather un- 
lbrtunnte the two of them 
have to be liuked." 
"This has to be see, 
against a backdrop of a 
painful and prolonged 
recession that has hit the 
Pacific northwest partieu- 
larly hard." Joe Gosnell 
Whatever the result of various polls, surveys attd 
flebiscites, he added, the treaty is not going to be 
changed. 
"It took t,s 25 painful years to negotiate this trety," 
he said. "We fldly expect the governnmnts of British 
Columbia and Canada to honour the results of those ne- 
gotiatious " 
J e t  p robe  cont inues  
WHEN AIRBC'S Bae-146 
jet aircraft slid off the end of 
the ruuway here Jan. 14, it 
was only the second time in 
the company's 12-year his- 
tory of using the aircraft hat 
such an eveut happened. 
And the first time it hap- 
pened, five years ago in Jan- 
uary 1994, the Terrace air- 
port was also the location. 
In both circumstaaces, the 
aircraft hnded without 
enough runway left to come 
to a slop. 
Airport operations man- 
ager Darryl Laurent says 
there's nothing unusual 
about landing here that 
should make a difference. 
"The runway is the same 
lengtl~ as the one in Prince 
Rupert and I000 feet longer 
than the one in Smithers," 
said ~turent. 
Accordiug to a 
preliminary report released 
last week by the federal 
Transportation Safety 
Board, the aircraft's captain 
originally plauned to circle 
the airport and land from the 
north after coming up from 
the south because of a tail- 
wind of between 15 and 19 
hints. 
When ,ew information 
was received iudicating tail- 
winds were only five knots, 
the captain deeidcd upon a 
straight-in landiug from the 
south. 
But by the time the air- 
craft descended to 200 feet 
above the ground and with it 
beyond the usual point 
where its pilot would pull 
up and try again, tailwinds 
of an estimated 15 knols 
were recorded. 
"The captain decided to 
continue with the straight in 
lauding rather than to ill- 
itiate a ndssed approach 
toward high terrain north of 
the airfield," the 
preliminary safety board 
noted. 
The aircraft flew past the 
normal touchdown point, 
landing with 3,200 feet 
remaining of the 6,000 foot 
rmtway. It finally came to a 
stop about 300 feet off the 
end. 
AirBC official Angela 
Mah said the pilot, who 
remains on duty, used a 
series of indexes which take 
into account landing condi. 
tions as well as wind and 
plane speed before starting 
his descent o determine the 
anlouut of runway needed to 
land properly. 
After the first time an 
AirBC Bae-146 slid off the 
runway here, the Trans- 
portation Safety Board 
recommended AirBC 
change the calculations 
used. 
r 
Alzheimer Awareness Month 
ALZHEIMER FACTS 
Alzheimer Disease is: 
• the most common form of irreversible dementia 
• a progressive, degenerative neurological disease which affects 
the brain 
Individuals with Alzheimer Disease experience: 
i memory loss 
language problems 
disorientation 
• confusion 
• difficully performing everyday tasks 
The Cost of Alzheimer Disease 
• The annual cost of caring for individuals with dementia is esti- 
mated to be more than $3.9 billion (about 5.8% of total heahh- 
care costs). 
• The annual cost of caring for individuals with Alzheimer Disease 
is estimated to be more than $2.3 billion. 
The annual cost of caring for someone with Alzheimer Disease 
increases significantly with the severity of the disease. 
For individuals with dementia living in the communily, the great- 
est components of cost are the use of community services and the 
unpaid time of caregivers. 
As an individual's condition deteriorates, institutionalization 
Alzheimer Disease affects: accounts for about 84% of the costs for treating and caring for 
i individuals as young as 30 years 01d but primarily affects indi- the person ,w th the dementia 
viduals 65 years of age and older . . . . . . . .  
both men and women, but over 2/3 of those 65 and older with The Alzhe~mer Society of  B.C.: 
the disease are women • is a provincially oriented, volunteer based, non-profit 
It is estimated that: 
• 43,700 British Columbians have AI;.heimer Disease or a related 
dementia 
:" about 64% of these individuals have Alzheimer Disease 
t • by 2031, over 95,000 British Columbians will have some form 
of dementia 
• dementia affects over 300,000 Canadians aged 65 or over 
[about 8.0% of seniors) 
• over 750,000 Canadians 65 and older will be affected by, the 
year 2031. 
There is: 
• no known cause or cure ~orAIzheimer Disease 
• medical;on which will treat some of Ihe symptoms 
Coring for the Person ~ith Alzheimer Disease 
i Every person who has Alzheimer Disease will be cared for by at 
least one other person - a spouse, child, grandchild, sibling, . 
friend or heahh professional. 
Over 97% of individuals wilh dementia living in the communily 
have at least one caregiver. 
• Most caregivers are females. 
The number of hours of direct care and supervision provided by 
unpaid caregivers (family caregivers) increases as the severity of 
the disease increases. 
organization 
• was established in 1981 to provide assistance to people with 
Alzheimer Disease or a related dementia, as well as family 
members and friends who were caring for someone with a 
dementia 
• consists of a provincial office, 14 regional resource centres and 
over 100 support groups and contacts across the province. 
• funds biom~ical research into the causes and cures of 
Alzheimer D sease and socla and psycho ogieal research to find 
~;'impi:oved methods of caregiving and delivering services to peo- 
ple affected by Alzheimer Disease 
. ~0ffers upport, education and advocacy to peep ew h the d s- 
ease +, family caregivers and professional caregivers 
• promotes public education and awareness of Alzheimer Disease 
and the Society to ensure that people know where to turn for 
help 
• receives no ongoing government funding, but relies on the gen- 
erosity and support of individuals and corporations 
Contact: 
Alzheimer Society of B.C., #20- 601 West Cordova Sheet, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1G1. Phone: [604) 681-6530 
Tall free: 1-800-667-3742 Fax: [604] 669-6907 
e-malh into @ alzheimersociety.bc.ca 
Charitable BN 11878 4891 RR0001 Website: www.alzheimer.ca 
"Are  You  Prov id ing  A lzhe imer  Care?-"  
Mah said the new series of 
indexes arc now much stric- 
ter than the original ones. 
She expects a full Trans- 
portation Safety Board in- 
vestigation to take about a 
year, depending on the num- 
ber of staff the board is able 
to assign to the incident. 
HEAP, T 
FOUNDA'nON or 
B,C & YIII(.ON 
ht Memoriam Gifts fund vital heart 
and stroke research m~d health 
promotion programs 
Please print the name of the deceased 
or person honoured;  the name/ 
address of the next of kin ~or card; and 
your name/address for tax receipt (Visa 
and M/C accepted), 
Please mail your donation to: 
BOX 22, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4A2 
Anne Evans 638-1966 
Terrace Little Theatre presents 
Norm Foster's 
Adult Comedy 
! 
Directed by: Gordon D. Oates 
January 28, 29 & 30 
February 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 & 13 
8:00 p.m. at McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum 
Street 
Tickets are available at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Y 
For lack of an answer ing service, a call was lost 
For lack of a call, an order was  lost... 
For lack of an order, a customer was lost... 
For lack of a customer, a business was lost... 
REPLAY's Telereceptionists are there for you 
and your customers - 24 hours a day. 
• State of the Art  Computer  Telephone Answer ing Equipment 
• Live Operators 
• VoiceMail  F~"~. i " - , , .~  
• Customized Message Tak ing  ' ~ ~ "  ' • 
• Paging Dispatch ~ ~ '  " \ ~'~ 
• Professional Call Handl ing  . ~  ~r  ~ ",+ 
Takin~ care at someone with Alzheimer Disease can be a demanding task. It requires t me and energy. Even ooking after some- 
one you ~ove can be difficult. Even with youth and good health on your s de, caregiving can be hard. To continue giving care, it is 
essential that you look after yourself. 
The following is a list of common signs of caregiver stress. Review the list and if you or someone you know is experiencing a 
number of the symptoms on a regular basis, call your doctor or contact your local Alzheimer Society for help. 
1. Denia l  4 .  Anx ie ty  8. Emotional  reactions 
2.  Anger  5 .  Depress ion  9 .  Lack  of  
3.  Wi thdrawing  6 .  Exhaust ion  concent ra t ion  
~. ,  soc ia l l y  7 .  S leep lessness  10 .  Hea l th  prob lems .~  
~.~ ~ r,., 
$@$=$~]05 
4708 Keith Ave, 4741 Lakelse Ave. 
635-5333 635-4948 
:'¸ '•%1': •i: 
(:/:i,i ~: L: 
, •• .  
,+  
I1' 
4652 Lazelle Ave 
635-4997 
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
LTD. 
Your Headquarters For 
* exterior & interior paint • hardware 
• wal lpaper • graber  blinds • draperies 
4610 LAZELLE AVE.  
TERRACE 6 3 5 - 6 6 0 0  
TERRACE 
CO-OP 
® 
Building Supplies 
2912 Molitor St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-9595 
Farm & Garden  Centre  
4617 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3684 
'YI~OYI,  E ,~,J~lrSWERING PEOP/ . Jg"  
Ca l l  us  today  a t  638-6100 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE 
I 
1 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
21 
P=apleg~c/Lss¢ia~[ Blue~ac~ S mcl~ 
Ter~ae 
Grip ScJety 
Order of Royal 
Purple 
l"t'+"c, - 
| Minor v ~ L/~e1~a~er ~ Brothers ! I ~J Refueled, 
S~ond~ So~ly & S+sters 0fTo,ace I ~Fdi~shi~¢i ~ SehoolParent / Hockey No~r~sl ' 
At~,~ i Association Su~J~keena IB+~e~e~P,=~ KinetteClub K~ofCobm~ I Te~Y~Socet 
Reg~ J. Or~of EI~ #425 of Terrace 
14 pls Hz=  2o,+o 
Thomhill Junior Terrace ~ l ~ s o o ~ l ~  - -  P~G~o~0 F -COOl'lUCY I ~tm~au 
Secondary IMinor Baseball| ~ RoyalCanadian . 
~mso~Coun~~~ ,+,- ~0~s~ -te~Loc~ t~c ,~ 
22 err ce 123=,== 27 oenc , ]
Caled~la ,~nior Parat~/c Crime Stopper Sodety Secede/ Minor I 
~odParent Hockey I =_~= I T .~r~ I o~o~ II~sga_,aTril~l~ncil I(~¢~eF~0~/! 
Cmnei l  Association m~ /~aC~n Pt~ : Tenace Lo~ Ten~ Aa k~l~.J 
.. Revue Szie~ 
........ ' I Kermoderdendship 
Parent Auxiliary 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
' Doors4:30 p.m. Games6:15 p.m. 
Wed.,Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors g:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion rTerrace 635-2411 
i 
[] Car fire! 
UNDER THE HOOD: Firefighters inspect a Chrysler Daytona car that erupted 
into flame Friday, Jan. 15 at 5103 McConnell Ave. near the college in Terrace. 
The electrical fire totalled the car but no one was injured in the blaze. Tyrell 
Armstrong, who noticed his girlfriend's car started smoking about 15 minutes 
after it was parked, used a nearby extinguisher to try to put the fire out himself 
but called the fire department when the blaze got out of control. 
City names reps 
VAL GEORGE will be city Ron Vanderlec stays on 
council's rep to the Kalum with the RCMP community 
South Community Resource consultative committee, the 
Board and the library board, economic advisory commis- 
And Linda Hawes will be sion attd transit advisory 
the city observer at eom- commission. 
reunify health council meet- MeDauiel and mayor Jack 
ings as council divied up ap- Talstra were last month ac- 
pointmentsreeently, claimed as city council's 
Hawes will continue serv- reps to the Kitimat-Stikine 
lag on the recreation pro- regional district board. 
gram managelnent corn- ~ ~ _ . ~  
mittee overseeing the multi' i ~  ] I plex plaas. She also attends 
Terrace and District Com- 
munity Services Society 
meetings. I 
David Hull will attend 
nleetings of the parks and 
recreation advisory commis- 
sion, service clubs and the 
chamber of commerce. 
Rich MeDaniei is city rep 
to the Terrace Anti-Poverty 
Society and seniors advisory 
cmmnission. 
Councillor Olga Power 
will attend Riverboat Days 
and beautification society 
meetings. 
,isga'a leader passes away 
 ffter losing battle with cancer 
A NISGA A elder who sewed New Aiyansh until he died Munroe designed houses, estimated costs and looked into 
left a legacy behind him, say his family and friends, repairs with human kindness. ,, 
Simoogit Kiphaas (Sanmel Allen Munroe), 55, died "He wentbeyondthe call of duty, said Robinson. 
peacefully in his home Saturday, Jan. 9 of cancer that In 1990, Munroe was promoted to village administrator, 
spread from his colon through is body in the last year of until cancer limited his hours to part time work. 
his life. He also served as an alternate on the Regional District of 
Family, friends and others paid their respects to Munroe Kitimat-Stikine and was a founding director of the Nisga'a 
at a several functions held in New Aiyansh Jan. 14 and Valley Health Board and the Skeena Aboriginal Manage- 
Jan. 15. His funeral was held Saturday, Jan. 16 at the Holy 
Trinity Church in New Aiyansh. 
Born February 22, 1943 Munroe went to the Indian Day 
School in New Aiyansh before attending residential 
schools in Alert Bay and Edmonton, Alberta. He then 
worked as a deckhand to pay for his draftsman trainhtg at 
Vancouver Vocational Institute. 
When he graduated in 1966, Munroe worked as a 
draftsman in Vancmwer and Terrace. He became an 
elected member of the Gitlakdanfix (New Aiyansh) Band 
Council from 1975 to 1983. 
In 1984 Munroe started work with the band council as its 
local housing officer. 
Rod Robinson, a friend, fellow New Aiyansh resident 
and executive member of the Nisga'a Tribal Council, said 
ment Board. Mumroe also served as the chair of the New 
Aiyaush local of the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
"He was held in high regard," Robinson said. 
Terrace city councillor Rich McDaniel, who knew Mun- 
roe and worked with him on the regional district, said he 
was very loyal to his communit),. 
"He will be missed," said MeDaniel. "I would have like 
to have known him better, I only got to appreciate him in 
the last few years." 
McDaniel said Munroe was always willing to lend a 
favour and never failed to say hello when he saw you 
around town. 
McDaniel says most regional district members didn't 
know Munroe was dying until late last year when his fam- 
ily held a living wake for him. 
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Mixed Grill 
For the month of February, enjoy a 
Delightful Mixed Grill 
Pork Chop, Italian Sausage and one Liver or Veal Cutlet 
with onions & bacon. Served with veggies and potatoe. 
For . 1395 Only'+" 
BFJ~I I~U \ \ I / 
4702 LakelseAve/~/~ ]'~ , ~  ~" /R 
're~ee Sg/,_h2~.":r~,z~g~~ / /  
635.6302 . 
Where good 
food brings "'%~:~. ~ ~  
the family (~ ( . ) , )  
together! " " 
rson al DPAei~!~2~::dellt~i~elling 
"Where Training Does Make A Difference!" 
.Enhance Your: 
Self Confidence 
• Style/Fashion/Wardrobe 
• Poise/Beauty 
• Basic Modelling Technique 
and more... 
Bella 11eP r 
Training Comes To Terrace! 
!iiiiii!iii! gl )iiii! 
Agenda: 
1 Orientation & Registration 
2 Slide Presentation 
3 Personalized Beauty Analysis 
4 Video of Model Competitions 
5 Pizzazz Success Stories 
6 Door Prizes 
For more information or to register call the school 
director Bella Hepburn (250) 638-8484 
TYLER" S PLACE 
Phone: 638-1002 
(Next to Misty River Books) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LAST DAY: 
Sunday, January 31 
.. ; % - ' "  
: ~ : / : / ;  i l  ~ 
hap[ .  . . . . . . . .  = 
• . mm m, . :  . " 
;BC  customers .  • 
Safepak 
FIRST AID KITS & SUPPLIES 
Refill your old kit or upgrade with a new 
WCB Stan:dard kit 
from 
Northern Heamthcare 
in the Park Avenue Medical Building, 
Terrace 
For  Your  
 fealt; e 
The ultimate git~ in personal expression. 
Personal, private, professional photography. 
A husband and wife professional team. 
Images by Karlene and Custom Video 
& ~'hotography now offers Boudoir Photography. 
Call now to bave your pictures 
in time for Valetaines Day 
mm m dmm m.  mm m% 
m mLmmmm mmmm mmm ,ram,.. 
4652 t~elle Avenue 635-4997 
- • k 
• : ,7  " 
k ' "  
We're cutting insurance rates by 20% for one in three British Columbia 
drivers. Which means a savings of $40 to $70 on their optional coverage 
Insurance, including extended third party liability, collision and comprehensive, ~'i::ii 
at time of next renewal, i~i~ I'~ 
Our road safety programs have led to fewer ICBC claims In 1998,; compared 
;!ii i ~ to  ;1997' And:now, we're able to take three years of rate freezes one step further. 
i !!'s called the RoadStar Gold program, and It rewards people who've been driving for ~: i~  
'~:ill i over 15 years without an at-fault claim. A savings we're happy to pass along, when 
they renew their optional coverages. : 
And now that we've reducedthe number of crashes, cut down on theft and 
: kept fraud to a minimum, we're well on our way to ..,li, 
saving even more lives and preventing more 
! injuries. Not to mention, saving a few more dollars. ~CJ~sM~ 
t 
sRoad ense 
!/?;:1%- ,~' 
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The all-new 1999 
Chevy Silverado isn't just 
The Truck. It's the Motor 
Trend Truck o/the Year. 
We've made it bigger, 
more powerful, stronger 
and smarter. And we 
made it our best ever. 
Motor Trend 
Truck of the Year. 
'lrdSTOMER IS ALWAYS I IGHT. 
L 
Al l  across Canada our customers have spoken. They've overwhelmingly  chosen GM trucks 
over all others, making General Motors the leader in trucks. In 1998, General Motors sold and 
registered more pickups than anybody, and more total trucks than anybody. In fact, General Motors 
registered more trucks than anybody for the 49th year  in a row.  To all of our customers who 
continue to make General Motors trucks number  one, we offer you a very powerful  thank you. 
1 
The all-new 1999 
GMC Sierra. It has the 
largest, most comfortable cab 
we've ever made. It has the 
confidence of 4-wheel disc 
anti-lock brakes. It has the 
most powerful ine of Vortec 
engines ever made. And it 
has the Automobile Journalists 
Association of Canada 
Best New Pickup Award. 
• 
AumMoe~u~ JOUPJCUJSTS ASSOC.'nON OF C~u~o~ 
Automobile Journalists Association 
o/Canada Best New Pickup of the 
Year Award. 
D;IIL L. A C 
k~ 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 () M M U NI 
II 
. .  
i 
CHARLYNN TOEWS 
S ome decor magazines really should 
carry a health warning about their 
addictive and ultimately hamfful 
nature. 
Oh, it starts out imloceutly enough, a grocery 
shopper picking up a magazine or two for oc- 
casional or "recreational" use. Pretty soon, 
though, a home decor magazine is in the shop- 
ping cart every single time: it has become a 
"need," a must-have like bread, milk and toilet 
paper. The reader is now hooked. 
In the denial stage of the addiction, the user of 
home decor magazines feels no embarrassment 
in loading up the cart with two, three or four 
magazines at a thnc. When you're consuming a 
mag a day, you wish you could buy them by the 
carton. 
The first inlding the user has that there may be 
aproblem is starting to hide the amount used. 
The hooked person goes from newsstand to 
drug store Inagazine rack to couveniencc store, 
until every source in town is known and 
patronized. A sinking feeling sets in about the 
expense of the habit: if you need a hit of high- 
gloss full-colour home decor pictorials, you are 
paying $6.50 a pop. Not including the taxes. 
You may begin to wonder, is it the goverument 
who's addicted to these, or is it just me? 
Here's a typical How-I-hit-bottom scenario. 
You scan a supermarket rack with desperate 
eyes. You look at title after title with increasing 
dread as you realize each cover seems omehow 
old, used, overly familiar: you have already pur- 
chased them, they are, to you, consumed, tilt- 
ished, dust. This is the second time you've 
visited this rack this week, because you have 
checked all your other sources and found the 
same dry desert of bones. 
These already-read magazines send a shudder 
down your spine, like seeing row after row of 
the living dead, mocking you. It is only the 
fifteenth, and you have already read every home 
decor magazine published for the month. You 
are forced to go cold-turkey. Withdrawal symp- 
toms set in quickly. Craving interior design, you 
may find yourself admiring the rpstic, casual 
decor of the three bears' house. 
" l  like those mnllioued wiudows and ooh, 
• look, nice wainscoting," you might say, instead 
of "Aald somebody's been sitting in MY 
chair." And instead of discussing the wisdom 
of building slowly and with strength, you natter 
on about the channing fireplace in the third 
little pig's house. "See that mantel top, it looks 
like vintage mahogany. And the combination of 
stonework and tile with the brick is very effec- 
tive." 
This is where the real health hazard comes in. 
Bey0nd the expense, the deceptions and the 
guilt, there is the distorted sense of reality that 
takes hold. Living in a dream-world, with your 
nose buried in the pages of over-the-top 
glamour and surrealistic minimalism, your 
jaded eyes, should they glance up to your own 
home, will be filled with disdain. 
"The flow of the rooms is all wrong," you 
criticize your house, "this wall should be 
removed, a bank of east-facing windows in- 
stalled to caleb the momiug light, the toilet and 
tub switched, a second storey added, the mud 
room enlarged, the entrance made more gra- 
cious and inviting, the dropped ceilings raised 
and the basement dug deeper." 
In the February, 1999 issue of Architectural 
Digest, hideous flowered wallpaper is removed 
from a' dining room and replaced with soothing- 
ly delicate buttery stripes. On the next page we 
see llow a weak and nninspiring yellow library 
is enlivened and warmed by the addition of a 
vigorous floral wall covering. A lakeside 
"collage" is completely redone because it em- 
bodied "everything that was wrong with the 
sixties," especially knotty-pine paneling, which 
was ripped out and replaced will] classic white 
plaster. A few pages later, a seaside mansion 
exchanges dull drywall for homey yet elegant 
pine panels. You call see the knots in the lthoto, 
they lend a certain ruggedness. 
The niessage is subtle yet repetitive: what we 
have already is not good, because it is what we 
already have° We must change it. If the kttchen 
has white painted cupboards, they are "stark 
and .cold" and must be replaced with warm, 
decp-staiued wood. I f  the kitchen built-ins are 
I I  dark wood they are dreary and dim and must 
be replaced with something ltght and fresh: like 
white painted wood. 
Alrlght, I admit it, I 'm still usiug, although 
I 'm cutting back, or trying to. It is hard to quit. 
But I realize the haml I am doing to my house 
and my family and I anl going to stop real soon. 
My only question is, patch or gum? Perhaps the 
Good Housekeeping Seal would work as a 
Decor Derm Patch. 
And I will repeat affinnations to myself: My 
house Is worthwhile, my house is noble aud 
pleasing, I Jove my house. 
The best .of Terrace 
THE BEST OF Terrace questionnaire may 
not say much about future mayoral candi- 
dates (one person suggested Hustler pub- 
lisher Larry Flynt!), but it does say some-  
thing about our sense of humour. 
With more than 80 responses to the 
questionnaire, this much can be said: There 
are more d,'mgerous intersections in Terrace 
than there are people who drink B.C. wine. 
Most people would rather spend their last 
$10 on coffee, but the Canueks will most 
likely put them to sleep. 
The majority of people who responded 
said skateboarders are hip, but they would 
rather watch them skate outside of city 
limits. 
There are no good reasons to watch the 
Canucks except that rumour has it that 
Michael Jordan is coming to play. 
And more people also want to roast city 
councillors than wienies. 
Below are the top three rankings in each 
category and some comments about other 
entries that were simply hilarious. 
Best Terrace 
pastime: 
1. Outdoor living (hiking and camping) 
2. Fishing 
3. Mushroom picking 
While the top three answers are all popular 
thhlgs to do, we liked these answers, too: 
Jaywalking, cruising mainstreet, making babies 
and growing bananas. 
Best example of your 
tax dollars at work: 
1. Upgrading city streets 
2. Building a skatepark 
3. Pool renovations 
Although the answer "there is none" was coin- 
mon, other popular responses included the li- 
brary, snow removal and the new lights at 
Kalum Street and Park Avenue. 
Best reason to 
continue watching the 
Canucks: 
I. There are no good reasons 
2. To watch the other teams win 
3. It shows there's omething worse than B.C.'s 
ecoaonly. 
According one local, there's a good looking 
Stick boy to cheek out. But if he's not around, 
the Canucks are also a great cure for insomnia. 
Best place to spend 
your last $10: 
1. Ground Works 
2. Lottery wicket 
3. Don Diego's 
Others wrote, "Don't  spend it, donate it to the 
food baltk." 
One 'enthusiast wanted to see more tludisl Still- 
bathing at Lakelse Lake. Yoyos are also cool 
and so are cargo pants. 
Worst new trend: 
1. Body piercing 
2. Baggy pants 
3. Cell phones 
Baggy pants? You either love theal or hate 
fllem. Other sad trends are businesses closing 
and people nmving away to find work. Tube 
tops have also gotta' go. 
IN THE FAMILY: Adam Kurth and his sister 
Pam are proud of their boay piercings. 
Mighty Moe 
Best replacement 
for mayor: 
1. Mighty Moe 
2. Met 
3. Anyone but Jack Taistra 
Mighty Moe was the runaway winner. Ian 
Hamilton was fourth in this category and Deb- 
hie Scarborough was fifth. 
Larry Flynt garnered one vote. 
Best reason to be 
thankful you live here 
and not in Vancouver: 
1. Less traffic 
2. Lower crime 
Best place to feel like 3. Less pollution 
ipp ity Oue local s.id he's tha,,k~.l ho's i,, Terraeo be- you're in a h er  c cause there is, 't  a pro hockey team hereto be 
than Terrace: ashamed of. Others like the fact that there aren't 
1. Ruins 
2. Don Diego's 
3. Groundworks 
Skaters make Terrace hip. Cool, dude! 
Best place to watch 
skateboarders: 
1. Arena parking lot 
2. On TV 
3. Emergency ward 
Watch out skatersl One person wrote in, 
"through thescope Of a rifle." Other popular 
answers were: outside of city limits and skate 
videos. 
Best place to take 
visitors: 
1. Shames Mountain 
2. Mount Layton Holsprings 
3. Lava beds 
One resident akes visitors straight o the cash 
machine while another would rather take them 
to the airport. See ya! 
any parking meters here. Special mention: 
There's no choice to make between Earl's and 
the Keg. 
Best reason to move 
back to the Lower 
Mainland: 
1. More variety of everything 
2. None 
3. Medical specialists 
Common response: Move back? Are you kid- 
ding? 
CHEERS: Alexis Chicoine, manager of 
Ground Works, makes a latte. 
Most unusual place 
for a romantic walk: 
1. The old cemetery (preferahly in tile dark) 
2. Ferry Island 
3. Skeena Mall 
Why anyone would want to get romantic in a 
graveyard, we really don't know. The dump was 
an original response and so was walking the 
Howe Creek trail, but only in the dark. 
Best beach around 
town: 
1. Gruchy's Beach 
2. Lakelse picnic site 
3. Red Sand Lake 
Best hike: 
1. Terrace Mountain 
2. Sleeping Beauty 
3. Thornhill Mountain 
Best watched TV 
program: 
1. Simpsons 
2. E.R. 
3. (tie) Jerry Springer and South Park 
BCTV is still popular and so is MASH. Does 
that mean people here like news about war'/ 
Best place to travel to: 
1, Vancouver 
2. Mexico 
3.. Okanagan 
A lot of people said they were happy just to go 
to the bar. 
Worst intersection 
in Terrace 
l ,  Lazelle and Eby 
2. 7-11 intersection (Ottawa and Lakelse) 
3. Overpass 
Best new trend: Th~s could possibly be the cheapest traffic poll 
Terrace has ever done, Basically locals say the 
1. Snowboarding whole down!own core is hazardous. One person 
2. Baggy pants wrote, "SO Is where the canned vegetables aisle 
3. Coffee bars meets the dairy aisle at Safeway." 
Best B.C. wine: 
1. Gray Monk 
2. Sawmill Creek 
3. Scottie s U-Brew 
Locals say they prefer beer. 
Best place to do 
little, slowly: 
1. Coffee shop 
2. Library 
3. Council meetings 
Oilier nifty places included the Mail lbod court, 
school, McDonald's drive thru arid the lineup at 
tile Bank of Montreal. 
Best place to have a 
wienie roast: 
1. Lakelse Lake 
2, My backyard 
3. Ferry Island 
One person wants to roast wienies at a city 
council meetings, others want into the Canueks' 
dressing roonl. 
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CITY SCENE 
BAR SCENE 
AGATOR'S  PUB presents Kingfish 
until the end of February. Come down 
and check out the outrageous drink spe- 
cials, Remember Thursday nights are 
Ladies nights where you'll have a 
chance to win a diamond ring. 
ABEASLEY 'S  MIX: Superbowl Sun- 
'day is January 31! You can't miss the 
game on the big screen TV. There are 
prizes to be won. 
/ 
i : , .  
THEATRE 
AComing up is Norm Foster's play The 
Motor Trade, directed by Gordon Oates. 
The adult comedy is set in the 
showroom of a car dealership on a 
stormy winter day. The play runs from 
Jan. 28-20 and Feb. 4-6 and Feb. 11- 
13. 
ART 
GALLERY 
AThe Terrace Art Gallery. presents: .. 
QUILTS 1999: a variety of quilts' ~ade 
by local quilters will be on display in 
the upper Art Gallery. 
LAND ESCAPES:  Oil paintings by 
artist Judith Lapadat from Prince 
George will be on display from Jan. 8- 
31. 
MUSIC 
A"VALENTINES DAY, MY DEAR 
NEW ORLEANS STYLE" :  The Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
presents Sunday, Feb. 13 at 8 p.m., a 
tribute to George Gershwin & A 
Dixieland Jazz Hour with The New Or- 
'leans Connection & Charity Auction. 
Tickets are $75 available at Ev's Mens 
wear or from any director. Formal dress 
is required. Elegant hors d'oeuvres will 
be served. 
A"SHAKE THOSE WINTER 
BLUES"  "with the Terrace Com- 
munity Band. Join the band for a mid- 
winter concert, Saturday, February 
20th, beginning at 7:30 p.m. at the Ter- 
race Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby 
St. They will warm your hearts and toes 
with their entertaining selections! Also 
on the program, and always a hit, the 
Big Band and guests Four Parts Crazy. 
Tickets are available at the door: Adults 
$8, seniors/students $5, children 12 and 
under are free. 
• ACALEDONIA SENIOR 
SECONDARY SCHOOL presents the 
5th annual Tri-school Band Telethon 
Sunday, Feb. 14 from 5-8 p.m at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The bands and 
:choirs of Skeena, Thornhill Junior, and 
Caledonia Secondary Schools will per- 
form a three hour telethon on CFTK 
Cable 10. The theatre and television 
audiences will hear five concert bands, 
four jazz bands, the Cal choir and small 
ensembles: Phone 638-1333 to pledge 
your support for the Secondary School 
Music Programs. 
r 
r Georges  Pub  
"LiCensed b'or Good •Times" 
. .  • • . . . . . .  
r 
Great Music 1 
Friday & Saturday 
Sunday , . January  
" lS  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
Super Bowl 
Sunday 
t . ~ ~  * Big screen * Prizes : 
• SuNr wl Jacket o be won ! 
! • Fun • Touch down Fealures ~ 
' : .  " .: i . .  
Tough Times ;/( REMEMBER! 
Thursdays / 
2Ibrl  verageFeature[// wHt pick up and I 
& 2 t0r 1 Stea S ndwich| | drop off your pa y I 
Kara0ke! J L at Georges Pub. 
B6 Highway 16 
I'errace, B,C. 
=h: 635-6375 
TERRACE PUBLIC library will be 
having a book• raffle. When you 
sign out a library book, fill in an 
entry form. Names will be drawn at 
the end of the day. For more info 
call Eberle at 638-8177. 
Wednesday, January 27 
BEADED BRACELETS: A pro- 
gram for teens 12 and older. Learn 
to make beaded bracelets with lo- 
cal artist Diana Wang Adams from 
3:30-4:30 p.m. Free, but please 
register at the library. 
like the help of a Hep C support 
group, please call the health unit at 
638-2200 and ask for Carol. 
TAMITIK STATUS OF WOMEN in- 
vites women who work or have 
worded in local industries in Kitimat 
to share their stories, work histories 
and experiences as part of a gen- 
der and work research project. 
Results will be sent to the federal 
government (and can be 
anonymous.) To be interviewed call 
Joanna at 632-2020 or visit the 
TEEN CRISIS AND INFORMA- 
TION LINE is 1-888-564-8336, 
Have a problem? Need to talk 
about it? Don't know where to turn? 
Call the teen crisis phone line. Calls 
are confidential and anonymous. 
Information provided on resources 
in you? community. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH: 
Do you need someone to clean that 
sticky, gooey egg off your window? 
Call us at 635-3812. We can find 
someone to do thej0b, ,,.~,; .... 
Bread and Roses wbmen's cehtre/: • . . . . . . . . .  
-FAMILY-LITERACY ~' DAY:'--Tfiere ................. - .................................................... ""~THE"TERRACE -AND 'DISTRI(~T 
will be a bookswap at Terrace YOUTH MENTORSHIP PRO- COMMUNITY SERVICES presents 
Volunteer Bureau (next to Hava 
Java). Bring a soft covered book 
and exchange it for another soft 
covered book. Children who do not 
have a book can get one for free. 
For more info call Eberle' at 638- 
8177. 
Saturday, January 30 
CASARA: Spotter/Nay. training. All 
present or future members are 
asked to attend the Skeena Health 
Unit from 7-10 p.m. 
Sunday, January 31 
LAKELSE LAKE COMMUNITY as- 
sociation general meeting will be at 
Mount Layton Hot springs at 2 p.m. 
Tuesday, February 2 
BR. 13 ROYAL CANADIAN 
LEGION: Ladies Auxiliary meeting 
starts at 7:30 p.m: at the Royal Ca- 
nadian Legion, All members are 
urged to attend. New members wel- 
come. Call 635-7065 for more info. 
Tuesday, February 9 
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTRE 
is hosing a two hour workshop with 
Terrace nutriti0nist FIo Sheppard 
about getting educated and feeling 
good about your body. The work- 
shop is free and will take place at 
the Women's Resource Centre 
from 1:30-3 p.m. The workshops 
celebrates Eating Disoq:lers Aware- 
ness. 
Wednesday, February 10 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC 
FESTIVAL committee meeting at 
3639 Krumm Road begins at 8 p.m. 
We are looking for parents to join 
our committee. For more info 
please call Kelly at 635-1579 or 
visit our website at 
www.kermode,net/musicfest98. 
Thursday, February 11 
BLUEBACK SWIM CLUB: Notice 
of special general meeting at the 
Terrace Aquatic Centre boardroom 
at 7 p.m. Topics for discussion: 
Sears delivery contract ,  fund- 
GRAM: About 300 volunteer busi- 
ness professionals across B.C. are 
wanted to become mentors to 
young entrepreneurs. To be an 
eligible mentor, you should have at 
least two years of business experi- 
ence in B.C. anda strong desire to 
make a• positive difference in a 
young person's life. The youth 
mentorship program is a part of the 
province's Youth Options B.C., 
which provides young people with 
education, skills training and work 
experience. Mentors contribute to 
developing ideas, self-confidence, 
networking contacts and improved 
business skills. For more info call 1- 
877-BC-YOUTH or visit Web site at 
www.youth.gov.bc.ca. 
THE TERRACE VOLUNTEER 
BUREAU is looking for carpenters, 
plumbers and electricians who may 
be able to spare a couple of hours 
a month to do minor home repairs 
of seniors and persons with dis- 
abilities in our community. The 
bureau is also looking for men, 
women and young adults to help 
with fall yard work and snow 
removal form stairs and walkways 
for seniors and persons with dis- 
abilities in our community. For more 
information call Shannon at 638- 
1330. 
TERRACE PARENT SUPPORT 
CIRCLE (formerly Parents in 
Crisis): Are you a parent over- 
whelmed by isolation, in the midst 
of family crisis, with a very difficult 
child? Need to talk to someone? 
Call Anna 635-2152 or Darlene 
638-1863. Confidential weekly self- 
help group meetings available. 
ADULT CONVERSATIONAL 
FRENCH LESSONS will be offered 
by the Canadian Parents for French 
Oct. 28,  Jan. 27 at the Cassie Hall 
Ubrary, Cost is $25 for members 
and $35'for non-members. To reg- 
ister: call Debbie at 635-9390 or 
Karen at 635-0135, 
raising and additions to constitu, THE FAMILYPLACE: Come join 
tion. For more Info call Candy 638- us  mornings from 10 a,ln. to 12 
7834 or Joy 638,0649 or icarol p,m. for Parent and Child drop-n, 
638-1749. For more info call 638-1863. 
/7~ v't"~ HEART TO HEART: Has your fam- 
I I l l  ( , J I  (~  i i ily~or have you been affected by 
• , i heart surgery? heart attack? 
/~ l . . . .~pF i r , l l~tF i i r l / - i  chronic  heart cond tons? H gh 
I !¢ ,41~p. I t , . , , !  I I I  i i blood pressure? high risk for devel- 
" " ~ : 0ping heart disease. For emotional 
H, - -^-rrne 1". eHn,v~' r  n,-,~t,~, and educational support call 638" 
I . , F R l l  l l q J  ~ e u r r ~ , , # r l /  ~ . ~ r ~ u u r ~  
8464 for more information If you or someone you kn0w would 
Mother's Time off. All mothers are 
welcome to come with their children 
to the Knox United Church Monday 
to Friday from 10-11:30 a.m. For 
more information call "Irish or Ivy at 
635-4147. 
FREE INTERNET LESSONS are 
available at the Terrace library from 
Tuesday-Thursday 1-9 p.m. Les- 
sons are for one hour one-on-one. 
Call the library 638-8177 to book an 
appointment. 
YOUTH ON BOARD ensures 
B.C.'s young people (29 years old 
or younger) are represented on the 
various agencies, boards and cam- 
missions that shape our  com- 
munities. By participating on boards 
like the B.C, Summer and Winter 
Games, B.C, Transit or any of the 
other 180-plus boards in our pro- 
vince, you can learn how choices 
affecting your community are made 
and be part of that decision- 
making process, For more informa- 
tion call 1-877-BC-Youth or visit the 
province's web site at 
www.youth.gov.bc.ca 
starting Sept. 27. There is a $10 entry 
fee. Address: 4662 Lakelse Ave. 
TERRACE BAHA'I community of- 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 
meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wedttes- 
days at 7 p.m. to pitch horseshoes. You 
don't need to bring your own set to 
play. They meet at the Horseshoe pitch 
WOMEN WEIGHT LOSS SUP- at  North Sparks and Halliwell (beside 
.ROFl,~T~GBOUp~;Any,6ne~interested !i, Heritage ~i'la~e and the "Kin Hut). 
MUSICIANS WANTED: contact ~ ,:: : : 
Tim at 842-5037. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus 
Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- 
days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
flora 7-10 p.m. 
SUNDAYS 
CHALKY'S BILLIARDS pool 
tournament held Sundays at 2 p.nt. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This cohtmn is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions shouM be typed or 
printed neatly. 
~ 11 TM ~ ~ . . . . . . . .  
_ r havepos .onb at mayas• e 
of interest to others o over tl';e next few weeks Iwil/try and 
answer as many of these as I can. 
QUESTION: Are holistic medicine and herbs connected with 
satanism~ 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: It is ~ssible that Satan has disciples in the hal stic fie d 
c~tlyn Made Amyo~ D',c0~e R ne PhSppe Cam because he has f• owers in all walks of life. The herbalists of 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & 11me of Birth: my acquaintance give God the credit for their knowlege and 
J~nw/15,1999 at2:0z am. Janu:u719,1999 at ! 2:47 a.m. the op~rtunily toshare that gift with others. 
WelE, kl: 8 Ibs 2 oz. Sex: Female Weight: 8lbs 4 oz. Sex: Male Sfudents of the Bible may know tt;at here are many 
Parents: Cortna Loekyer &Dan Pm'ents: PldlJppe Cam & MlehaJe re[erences to herbs in C-cx:J s word. To quote a few: 
t~nyotte Bracken Genesis 1:29 "And God said Behold, I have given you every 
herb bearing seed which is u~n the face of ihe earth, and" 
avery tree ",n which" is ~e .,frult of a tree ylelding,, seed. To you 
it shall be for meat. - 
'$ • 
~ab)"e Name: Baby's Name: the fruit hereof shall be [or meet and the Ja'ed,'dlm Charles Kenyon Jonathan Garry Daniel King Ezekiel 47:12 "and F 
Date & Thne of Birth: Date & 11me of Birth: /~e~n thereof for medicine." 
Janus, 15,1998 at 6:07 p.m. J~ua719, l~y') at 6:47 p.m. Revelation 22:2 and the leaves of the tree were for the 
Weight: 10 Ibs Sex: Male Weight: 8 Ibs 13 oz. Sex: Male heeling of nations." 
Parents: ilm &Jennifer Parents: (;my & Darlene King 'dngs 20:7 (instructions h:om Isaiah) "Take a lump o[ figs. 
nd they took it and lald it on the boil, and he recover~." 
• • I John J9:39 Jesus is said to have been anointed with aloe 
and myrrh. There are many more references in the Bible if 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: I you 'want to do a tittle research. Satanic? Not if one [allows 
Andrew Dylan Taylor Wells u^sten Gordon K0hl MeKe';m l God's word. However, consider this as well. Wouldn't Satan 
Date & Time of Birth, Date & Time of Birth: ] be achieving his goal if people could be frightened away 
January 17, 1999 at 11:40 p.m. J~uary 20,1999 ~t 12:29 a.m. I from God's teechings? In conclusion, please retied on this 
Wel#zt: 9 Ibs 8 oz. Sex: Male Welghl: 7 Ibs 4 oz. Sex: Male ] last thought. "Cleanliness is next to Godliness." The basis of 
Parents: 11~y Moore & lyson Welb Parents: Tanp. Rscus & (;ill McKean ~ the whole health concept, including herbs, is cleansing. 
eta  iiil , , i |1 II tee  .Elaby Gift. ' lill /PURIFIED BOTTLED wATER, FORLE$$THAN 
(S imple ,  huh?) • . oE . , , .=  
Just see our service desk for more information : lil] 635"2341 
I 0verwa,teal I!il 
!!;!ii . . . .  
" ' . . . . . .  i i i ' i 1 "  k , , 
In search of Second 
World War information 
YVONNE MOEN 
LAST JULY, Helen Hasel- 
meyer aud I wrote a letter to 
the Legion magazine for the 
Lost Trails Section asking 
for stories from vetera s sta- 
tioned in Terrace during the 
Second World War. 
So far, we've received 
four letters: Two from Nova 
Scotia, one from Sas- 
katchewan, and one came 
from Clearwater, Florida, 
All of them had good 
memories of Terrace. 
Does attyone in Terrace 
have any old photos of war 
buildings or know anyone 
who was stationed here in 
the Second World War? If 
so, please call Yvonue at 
638-0423. 
The picture above came 
from Allan Bruusden, who 
lives in Florida. 
He was in the Cauadian 
Navy stationed at H.M.C.S. 
Chatham in Prince Rupert, 
The picture was taken at 
the opening of the Skeena 
River Highway Sept. 4, 
C.P.O. Noakes conducts the band September 4, 
1944 while W.O. Delamonte plays a trumpet solo. 
i944. The Troop convoy of 
Army attd Navy travelled 
fi'om Prince Rupert to Ter- 
race for the opening 
cereluouies. A massive 
band concert was put on by 
four bands in Riverside 
Park, which was part of the 
army base. 
The picture is of C.P.O. 
Noakes leading the bands 
while W.O. Ddamoute 
plays a trumpet solo. Does 
anyoite in Terrace remem- 
ber this? Was anyone at- 
tending this? 
~ "k "A- 'k * 
] HOPE everyone is re- 
membering to feed all the 
little birds out there in the 
cold. 
Every morning while I s i t  
it and have my second cup 
of coffee, I find it very 
relaxing to watch the birds 
arrive. 
• My little visitors vary in 
size. The other monting l 
had a Northern Flicker, and 
two Steller Jays (B.C.'s 
provincial bird.) 
Bird feeding and tryh~g to. 
identify all the different 
birds can be a fun family 
pastime. 
Just remember, we need 
trees out there to keep the. 
birds around. 
HAVE YOU picked up 
the B.C. Legends video 
from White Spot Restaurant 
yet? One of the 12 B.C. 
legends, described involves 
Terrace. The Legendary 
Mutiny was the largest and 
longest mutiny in the history 
of Canada. Even though the 
stories are short, they are 
very interesting. 
Thank  You 
TERRACE FIRST NA- 
TIONS council of women 
with to extend our sincere 
gratitude to all those who 
donated to the a~mual 
Chrisanas dinner "In 
houour of the elder's and 
kids on the street, Your con- 
tinued support spreads gra- 
ciously throughout the coin- 
munity and has proven to be 
you good health attd happi- 
ness throughout he New 
Year. 
THE CLIENTS and staff of 
the Terrace Emergency 
Shelter would like to thank 
all thepeople of Terrace for 
their thoughtful dottatious of 
winter clothing and food to 
Shelter. The generosity and 
eflbrt displayed by the 
Community is greatly ap- 
preciated by those who find 
themselves in timcs of dif- 
ficulty and need. Your 
donatiom greatly e=thancc 
the support the Terrace 
Emerge~tcy Shelter provides 
to its clients in the Terrace 
another success. We wish the Terrace Emergency area. 
I Hockey Night 
In Hanky's 
I Hockey Fans, ¢~~.~,  
I come in early to get ~-~ ~,., I 
J the best seats. , [ , /~ ;~1 I 
I There will be games.* / / /~ ~ "~ 
I Prizes to be wont //~" ~,  
I % i,,,,, " ~  ,-.~_ ....~_~ 
I Located in the Coast Inn of th'e We~'W"~'~ 
I ~ ~  ~ ~  
: ..,,~. :.~,:,~.::~!!~.~::~': :'..: ?;~:i!~:i~:'~;* 
I • " ' ~ ~ ........... ::" ~.::~i:~ 
,! ~!i! " " " ' ' " "  
I; B inbred: O~r in~es hnmnk EN.I'OW[R I~oer, 4~num~ me~oO~ per monfh ned lord memge, J I! , Pr~kl a~uels m I~I rdmld0kb. Taxe~ ext ra~~l l ing  el~li.. I 
Northern Healthcare 
High quality rentals- from canes & crutches 
to electric hospital beds. 
615-5151 
in the Park Avenue Medical Building, 
Terrace 
i 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chiropractor 
4635 Lazel le, Terrace 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and 
Prescr ipt ion Orthotics Now 
Available• 
For Appointment 638-8165 
Due to the Bridal Fair on 
Sunday January 31 
Our Brunch 
Buffet will be held from 
10:00 AM - 1:30 PM 
The Terrace Grill will be 
offering a Dessert  Buf fet  
1:30 PM - 4:30 PM 
(Entrance Fee to the Bridal Fair Required) 
& 
Our Hot Dinner Buffet 
4:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
(Entrance Fee to the Bridal Fair Required until 6PM) 
Put your money 
to work for you i 
Let Us Show 
You How To: 
• Save for you retirement 
• Save for your  child's 
education 
• Cut your life insurance 
costs 
• Lower your monthly cash 
outlay 
• Create a financial plan 
that "makes ense" 
Topics to be discussed: RRSP's, ~utual Funds 
Inflation Factors, Diversification, Asset Allocation, 
Protection Management, Debt Management, and the 
Financial Needs Analysis 
Guest Speaker • 
Brad Girard, Senmr Vice President 
-Primerica Financial Services 
Don't miss out. Seating is limited!! 
Please RSVP through Primerica Financial Services at 
635-7800 or 1-800-295-7676 
email: arcadipfs@kermode.net 
A mernberof citlqroup 
Ph: 635-7800 or 1-800-295-7676 
Ucensed to sell mutual funds through PSFL Investments CanaOa Ltd, Mutual Funds 
Brunch Buffet:  $10.  9 5 Dealer. Representing Primedca Ufe Insurance Company of Canada. 
Invest wisely; Important information about this mutual fund service s con a ned n the 
Dessert Buffet:  $ 8 .95  simplified prospectus, Investors should obtain a copy from their investment advisor 
and read it carefully before investing Unlike GICs, mutual fund investments are not 
Dinner Buffet:  $15 .9  5 guaranteed and unit values and investment returns will fluctuate. 
Children Under 12 $5,00 
Children Under 3 Free This advertisement paid in part by Mackenzie Financial Corp, 
RESE.VAT,ONS: 63~O0S3 ~ IN l=rk=m'No 
~ j ~ 
p.,,. i. I/ 
Best Westem Terrace Inn , 
Tickets $75.00 
Formal Dress • Begant Hers D'oeuvres 
TICKERS AVAILABLE AT EV'S MENS WEAR OR FROM ANY DIRECTOR 
Donors 
,~ All Seasons Source For Sports if" Erwln's Jewellers ~" Progressive Ventures 
~" Aqua Clear Bottlers ~" Ev's Mens Wear ~ Safeway 
d" Aqua Plumbing ~" Gemma's ~-  Terrace Builders ' 
~" Canadian Tire ~ Great Pacific Managemelit Z Terrace Chrysler 
~" Carters Jewellers I" Great West LIFe ~" Terrace Equipment Sales 
it Cedarland Tire ~" Images By Karlene 
Central Flowers ~" Ma|ylln & Phil Davies 
~" Coast Inn Of The West . . . .  I" Northern Drags 
~" Elan Travel In cooperation ~" Northern Motor Inn 
with Canadian Airlines 
~" Electronic Futures ~" Northern Savings Credit Union 
& Tenace & District Credit Union 
The New Orleans Connection Tour is sponsored by Sight & Sound Productions Ltd, 
~" Terrace Sight & Sound 
d" Totem Country Wide Furniture 
& Appliances 
~" Totem Ford 
~" Twilight Spas 
Ti i i  
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ROB BROWN 
Fishy fugitives 
our years ago the Ministry of En- 
F viromnent, Lands, and Parks and the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, 
and Food asked the Environmental 
Assessment Office to couduct a 
review of the adequacy of current processes used 
by the two ministries in regulating aud managing 
salmon aqua culture operations h~ British Colum- 
bia. Over the course of that review, the goveru-' 
ment placed a moratorimn on new sal,non farm- 
ing tenures. 
The right-wing media giants, hand maidens for 
corporate capitalis,n that they are, with would like 
us to believe that every problem, great or small, is 
the result of ineptitude on the part of our provin- 
cial goverument. The New Democrats have taken 
some heat for their handling of the aqua culture 
situation, and they will uudoubtedly take a lot 
more no matter what course they choose to pursue 
uow that the review by tile Euvironmeutal Assess- 
,neat Office is complete. 
The aqua culture issue is complex and difficult. 
When judging the provincial government's hand- 
ling of it, we used to remember that the whole 
fish fanuing mess is the legacy of the Socred 
regimes of Billy Bennett and Willy VanderZahn. 
When it became clear there was a lot of money in 
aqua culture, the cabinet of Bennett he Younger 
was quick to nmve on it. By the time Vander- 
Zahn's wretched rule was mercifillly over, there 
were fish farnrs up and down the coast. 
Environmeutal groups, the Steelhead Society 
foremost amongst them, wrote letter after• letter to; 
all levels.of governme,~t~,warning that ~C. aqua.. 
culture industry was~ by: n6 :nii~in~::~li~hn:.,Jof: 
, course, the Socreds, who never cared much for 
greenies, and whose actious clearly show they 
viewed the Ministry of the Enviromnent as an i,ll- 
pediment o economic growth and fiscal well- 
beiug, powered ahead uonetheless. 
Iu sahnon fanniug, file fish are raised in cap- 
tivity from the egg stage until they are ready to be 
shipped to market. The process begins with the 
collection and fertilization of eggs from mature 
fenrale sahnou. The fertilized eggs are kept in ili- 
cubation trays at company hatcheries. After a 
month, or so, the ova are transferred to freshwater 
rearing tanks where they are raised to smelts. The 
snlolts are theft transported to saltwater farms 
where they are raised to market size. 
Originally coho and chinook were fanned ex- 
clusively, but, as usual, greed won out over sense. 
It was discovered Atlantic sahnol, were cheaper 
to raise because of their high tolerance to stocking 
densities and becausc they grow more quickly. 
Environmentalists got exercised once again, and 
rightly so tbr the inlroduetiou of exotic species 
(even in pesmed environments) is a dangerous act, 
as has been vividly demonstrated all over the 
planet. 
Norway, the last bastion of great sportfishing 
for European Atlantic sahnou, had to poison over 
thirty of its wild sahnou rivers because the fish in 
those rivers had been iufected with diseases intro- 
duced by escapees from nearby fish farms. In BC 
the occurrence of such a disaster would be even 
more catastrophic since fish farm fugitives pose a 
threat as disease vectors, but they ,nay also pose a 
competitive threat o wild indigenous almon that 
already have enough envlroimaental pressures to 
deal with. 
Last year the prophecies of the Steelhead 
Society came to pass when Atlantic Salmon juve- 
,tiles were discovered in the Tsitika River. The 
Tsitika is a wild river with xm hateheries or other 
facilities in its watershed. Except for /! small 
release of steelhead fry which came from the river 
some twenty years ago,. there has beet, tie stock- 
ing there. About three kilo!netres upstream on the 
river there is a barrier to iilttk, dog, chiuook, and, 
sockeye adults aud juveniles. Until recently, only 
dolly varden, sea trout, echo a,td steelhead made 
it over the barrier. It, the last few years Atlantic 
salmon were Sighted there, and ,low regional  
fisheries staff have captured Atlantic salmon ju- 
veniles above the barrier. 
Barring alien iuterve,ltion, it was patently ob- 
vious that these fish were the progeny of fish farm 
escapees. Being good scientists, the provincial 
biologists subjected the fish to tests and con- 
firn, ed that Atlantic sahnon are getting out o17 
their pens and occupying niches left becanse of 
dwindling steelhead runs. 
Fish fares are hard o,I the ocean bottom and ad- 
jaceut marine environs. They have siting prob- 
Ictus vis-a-vis marius tourism and First Nations 
endeavours; but the threat hey pose to our wild 
sal,nonids ~ now confirmed ou the Tsitika ~ is 
more than sufficient to warrant a conllnued 
moratorium on the expansion of the Industry, The 
provincial govermnent should keepthe  
Shames' race day 
THERE'S nothing like 
skiing a giaut alpine race on 
your own course to put a 
smile on local skiers' faces. 
" It 's excellent," said coach, 
Andrew Rushton. 
Sixty-eight skiers from 
100 Mile House to 
Whitehorse raced through 
the rainbow, short cut aud 
back eddy courses" to cover 
a 230-metre vertical drop. 
On Saturday, Jan. 16 
skiers tore through 29 gates 
in hard-packed snow. 
With uo Terrace entries in 
the the boys 15-18 age 
group, Prince George 
grabbed silver and gold but 
14-year-old Mathieu Leclerc 
from Shames racked up an 
impressive 49.42 race time 
to finish less than two see- 
ends off the best male time. 
Leah Leclerc, Stacey 
Blake attd Shannon Kelly 
completed their first races 
ever in fourth, fifth, attd six- 
th positions. 
Oil Sunday, the skiers 
tackled the slopes twice for 
a two- run  race that saw 
Smithera' Erin Harvard 
come iu third overall. 
Mathieu Leclerc from Tel'- 
boys basketball team added 
another win to their record, 
last week in an end-to-end 
battle against Hazelton. 
The game, which ended 
69-66 Caledonia, was 40-38 
Terrace at the half. 
Only one week earlier the 
boys put in a very good 
defensive effort against 
Hazelton on their own turf. 
Ifl;::th~, second and third 
q~rte~made the differea~e: 
as the"Kermodes' went up 
74-35 al the end of three 
quarters. 
Coach Cam MacKay then 
mixed up his line up to give 
less experienced players 
more floor tim .~. And 
Caledouia's defense looked 
race finished ca top of his 
age group again with a com- 
bined time of 1.41.78. 
Aaron Gingles placed lburth 
ahnost 14 seconds behind 
Leclerc and Courtland 
Saudover-Sly wou gold in 
the boys 13-15 age group. 
HEADING YOUR WAY: Mathieu Leclerc on his first 
of two runs at Shames' Medll Lynch/B.C, Alpine 
Northern Zone giant slalom race Sunday, Jan, 17. 
il+i 
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THAT'S MICHAEL BUTLER: He finished Sunday's 
two-run race eleventh at a combined time of 2.09.50. 
Kerm. odes' look strong as J u n i ors' 
w, nn ng streak cont, nues beat 
CALEDONIA'S senior strong with four Caledonia quarter by a only two points, scoring run. Kitimat 
players recording double- 
digit score totals. 
"Hazelton did not play 
like the team they could 
be," said MacKay. 
Billed to be dark horse in 
the AA zones, Hazelton 
showed potential by out- 
scoring the Kermodes 34-18 
making the score 19-17. 
MacKay said the 
Kennodes could have easily 
been up by 10 but the Rain- 
makers kept the game close 
by capitalized on Kermode 
mental errors. 
The Kemodes the,, got 
into trouble with three 
MacKay called the game 
"scrambly" as the 
Kermodes fought to come 
back from an ll-point loss. 
Saturday, Jan. 16's game 
was a high-scoring, close 
game with a lead that never 
exceeded eight points. The 
Kermode's won the ,nateh 
in tile final quarter of play to starter picking up three fouls 93-87. MacKay said there 
male  the game final 92~69_ ,each in the first half andthe were obvious defensive 
Caledo l i ia ;~:"  . . . .  " .... Prine~ ....... ' ...... " ' : "  .......... ' ' ' . . . .  ' ' , '  : .... Rupert s dmopl,ne, lapses'by bothteams m such 
,?,On ,:;:~ Friday, I Jan. 15 took over. high-scoring...games., The 
Caledonia beat Prince 
Rupert 80-71 in a game full 
of intense action. The clas- 
sic Kennode-Ra inmaker 
battle was stacked with 
changing leads and lots of 
physical play. 
Caledonia took the first 
The Raimnakers led at the 
end of the third quarter 59- 
56. 
But Caledonia's Mike 
Hovanes didn't let down the 
home-town crowd in the 
final quarter by leading the 
Kennades to a 12-point 
west girls basketball tournament 
nominated Terrace's Tabitha Nen- 
,finger as Tournameut All Star Jan. 
15-16. 
Alan Neufeld was happy with the 
Caledonia 's girls' offence after three 
games Jan. 15-16. 
Jenu Vandeflee leads the team in ag- 
gressive drives for the basket but 
Vandedee had Kathy Arbuah and 
Megau Corp's help. Both girls ex- 
ecuted effective drives iu getting bas- 
kets and drawing fouls from the oppo- 
sition. 
Kermode defense also 
lapsed as Ryan Bishop, a 
Rainmaker shooter, scored 
36 points. 
The Kermode offense on 
the other hand was balanced 
with as five separate players 
scored ill the double digits. 
Rebound's key to girls' success 
COACHES and referees of a north- Neufeld is also seeingmore aggres- sire defense. 
sive pla); under the basket as the girls 
grabbed the more rebounds and pre- 
vented other teams from setthg up 
Crucial plays under the basket. 
Ou Jan. 15, the girls squared off 
against Prince Rupert Senior 
Secondary here. Prince Rupert won 
the match 47-45 and Caledonia's 
Tabitha Neuninger (12 points), 
Vanderlee (11 points) and Datma 
WOMEN'S  SOCCER 
Saturday, Jan. 16 Caledonia 
squashed Smithers in Hazelton 64-48. 
Nenninger (18 points) a,,d Vanderlee 
(16 points) led the scoring while three 
scorers racked in eight points each. 
Game three of the multi-venue 
tournament was played in Houston 
against an ever-popular hometown 
team. Caledonia lost the action- 
packed squeeker 47-45. Nenniger (18 
Haworth (10 poiuts) led the scoring, points), Vanderlee (11 points) and 
Heather Kelly, a steady force on the Corp (6 points)were Terrace's lead- 
team, set up excellent plays and Corp ing scorers and all three had great 
led the team in rebounds and aggres- rebounds, ' 
Flower Power lose 
first match of year . 
THERE'S a first for everything, make the final 5-1. ' 
Ladies soccer Tuesday, Jan. 19 saw the And late action Thursday night pitched 
league-leading Flower Power lose for the Braid Insurauce against the Purple 
first time this season in a 1-0 game against Panthers. Lianas Funk scored in the first 
Begi,mer's Luck. The Begi,mer's trail half to put' Braid Insurance ahead. The 
• Flower Power by 16 points this season and Panthers tied the game late in the second 
their big win was brought o them by goal  half with a goal from Barb Bissanti to end 
S * ' ' corer, Lmda ZImmerlmg. the match 1-1. 
lithe low-scoring theme took root in the 
second game of the night when Artistic 
. Hair Desigu took on the PurplePailthers i,t 
a 0-0 tie. Name Goals Team 
Other games last week saw Blessings and Julie Elwood 19 Oasis Sports 
Braid Insurance play to a 3-3 draw and the Pat Kozak 15 Flower Power 
Back Eddy Bullets defeat Oasis Sports 6-2. Hcidi Siebring 13 Back Eddy Bullets 
Thursday's games euded 2.0 Artistic Hair Diana Wood 11 Beginners Luck 
whe,t they played agaiust the Blessings, Pam Kawinsky 11 Oasis Sports 
Flower Power also beat out Oasis Sports in Barb Bissanti 10 Purple Panthers 
a I-0 gatne. Lori Kasperski 10 Back Eddy Bullets 
Leading scorers to Jan. 20 
SKEENA's junior boys bas- 
ketball team managed to 
beat Kitimat Jan. 15, but 
came up short in Houston 
one day later. 
And Wildcat coach Scott 
Stewart latows his team can 
do better. 
"At  this time of year, we 
need our senior players to 
start, playing with intensity 
and an aggressiveness; espe- 
cially against these older 
and more physical senior 
high teams," said Stewart. 
Kitimat played hard Fri- 
day, Jan. 15 but they still 
lost to the Wildca Is 77-42. 
Skeena wasn't quite so 
lucky wheu they travelled to 
Houston Jan. 16 for senior 
toumalnent. The youug 
team fared well in the iu the 
first game, losing by six 
points in a 49-43 game final. 
Robert Haugland led the 
Wildeat's with 18 points. 
In their second game 
Skeeaa played the nu,nber- 
10 ranked single 'A'  Hous- 
ton team. The Wildcats 
looked whipped after the 
first quarter euded 24-5 
Houston but the team 
managed to rack up some 
shots in the 77-54 Houston 
final. Skeena's Scan Dusdal 
led the team's 'standings 
with 12 points while Grade 
8 point guard Bryan Mat- 
thews played well. 
,noratorium iu place attd moVe aggressively on { 
the recommettdatlons i  the Saltuon Aquaculture . defensive effort in the second half but Braidlnsurance 
Review that deal with clean!ng up the cx  stiitg couldn't filllsh; ,The oilly goal of the half Back Eddy Bul{ets 
facilities. • . . . . . . . .  : :' was  Lort Kaspersk{'s second of the itight to Blessings .... ~ 3 
Mid-season hockey stats 
I Recreational league standings to Dec. 31 I 
Team GP W L T PTS 
Skeena Cable Canadians 20 13 3 4 30 
(i: Chapter One Aeros 20 11 4 5 27 
' . All Season's Lightning 20 9 7 4 22 
Precision Builders 20 8 8 4 20 
Back Eddy Bullies 20 5 14 1 11 
White Spot 20 4 13 3 11 
Teem 
Troy Butler 
Troy Farkvam 
• lan Alger 
Mitch Shinde 
Marie Desjardlns 
Matt Shlnds 
Dave Jones 
Chad McKay 
Will Taekema 
Emile Gagnon . 
Leading scorers 
TM G A PTS PIM 
SCC 27 24 51 12 
COA 27 22 49 18 
SCC 28 15 43 15 
PB 14 27 41 18 
ASL 18 21 39 13 
ASL 27 11 38 19 
PB 18 19 37 73 
PB 21 14 35 24 
COA 12 16 28 3 
• SCC 14 13 27 3 
The week before saw the Back Eddy Bul- Carmen MeChesney 8 Braid Insurance " I SRD Blues . 20 4 11 
, , " Sheila Denomme 8 Oas,s S errs . . . .  . . . .  lets take on Beginners Luck. Lorl ' P i I i Leadin"scorers 
Kaspersk! wasted Ito time putting tile Bnl- - -  . .. :it : |  ' 
. /earn smnaln s . . . . . . . . . . .  lets o,, the board wheu she received a great g i I Team ~ G A 
pass fronl the corner, Back Eddy strength. Team W L ~ - -  | DarceyMal]et 1"1" 22 19 
cited theirleadwjth goals from Heidl Siebr- FlowerPowe ._ . • rts : I :B  WalKensnaw NM 10 13 
in R~n;)cl~d t r 13 2 50 .Tom Turner . SRD 13 9 i C%,0o,, , .0 { 
t ltmg a goal. The Beglmlers put ,n a good Purple Panthers: 3 ~ 6 Bandstra., ~ SWY 5 12 
7 7 :~: I :D; Samlat ' SWY 7 s 
a ,m I Rob Bell SRD 6 9 
1, 3 I M Mo,esk, .M, . 
Oidtimer's standings to Dec. 31 
Team GP W L T PTS 
NM Inn Okles 20 13 5 2 28 
Terrace Timbermen 14 8 3 3 19 
Terrace Subway 20 4 11 5 13 
5 13 
PTS PIM 
41 9 
23 .9 
22 3 
21 3 
20 3 
17 0 
17 6 
15 27 
15 18 
15 21 
} 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 PoM. 
Display,  Word  Classif ied and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat ho l iday fal ls 
on  a Saturday, Sunday or  Monday,  the deadl ine is 
Thursday  at 4 o.m. for all d isp lay and classif ied ads 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertiser $25,50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (etanUard &Advertiser) $12.00 {+tax) *Additional at $7.00 
3 weeks (St~dard &Advertiser)St 9.99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIEO DISPLAY AOS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, inclddes I photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional at $7.00 per column inch 
For  regional  coverage  place your  d isp lay  ad in the 
weekend edit ion of the Weekend Advert iser . .  
CTION D 
Over 30 Classifications! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space For Rent 
45 Vacation Spots 
50 Wanted Io Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
71 Electronics 
72 Furniture & Appliances 
80 Wanted Misc ¢ 
90 Cars For Sale '- ~l 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Birthday & Anniversary 
245 Announcements 
250 Card of Thanks 
260.1n Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Business Opportunities 
296. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Child Care 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rotes therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state e no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed ro the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount I~aid for such advertising. 
• Name Address  
Phone  Start  Date.. # of Insertions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card  No. Expi ry  Date  
E3 V ISA  Q MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 
16 
12 .15  
12 .90  
Clip & Mall Thle Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
12 
17  
12 ,30  
13 .O5 
8 
13  
18  
12 .45  
13 .20  
[ ]  ~llz] [~]F.~ ?Rid ,- 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
4 5 
9 10  
14 15  
19 20  - $12 .OO 
ST, qDARD 
12.60  
13 .3e  
12 .7r ,  
1 SI..~ 13 
For longer ed, )loase use a separate a~eet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
10,  REALESTATE 
160 ACRES, large 6 bedroom 
house, outbuildings, generator 
power, fenced garden & yard, 
beautiful vrew. Appraised 
$269,000, asking $225,000 
obo. Phone 846-9132. 
1972 TRAILER on fenced 1/3 
acre close to elementary 
school. N/G heat. New skirling 
& outside doors. Handy man 
special. $55,000. 635-3826 or 
604-434-1897. 
1995 TWO bedroom/bathroom 
home. Landscaped, mountain 
view, dogrun, greenhouse, 
chain fenced, porch, shed, six 
appliances, storage, close 
schools. 635-9078. 
20 ACRES AT HOUSTON, 
drilled well, 2 small rental 
houses, 1 trailer pad. $120,000. 
Phone 847-5058. 
3+BDR 1150 sq. ft. 2 1/2 bath. 
New furnace, h/w tank, main 
bath. Very private lot, Full base- 
ment 60% finished. E/C. A steal 
at $109,000. 635-2280 or 
(250) 563-7666. 
4914 GRAHAM Ave. 800 sq. ft. 
two bedroom bungalow. Well 
maintained with recent updat!ng 
throughout; Nicely treed 65X1'80 
ft lot in'excellent neighborhood." 
Large private back yard. New 
10x10 storage shed. Excellent 
starter. $114,000. 
3 BEDROOM house recently 
renovated, close to schools and 
down town in the horseshoe 
area at 4634 Scott Ave,, asking 
$96,000. 635-3371. 
3 YR. old side-by-side duplex at 
4830 Graham Ave. 3 bdrms. 1 
1/2 baths. Nicely landscaped 
with mature fruit trees, patio, 
and basketball court. Each side 
appraised at $118,000. Will sell 
for $112,000. Serious buyers 
call 638-8639 to view. 
4705 MCCONNELL-4 bed- 
rooms-2 full backs, well main- 
tained, recently updated 
throughout, Fruit trees & garden 
space excellent location. 
$149,000. 635-2162, 
[Sherry Anderson"  
Notary Public 
Real Estal:e,, + 
Conveyanclng 
Wills, 
Mobile Homo 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Nolarizotions Member 
"492~ ~air' "; . . . .  Avenue~+ : :" ": 
T~;.r~ce/I~.¢~;'VSG~2 K ]" :, 
Tel:+'1250) 635-5988 ; 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
For sale by owner; beautiful park like setting, now 
only 1 (10) acre parcel briand (1) 35 acre & (1)41 
acre parcel lots. Must be seen. Just 10 km north of 
town. Now serviced with natural gas. 
635-5868 
"" r~ ' "q  " 
I John Evans 
~ 1  ~v '~ ~; / /H I~ of Ter race 
638-1400 
5 BEDROOM house on.9 acr- 
es in city limits, approx. 1250 
sq.ft, over a full finished base- 
ment. 1 1/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 
w/fridge, stove & built in dish- 
washer. $150,000. Call Jan at 
635-1132 or 250-564-8138. 
BUILDING LOT for sale, corner 
of South Kalum/Feeney. Ap- 
prox. 65'x12ff, water/sewer 
~ook-up, Contact Connie at 
250-632-5537. 
bench, dose to lhe college, on o lully 
landscaped, fenced corner Iol (70x]00). 
]he ] 300 sq. fool house feolures: 
5 bedrooms, 2 I/2 balbrooms, formol 
lounge, nice kitchen, seporole laundry 
(upgoirs), family oreo in finished base- 
menl, decks Ironl end back, workshop in
'bmemenr ' 
(all to view:. 635"4123 (H) 
638-1965 (Bus. 9 am - 5:30 pro) 
~ ~: 
;!:~ +!:!:?~;! 
+i+;+++~++ 
Country elegance combined 
Nine toot ce[11ngs IJ~ougho 
/~ The rear facing countxy kite 
,~  Both the family room and t] 
MaSter bedroom enjoys ala~ 
"~ Three additional bed~ms, 
Ava!lable wtt~ a full baserni 
~"  To receive a256 pese book feat 
~.  (~ndudlnS sldpp[n~, ha~d~g as 
f ql 251-321Z We accept V'um/Maotel 
~,~ #301,611 Alexander Street, Vane 
-House  P lans ,  
 .8oo. 
'/. 3207 Munro, 
ENDERBY B.C. New adult 
community development. 1,252 
sq. ft. 2 bdrm/2 bath, garage: 
and much more. Starting at 
$135,500. Riviera Villas 1-877- 
546-3088. 
FORCED TO sell. New modern- 
ly layed out home with full ga- 
rage, hardwood, 17ft ceilings, in  
floor radiant heat., ng fireplace. 
Must be seen to be appreciat- 
IN HOUSTON: new 3-bedroom 
home. 2000 aq. feet; many at- 
tractive features. Large kitchen; 
2 1/2 baths; large master bed- 
room. Reduced to $155,000. 
Five year warranty. Call 1-250- 
846-5264. 
KOOTENAY LAKE house for 
sale. Seventeen acres with ma- 
ture timber. Excellent water 
supply. Garage with shop. Mow- 
ed. Reduced to $122,000. Ing must sell. Call Chris at 227- 
Finance options available. 635-.* 9694. 
1754. 
HOUSE FOR sale In Smithers. 
No down payment needed. 3 
bdrm 5 app, ng fireplace, Ig 
yard close to schools, assum- 
able mortgage. Low interest 
rate. Call 250-962-6609. Ask for 
Tarw. 
PRICED TO sell: spacious 4 
bedroom; 3 bath; double garage: 
on its own dead-aria street. 
Minutes to school. Fenced. 
Large deck. Ensuite, sky- 
light...must see. Priced below 
appraisal $159,000. Call: 1-250-~ 
845-2181 (Houston). 
OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY JANUARY 3011-110:O0-2:00 
4008 BEST STREET 
(Off Ihe east end of Twed]e) 
One year old home [eotares over 2600 ~uore feet of finished area. 6 bedrooms, 3 full 
bathrooms huge gains room, los of storage vaulted ceilings, ceramic floors, heated 
oversize garage, large laised eck, and plenly of R.V. space. 
Siltualed on the beach on a quiel cul-de-mc. 
Perhaps the. I~est buy in "l:errace ~ 
$189,000 
More into? Call 635-7852 
POPULAR BAGEL Boy Cafe, 
great family business $84,900. 
22-unit motel, Terrace 
$599,000, 1 acre, next to Dan- 
ny's. 36-unit Motor Innn. Ques- 
nel. $1,200,000, 3 acres. Like 
nawl Laundromat plus 1500 sq. 
ft. suite. Excellent condition and 
price. Call Eric Saugstad - 
Re/Max, Burns Lake. 1-250- 
692-3558. 
REVENUE PROPERTY for 
sale. For information call 635- 
4648. 
SENSIBLE BUY. Live in 3 bdrm 
home with enclosed garage, 
large yard. Tenants have com- 
fortable 2 bdrm suite to pay 
vour mortfla~e. 635-5061. 
VILLA FRONTERRA- carefree 
riveraide living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcmfll One level' 
townhouses from $79,900. No i 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
WILLIAMS LAKE, BC - Brand 
new 3500 sq.fl, executive home 
on 6 1/2 estate lake acres. Set- 
up for horses, minutes to city 
centre. $400,000. Trades con- 
sidered, (250)392-6090. 
12X48 TRAILER with a 12x48 
addiUon, 3 bdrms on a large 
corner pad in Thornhill. 2 
sheds. Must be seen. Asking 
$29,900. Call 635-1740. 
1981 14X70 trailer. With a 
unique floor plan and an addi- 
tion giving a total of 1300 sq.ft. 
living area. Located in ona of 
the best areas of Pine Park. 
Askinfl $51,500 obo. 635-7576. 
1981 LEADER mobile home 
two bedrooms sixty feet long to 
sell or trade for a 4x4 pickup. 
638-8681. 
ESTATE SALE 1967 mobile 
home in town park. $10,000 
obo. Call 635-4378 after 6pro, 
GREAT DEAL FOR RENTERS. 
14x70, 2 bedrooms, large 
livingroom with fireplace and 
much more, Perfect as a starter 
home, Asking $34,000. Owner 
will assist in financing to 
someone with good credit rat- 
inq. Call now to view. 635-4031. 
THORNHILLI=RAILER PARK i 
MOBILE HOME PADS 
AVMI.ABLE 3117 Clark Street 
formerty Westworld Trailer Park 
New Ov,,ner~ip - ToEing Applications 
Call 635-6352 
 !;ii!iiiiiii!iil 
eUNOECX Z~ level 1317 eq.fe. 
1<-~-es '  t-.s ~) 
two ©u I X ~. II 
garage I '~ ""  I I  
""'=" ' __./_ . . . .   ,°- I I  
VICTORIAN DETAILS  
,~ . - -~ .~P lan  No  2198 2534 . . . . . .  - ~-- -. ~ =;,~, , ~  . ,  ~.p~.~;~ 
~ " ~  mbr  
c  bined with a weJJ planned interior create an attractive tour bechoom tamily home. I b r4  ¢t J :~ . -  17'ea1 ~' 
ingnthmughoutt~efirstlevel, pmv[deenhancedspadoumess, 110'2X11' 2 ~,~ - • 
,g z itchen Is easily accessible from the garage or front entry. ~ ~ 
Jy  livi  ~  dintng room can be closed on [mm the kitchen with space savin~ pooket doors. I ]~ ;~ '~.1  ~=11 " [ 
m j  l rge walk-in closet and a separate shower and soaker tub in t~e muter bath. ~ : I~  ~ I, , , I  I 
naJ room,,, s fu~ bath and a cantrd homework/computer center complete the second level. ~ v .~ ~ ' r '~"~-~ v" l  
,. an.,+,,,a,...,o=,.,oo. I I 
ag   f tudmg over 300 beautifully illustrated home and cottsge plato, lnduding this destp,/or only $9.95 | ~ I 
ng, ndling nd taxes) meotlon this newspaper at v~vw.seleclaplan,com; or call toll-~e 1-800-663-6739 or f~x (604) ~ 
tpt ~a/Ma0te~card/AMEX. Touse cheque or money order, make payable to Design for Living, c/o thb newipeper, 
ier couver, B.C., V6A IEI. upper level 1216 oq,ft, 
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- -  o - Ph:(2SO) Nor thwest  T i le  6 ,  Marb le   ace ]]m.kle ,?.0, SALES AND INSTALLATIONS 
Cero~/¢ T/~, /vtub/e ond Glass 
Kilchen Cabinets ~ i ~  I~  ~,~,L+ ~ rhone, oJo-yzt~u ~ 
I~ Fox: 615-0022 
terrace.builders@osg.net i l l  TOLL FRE Cemese~eu~ ~H:~r~A~SENmtionl 
-800-470 DO IT 'IrnMT413~. 1-800-635-2801 - -  IH.fl 
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For more information about 
adw. rt'ising in this directory 
P e:se call Patricia at 
638-7283 
"1.. o J 
On tame and  on  budget  
1~" Home renovations • Ne~v home construction 1~ ,,1= 
J Ib  Commercial construction g (~ 
CertiFied Blue Max~ rigid foam/concrete installotlon % ~ 
BC-cerlified builder ~ m~. 
% Member: New Home Warranly program ~ 
BARTON CONSTRUCTION LTD.  'L ~ \ 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 1~ L j Building a Reputatlan /or Quality ~ 
"~¢ Te l / fax  635-6244 ~ (~;  
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1971 LEADER 12x60 mobile 
home in Pine Park. New carpet, 
new windows & siding. 4 appl. 
optional. Priced to sell. $18,500. 
635-2126. 
SPACIUS 1OFT.XBOFT. one 
bedroom older mobile home for 
sale. Furnace; built-in applianc- 
es and bath fixtures. All in ex- 
cellent condition. $4800 (or 
trade for cash and boat and mo- 
tor.) Call: 1.250-845-2407 
(Houston) 
TAKE ADVANTAGE of this op- 
portunity to own a 14x70 mobile 
home. Owner will assist with fi- 
nancing to qualified buyer. For 
more details or to view. Asking 
$34,000. Small down payment 
reqd. 635-4031. 
4 bdrm units on Southside. NG 
heat & hot water included. Up- 
per duplex: $850/mo. Ref & dep 
required. Ph. 798-9554. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BASEMENT suite for single 
working person. Also 1 Condo 
apt., no pets, 635-5893. 
1 BDR cabin. F/S. $400 month 
includes utilities. Thornhill. N/P. 
Avail Feb 1. $200 D.D. 635- 
3492. 
1 BDR duplex with F/S in town. 
No pets. 635-5464. 
1 BDR house. Close to town. 
W/D incl. N/G f.p. Asking $600 
(must see). 635-6958 after 6:00 
p.m. 
: 80. WANTED 
:: (MISC,):' i : 
1 BDRM basement suite close 
, to town, no pets, references & 
damage deposit required, Avail- 
able Feb t/99. Phons 638- 
8874. 
1 BDRM duplex on Queensway 
Dr, (Terrace). F/S, new paint, 
$360/month. Utilities not inc. 
Call 632-2540. 
1 BDRM suite suitable for quiet 
single non-smoker, homeshoe 
area. $500 (includes heat and 
hvdro). Theresa at 635-5081. 
1 BDRM suite. Downtown. 4614 
Gretg. W/D, f/s inc. $425/month 
+ damage deposit. Available 
immediately. Phone 635-5070 
or 632-7502. 
1 BEDROOM suite, near 
schools & hospital. $500/month, 
damage deposit required, ail 
utilities included. No pets, non- 
smokers, nondrinkers, referenc- 
es required. Available imme- 
diately. 635-7470. 
90. CARS FOR : 
, SALE 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6426, 635-2424 or 638- 
7737. 
2 1/2 bdrm house for re•, nice 
garden, close to town. No 
smoking. Call 638-7608. 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom apartment, 
in town. 
$600.00 per month, 
includes heat & hot 
water. References 
required. Adult oriented. 
Phone 635-3475 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
No Pets, 
references required. 
Phane 635-3475 
i 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
ONE BEDROOM 
Good Central Location 
Fireplace & Balcony 
NO SMOKING & NO PETS 
Was $645/month plus 
damage deposit, but now 
REDUCED TO $585/MONTH! 
For appointment to view 
please call 615-9116 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
. Clean, quiet renovated suites 
. Ample parking 
, Laundq facilities on each floor 
. Close t0 schools & downtown 
. On bus route 
. Security entrance 
, On site management , 
. No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
, Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
, Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
I 
2 BDR 2 bathroom condo close 
to downtown comes witl~ f/s, 
dw, balcony & gas f/p. Covered 
parking. N/S. N/P. $700 month. 
Avail Jan 30. Sec. dep. reqd. 
635-4640 after 5:00 p.m. 
2 BDR basement suite. F/S. 
Horseshoe. Centrally located. 
N/P. $600 plus D.D. 635-6415. 
BACHELOR SUITE, suitable 
for single person, close to 
downtown, no pets, $475/month 
includes utilities, $225 security 
deposit. Ref. required. 635. 
9059. 
DUPLEX. 3309B Kenney St. 
Avail. Feb. 1. Full basement. 
Fireplace. F/S. $675. 635-5418 
2 BDR duplex. Cellar storage~ or635-7888. 
In town. N/S. Long term lease FOR FEB. 1999 one bedroom 
' avail. $600 month plus D.D, basement suite with private en- 
638-8632. trance. Must be a non-smoking 
2 BDR unit in town house, F/S, 
W/D hookup. No pets please, 
635-5213 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2 BDRM apt. for rent, Down- 
town location. Avail. Immed, Ph. 
635-2360. 
2 BDRM duplex cOw f/s, drapes, 
quiet location, no  pets.i Avail- 
able Feb 1/99. $625/month. 
635-2556. Leave messaqe. 
2 BDRM rental suite available 
immediately. F/S. Gas heat. 
635-2932. 
2 BDRM, free hot water, just 
renovated, security entrance, 
walking distance to downtown, 
laundry facilities, on site man- 
ager, call collect (250)632- 
4308, References required, 
2 BED suite on southside. 5 
appl, furn $750 me, unfurn $600 
mth. Satellite tv extra. 638- 
8089. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, 
fridge/stove, no pets, referenc- 
es required. Suitable for profes- 
sional couple. Call 635-3796. 
2 BR tmilre on private fenced 
lot in Thornhill. References re- 
quired, security deposit. No 
dogs, parties or loud music. 
$600 month. 635-9899. 
2-2 bdrm suites 1 block from 
town, clean, ensuite, storage, 
fenced yard. Top floor available 
March 1 $550/month. Basement 
available Feb. 1 $500. 638- 
1115. 
2145 HEMLOCK, Available Feb 
1/99. 3 bedroom duplex, fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer included. 
In Thornhill on a bus route. 
Please call (250)752-9758. 
3 BDR basement suite, like new 
F/S, W/D, 12x12 storage, incl. 
large yard. Close to downtown. 
N/S, N/P $700 month, 635- 
5459. 
3 BDR newly renovated house 
at Lakelse Lake. 2 baths, 3 
appl. $800/mth. PIs call 638- 
8089. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550, Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
3 BDRM house sm att w/w 
shop 3/4 basement, f/s. Lg 
yard. Quiet neigl~bourhood, No 
pets, non smokers preferred. 
Available Jan 16/99. 
$790/month. References re- 
quired. Call 635-1288 days, 
635-1413 evenin.qs. 
3 BDRM house. Close to 
schools + hospital. W/D." NG 
fireplace, Garbage removal inc';. 
Damage deposit required. 
$7O0/month. 638-8909. 
3 BDRM trailer in quiet park, 4 
app, $575/month. 635-2126. 
Available immediately. 
3 BDRM w basement town- 
house for rent. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown Terrace. 
Reference required. N/P. Phone 
632-5918. Leave messaqe. 
3 BEDROOM house at Copper 
River Estates. Available Febru- 
ary 15. Asking $750/month. 
References required. 250-632- 
3286 leave message or even- 
ings or 1-604-886-8328 any- 
time. 
3 BEDROOM trailer on lot in 
Thornhill. Asking $600 per 
month plus damage deposit. 
Phone 635-9530. 
46% LESS rainfall than Kitimat 
at Boulderwood MHP in 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own instead 
of rant. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182. 
5 BDR/3 appl, 4 bath house on 
'upper bench. $1000/mth. Util 
not incl. 638-8089, 
5 BEDROOM home 2 1/2 bath 
5 major appliances, Gas tim- 
place, jetted tub In master 
bedrm with summer kitchen in 
bsmt. Close to pool/arena. 
Beautiful view of Skeena River. 
$1000/month or increase your 
equity with a lease to purchase 
aflreemant. 638-2819. 
AVAIL FEB 1. Clean well main- 
tained 2 bdr house in Thornhill. 
Suitable for 2 adults. F/S, N/G 
heat, $600 month plus sec. dep. 
Call after 5:00. 635-7467. 
AVAIL FEB, 1. Modern 1 bdrm 
suite very •close to town. F/S, 
w/d. $550/month. 635-3004 and 
leave a messaqe. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY- 
3 bedroom condo, ng, fridge, 
stove, dishwasher included, 
Close to downtown, $650 per 
month, Phone 638-1497 or 615- 
6860. 
COZY 2 bedroom house, newly 
renovated and centrally located. 
$750/month. Washer and dryer 
included. Available Feb. 1. Call 
635-4133. 
and relatively quiet individual. 
Cable, heat, light included. 
$SOO/mo. No pets. Leave mes- 
saqe 638-8436. 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom condo 
with covered parking, security 
system, natural gas fireplace, 
close to mall. 635-3042. 
FOR RENT, main floor, 3 bed- 
room, 2 pce ensuite, sundeck, 
homeshoe location. Rent In- 
cludes all utilities. $800 per 
month. References required. 
635-5754. 
FOR RENT: bedrooms for rent, 
furnished or unfurnished, on 
Braun's Island, near bus stop, 
All cable channels, pets wel- 
come. Own fridge, sham cook- 
ing/bath/,w.d, private entrance, 
No parties. Phone Betty (or 
leave messaqe) 615-0272. 
FOR RENT: two-br trailer on 
private property on Braun's Is- 
land, near bus stop. Older trail- 
er, recently refurbished. W/D, 
sundeck, carpeted joey shack, 
pets/welcome. Large play area, 
new gas furnace. Utilities extra. 
$500. Phone Betty (or leave 
messaqe) 615-0272. 
FOR SALE or rent with option 
to purchase two 2 bedroom mo- 
bile homes. Phone 635-2319. 
FURNISHED LOFTED studios 
downtown Vancouver, steps 
away from Eatons. Mid week, 
weekends, weekly, monthly. 
Sleeps 2-4. Includes tv, mi- 
crowave, w/d, secured u/g park- 
ing. Contact Annette @ 1-888- 
933-8334. www,vip- 
homes,com., Email: roehlig 
@whistler.net. 
HOUSE FOR rent. 3 bedrooms 
up 2 down, 2 baths, fruit trees, 
renovated, f/s. $800/month. 
635-9041. 
LARGE 2 bed•am mobile. 4 
appliances. Pad paid, new car- 
pet. Avail. Mar. 1. $625 + dam- 
aft,. 638-7690. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill. $390 per month plus 
damage deposit. Availabe 
immediately. Call 635-9530. 
ONE BEDROOM triplex suite. 
for rent on Queensway. Newly 
renovated and painted. 425/m0 
plus utilities. Call 635-7544 or 
635-2837. 
,, QUIET, CLEAN 2,bdr apL~close ~i 
"' tO school and towh. Secfirity ~n- ~I I 
trance. Laundry facility. Roi 
reqd. 635-5653. 
SIX BEDROOM home tour bath 
seven appllancss. Close to 
schools, Fully fenced yard with 
play area. Full basement, 
Horseshoe area. Available Feb. 
15. References required. Call 
Norma 635-5902 for appoint-.. 
ment. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
the renter. ;,;ear new, quiet, on 
site manager. Five appliances, 
gas fireplace, mtnL.ttmrage. No 
pets. References required, 
$750/month. Call 635-4954. 
Oueensxww. 8 bdrm, 
family home. Avail. Immed. 
$600 per month. Ref. 
please. 
Southside: 2bdrm, apts. 
1 month FREE rent. Avail. 
Immed. Ref. please 
Wanted. Fami ly Homes 
Don't leave town without us 
managing your iavestment& 
STEVE COOK 
COLDWELL BANKER 
Is' Terrace Realty 
638-0371 Bus. or 
638-7144 after hours 
Terrace 
Apar tments  
• 2 Bedroom 
• Free Hot Water 
• Just Renovated 
• Security Entrance 
• Walking Distance To 
Downtown 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Professional On-Site 
Manager 
Call Collect 
.632-4308 
(references required) 
P 
40. (~OMMERCI /~(  
SPACE FOR RENT 
FOR LEASE• 2100-3100 sq.ft. 
commercial building Trans-Ca- 
nada Highway exposure. Excel- 
lent building, location, Salmon 
Arm B.C. Available on or before 
March 1, 1999. Call Germ 1- 
250-503-1080. 
-  .oo. ss,v  WN.U.ES , To  
IIIII Phone: 635-7459 
FOR LEASE 
4818 Highway 16 West 6reig Ave -Contrd Location 
warehouse space 880 sq.fl. 1,700 sq. ft. relail/office space 
2709 Kalum Street Grelg Avenue.Central Loca#on 
5,200 sq.ft, commertial building 900 sq.ft, retail/office space 
c/w storeftont, warehouse & compound 
Call us about other locations 
,~0:i COMMERCIAL: 
SPACE FOR RENT 
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACF 
Nmarlln BuHding 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 ~h, Retail or O~ce, Ground It~ 
1,000 ~l.fi. Io 1,500 ~l.h. 0Bee 2nd fl~ 
Ph: 635-7191 
CANADIAN DOLLARS at Par 
Blackbird Lodge. Leavenworths 
Best View Hotel Spa. Compli- 
mentary breakfast. Balcony 
Rooms. When staying Sunday 
to Thursday, some limitations 
apply. 1-800-446-O240. 
SEIZED MOBILE HOME 
Bids are being accepted for the disposal of one 1971 
Safeway Manor 12x68 in excellent condition. 
For information phone 
BDS Collection and Bailiff Services. 
(250)635-1461 
RED WILLOW Guest Ranch. 
Family oriented, horsebackrid- 
ing, hiking, youth camp, fishing 
nearby, hunting, retreats. Amer- 
ican plan, B & B, group rotes. 
South Carabao, Hwy 97/24. 1- 
800-696-0576. 
SNOWBIRDS-VACATION 
suites. Weekly/Monthly, Las Ve- 
gas-new deluxe 1 bedroom 
w/complete kitchen facilities, 
fully furnished, utilities paid, 
phone/TV-$189/week US. 1- 
800-750-2052. Mesa Arizona- 
Lovely studio/1 bdrm, furnished 
patio apartments located in 55+ 
community w/clubhouse, golf, 
heated pool. 1-602-986-0185. 
CRUISE RUSSIA 
Swiss style- "Viking Peterho~' 
Moscow to SL Petorsburg 
escorted by Tom Rose. 
Leaves May 29 for 12days 
includes return air, shore 
excursions, evening perform- 
ances in Moscow & St. 
Pe ersburg, all meals, trans- 
I , taxes & stopover in 
Amsterdam from 
$4758. CDN 
1-800-926-4340 
ww,.rosewo~ovel.com 
ROSEWAY TRAVEL LTD. 
BC Reg. #1060-3 
CLEAN QUIET mature working 
man required. Shared accomo- 
darien in house, trailer or apt. in 
town for Feb 1/99. Non smoker, 
social drinker. Phone Dave 638- 
7181 between 4pro & 8pro. 
7MM SI"W Custom built. 700 
BBL c/w 3.Sx10xSO Varlex 3 Lu- 
paid, Harris biped, reloading 
dies, and 200 brass, some re- 
loaded. Phone 635-0164. 
ALL SIZES of school desks. 
Good condition. 100 to choose 
from. $10 & upl 692-3532 or 
692-7427. 
GIANT SEDONA mountain 
bike, in good condition. $250. 
Haga tour telemark skis, like 
new, 165cm, voile bindings, 
$300. Atomic World Cup down- 
hill skis 160cm; Solomon bind- 
ings $250. Lunge ski boots, sz. 
7 1/2. $100, Like new. 1-250- 
694-3572. 
Hitachi compact disc stereo 
system with double cassette. 
$200. 638-0640. 
ONE BEAUTIFUL, RSF Energy 
4.7 cu.ft, wood burning fire- 
place, brand new, never used. 
$2500 abe. (Valued at $3600).. 
Phone 847-9515. 
SANDWICH FRIDGE, hot dog 
machine, soup warmer, meat 
slicer, oven warmer, for prices 
phone 635-5007. 
STORE FIXTURES for sale. 
Sales counter with cash drawer 
$100; 6'x2' lighted glass display 
case with tower $350; 5 wocd- 
en shelving units $35 each; 
plexiglass pocketbook spinner 
$35; 8 deluxe resin patio chairs 
$25 each. Phone 845-2739 or 
view at Brewstir's Books in 
Houston. 
YOUR NEW Years resolution 
plus our delicious, high-nutrient, 
low calorie products equals a 
slimmer you. Call ~lary. Decker 
Lake, B.C. 1-250-698-731g. We 
ship anywhere. 
five locations 
five great ~ 
.  veeKena 
getaways* 
.Victoria . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $59  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  $69  ..... 
 e,own, .... 
Kam[oops . . . . . . . . . . .  $59  
Vancouver Airport... $79  
call toll free for reservations 
1-8oo-663-o298 
"Includes one night accommodation, si gle 
or double occupancy and 
continental breakfast for two. 
Subject to taxes and availability 
Valid FPi, Sat.. Sun. Oct. 30/98 to Mar. 28199 
A\\\\\ 
 au'n 
:>ave. 
• i lHN!  
,~¢ t:J~ pride 
THE 
SEIZED ASSETS SALE 
All assets of shingle mill operation- bandsaw, cuber, 
forklift, burner, buildings, gen set, etc. Assumable 
property lease. For information and viewing phone 
BDS Collection and Bailiff Services. 
(250)635-1461' 
Pool Tables 
Video Games 
Pinball, etc. 
Sales and Service. 
Cal l  Rob at  638-1162. 
~ Skeena 
Driving 
Schoo l  
'~he Keys To Safe Driving" 
IGfft Certificates[ 
Looking for that hard 
to find gift for 
Christmas, Birthdays 
or Graduation 
• Assessments 
• Evaluations 
Terrace, Kitimat, 
Prince Rupert 
']'oH Free 1-800-665-7998 
Ph/Fax: 635-7532' 
PLAYSTATION MaD chips. 
Professional installations $50 
(in Victoria) Do-it-yourself 
kits.mail order $20. Call Glen 
(250)881-0601. 
Still 'The Benchmark', with room to seat 5 
adults, and undyaled real seat comfort. 
Festuees Iocludez 
• t$O HP VI'EC Engine 
• i.SIx'~l Autor~tk Trzrt.r,~lsdon 
• Power emke.z (kBS),Windows, Door LockS 
Ind Heated rotdlnf Mirrors 
• trc.rrN ~Jr Conditioning.. &much morn, 
WITH sgo~ DOWN 
I With ~n Down ;..~ ...... s~tO2' I 
I V/Ith,~_N~ Down ..... s~ ' l  
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
]NST]{UME] TS 
I Phone 635-5333 i 
BOILERS CB model 4-4000 
ISO PSI hot water $5000. Five 
CB model 5-6000 250 PSI hot 
water $5000/ea. 200 hp volcano 
1966 PSI oil & gas $10,000, 25 
hp volcano 150 PSI natural gas 
$5000. CB 600 hp 150 PSi c/.w 
makeup, blowdown tanks 
$80,000. Lincoln SA 250 diesel 
welding machine c/w cable/rem- 
ote trailer $5000. All offers con- 
sidered. 807-4213. 
N 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. 
(250) 573-2054. 
.^.~, 
Power  to  the  peop le .  
WANTED HIGH powered slide 
projector. For a local Sunday 
School. 638-1011. Will pay fair 
price. 
WANTED NINTENDO 64 
games, f2 yr old has saved to 
buy the system and now wants 
~ames to plav1635-4779, 
WANTED TO buy: used tree 
planting shovels, bags, and 
tams. Phone 847-3671. 
WANTED. Scrap Batteries. 
Highest prices paid. Free pick 
up over five, 250-562-2171. 
WANTED: TRAPLINE in 
Northern BC - Region 6. Call 
638-1035. 
88 TOYOTA Camry LE 4x4, 5 
speed, 4 cyl, full load, no ac, 
summer winter tires, CD player. 
$8700. Tel 635-8121. 
FOR SALE 95 Pontiac Sunfire 
4dr. E.C Lowkm. Exongas. 
$12,000. 635-1819. 
14 CU. ft. delivery truck. Asking 
price $12,995 or closest offer. 
Reasonably spent. $4000 on 
natural gas with 4 tanks. $2200 
on motor, electrical & battery. 
Decent shape. 4 new tires. G/C. 
Call 638-0555. 
CamuE~ Community Newspapers .4 sociadon 
• newspapers 
tell the local story 
E W 
'99 ACCORD LX VTEC SEDAN 99 ACCORD EX V6 SEDAN 99 ACCORD EX V6 COUPE THE ALL-NEW '99 ODYSSEY: 
Thehesrt and soulo[aspodscar w~apped Thoracy, flowlngtlnesradlate freedom and Redefines the minlvan with 'Bet, In Class' 
in sleek sedan clothing. Power, Interlol drivingtxhilarallon+Youradrena[Ineflows, en~needngandfeatuzes, lnd~in|~ 
loom, tuxuw, ¢omfolt.,. Ihe total package, even when it's stsndlng shift • Most Powerful in ils CIs~,s O 210 HP~ 
• Ilugs 4' x 8' sheets of plywood lie fiat 
WITH S'~P=tR DOWN t~CW,S,R,GHUP.O.,.r~,~,nA, WITH S/.r:t53.SO DOWN 
With ~ Down i t Either the f c,osE, ^ S AI^ C 7 . . . .  0 ............. ' .. 475 , , 
With sp=;~ Down ..... sh, lF? . . . . . .  vss=r  RCOUP I 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE D~a~r~g~2 1"800-665-1990 638"8171 
; . . . .  ! i 
1978 CHEV 1500, 4x4, 350 
eng, auto/trans. 4" lift kit, 85" 
tides, s/box, $4000. 845-7600. 
CHRYSLER 1980 GMC 3/4 ton P.U. 350 V8. 
Excellent operating condition. A 
great drive. $2500. 635-4779. 
1981 FULL size Bronco suit- 
able for rebuilding or parting 
out. Runs. 351 M engine. Open 
to offers. Daytime 635-7459, 
evenings 615-0118. Ask for Bill. 
1988 F250 ext. cab 4x4, New 
motor, breaks, fuel ..pumps, 
switching valve. Aluminum box 
liner. 8am to 9pro 1-250-692- 
7419. $8000 obo. 
1995 FORD, F150, 4x4, 4.9L, 
5sp, trans, s/box, 38,000 kin, 
new paint, s/s bed caps, wheel 
opening mouldings, great 
,shaDe, $12,995. 845-7600. 
1996 F-150 XL SIC 4x4 
115,000km, 302 V8 5-speed, 27 
months or 125,000km ext/warr 
remaining, air, tilt, cruise, cass. 
$t 5,300. Phone 845-5204. 
89 BLUE Ford Aerostar van 
good running condition, block 
heater and new battery. Asking 
$0,500 obo. 638-1051. 
93 CHEV Blazer 4x4, 4-door, 
loaded, 4.3L engine. $13,300. 
1990 GMC 2500 van, 5.0L en- 
gine, new rad, c/w shelving, 
cabinet, $7400. 847-1822. FORD 
V~NV/.AUTOMAX.NET shop  
on line. Automobiles-pickups- 
vans-recreational vehicles-mo- 
torcycles-boats-aircraft-corn- 
mercial trucks & trailers. 
i401 :i_;:! 
SNOWMOBILES,  i 
1996 440 Jag Arctic Cat 850 mi. 
Excellent shape. Asking $3990. 
Phone 692-7967. 
1997 YAMAHA 600 MTN Max. 
Reverse. 3300 kin. Ex. shape. 1 
1/2 paddle track, $5500. 1-250- 
698-7627. 
FOR SALE 1994 440 Arctic Cat 
snowmobile. Low mi!es, brand 
new clutch. $3500 obo. 638- 
0660. 
!,150. - BOATS AND % 
• MARINE ~ i ~ 
" . . (  . • ~i . :  . :  
1998 130 hp Yamaha outboard. 
12 hrs on new powerhead. War- 
ranty comes complete. Exc 
$2500. 627-8443. ~,GM 
LOOKING FOR a new jet boat? 
This 20 ft. Marathon will carry a 
bigger load farther, faster on 
less fuel with twin engine reli- 
ability, Powered by Twin 175 
Mercury Spodjets. Brand new 
w/new engine warranty. Phone 
847-4064. 
I ' i i 80 .  PETS • ':: 
AKrrA FULLBRED, 15 m0. old 
female. To give away. Owner 
moving to city. This lovely dog 
misses the country. 1-250-694- 
3572. 
C.K.C. REGISTERED Brindle, 
Bullmastiffs, mlcrochipped. For 
more info call 250-635-3555. 
PURE BRED black lab. Male. 
With papers. 11 months old. To 
home with large lot. Needs 
room to run. $250. 635-2469. 
REGISTERED GREAT Dane 
puppies. Ready to go Feb. 1. 
Harlequin, Boston and Black. 
$800-$1200. Call Jim 1-800- 
890-9166. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
URBAN ACRES pro form feed. 
10% discount off of list price 
month of January. 3382 Old 
Lakelse Lake Rd. 1/4 mile past 
Thornhill Pub. Drop in & see us. 
Men-Sat 10:00-5:00. 635-3055. 
MISSING SINCE Dec. 30, 5-yr 
old spayed samoyed from Riv- 
erside Drive area, Smithers. 
I I = ~ l ' =  Reward offered. Any info, 
nr - - I lg  phone Holly 847-5469. 
MARINE 
27 YR old shapely brunette with 
Shames Mountain career seeks future with re- 
sponsible, employed, male, 30- 
~w~[ .~)b~ ~ 36 yr with out using bar scene, 
non smoker, nondrinker, with 
~]~]~[&l .~  O %(.~) work ethics and family values, 
Send photo & letter to file #1A 
March 6 & 7 c/o Terrace Standard, 3210 
Clinton, Terrace, B.C., VBG 
Call us for info. 5R2. 
BC'S LA9GEST Chatline! Over 
4000 men and women call a 
All Yamaha day. Connect live or just listen. 
Snowmobile Clothing Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
CANADA'S #1 Psychic 1-900- 
20% Off:: :: [ ]  451-7711. $3.29/min. 
HOT HOT Hotlll Lonely? 
Alone? Connect with bored 
housewives, singles, couples & 
1996 Yamaha gays in your town tonight. 1- 
Waveblaster 760ccWinter Special 900-830-2222 code #25 adults 
~,, nnn  - ~ only. 18+. $2.99/min. 24hrs. : :..$4,999 : : 
I I  IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
1998Enticer410CC many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Reverse, 2 up seat Phone 635-6533. 
Dem0 $5,299 ,Z~ 1 S.W. MALE, early fifties, non 
smoker, healthy lifestyle, posi- 
1993 Exciter II tive outlook, egalitarian, adven- 
turous, enjoys outdoor activities 
ST L0ngTrack and quiet homelife. Would like 
:::" $3;199 .... i , I~ to meet a healthy independent discerning employed lady, with 
Come in and see the all new a similar outlook and interests. 
Please reply to file #135 c/o 
1999 Yamaha Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
Grizzly 600cc ATV st.. Terrace, B.C. V8G 592. 
S/W/M, 41, n/s, seeking 
soumate, employed, homeown- 
er, caring, honest, many inter- 
1996 Arctic Cat ests. S/F to same age, fit, work- 
Bear Cat, Long track ing, goal setter, let's talk. Box 
1422, Houston, B.C. V0J 1Z0. 
SWF SLIM 40's attractive, intel- 
ligent, self-sufficient, likes mu- 
sic, dining, travelling, city girl 
seeks country lifestyle & com- 
panionship with like minded 
person. Reply to Box 309 File 
45-E Lakes District News, 
Burns Lake V0J lEO. 
XXX LIVE 24hr 18+. 1-888-913- l i l . l , .  8122 cc. billing. 1-900-870- 
KI:N  
2740 ph. billin.q. 
The Choices we make today 
On Fel raary 14 
Tell Your Sweetheart How Much You Care 
With A Valentine's Greeting! 
,.% 
These Valentine's Greetings will be 
published in the 
February 10, Terrace Standard 
STANDARD 
3210 Cl inton St. Terrace 638-7283 
Joe 
DaCosta  
will influence the rest of our IMARBNEI /ive& MaketherightChoice" August 31, 1934 - 
Choose Life! January 26, 1994 
Terrace Pro-Life 
Box 852.Terrace, B.C. VBG 4R1 There is a corner in our 
- ~  .... PS  hearts We keep it just for you; 
YC i i IC  As long as life and 
ANSWERS memories last; 
We will always think of. • : I gO: LIVI=STC~C:K : uv= ,,,=s.,,. 190. L I ESTOCK : 
' i - - ~ .  UTID #l  IN  CANADA yOU.  : 
EVANLY RAYS TAtK  I 
THE TACK Store has moved to uve ~ o , ,  
H w 16 in Telkwa. Now open to .  ~ , , , ,  Forever  loved  and  
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. ~e.ev ~=~ii~,- .~ccu~ 
Cal l  1-888-686-1566 or 846- C~,," ~ ..,.,c, remembered by 
9863. ~ your family 
1-900-451-4055 
200, FARMERS : 24 HRS. $2.?9/mln- 18+ l ~ 
• , MARKET" : 
' : WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 400 TONS, grass and alfalfa, 
this year and last year, large PARTS & SERVICE  DEALER 
round b~les. $30-$70 per ton. 
Phone 546-5728. 
ALFALFA HAY for sale. 1200 
pound round bales. Phone 250- NADINA i /n~ ,~ 
690-7536 eves. Fort Fraser. 
W GOOD QUALITY horse hay. AI- TRUCK falfa]grass mix. Square and SERVICE LTD ,; round bales. No rain, 249-5466. 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C 220 ,  LOST: AND:  
: : ~:FOUND •.-  , 
290~,BUSINESS / ~ 
FOUND SEPT 98 at Zeners. OPPORTUNIT IES  
Gold tone ring with stones (la . . . . . .  . r= : ' '' 
dies), if it yours we have it. to 
claim call Kim at 638-1196. 
FOUND: ONE gold ring at Way- EXCLUSIVE  
side Laundrymat. Phone 635- 
1198. and ask for Louise. Caller NO COMPET IT ION 
will be asked to identify ring for Incredible profit, steady income, no selling, tax advantages. 
verification. Deal with only established accounts. This is the hottest 
LOST SMALL black & white fe- 
male cat. Has pink collar, flame opportunity for 1999. Secured investment el $16,800 
is Oreo. Lost on Thornhill opens your chain of instant profit centres. For information 
bench. 638-8753. package coil: 1-800-336-4296. 
I ' START YOUR OWN DrvINE CANINE I 
PROFE:SIONAL PET GROOMING I 
e ONE. (=SO) S3SnSS6 I 
FAX: (250} 638-1880 
" LEE- WilliarnJohn 
;wing husband, father, 
brother and uncle had 
courage and strength as 
he struggled with his 
illness. His battle ended 
suddenly on Saturday, 
January 16, 1999 at St. 
John hospital in 
Vanderhoof, B,C. at the 
young age of 46 years. 
John will be greatly 
missed by his loving wife 
Roberta; daughters Jaime 
& Jennifer; his sisters 
Wynne (Red) Horn, Linda 
(Doug) Batten, Nancy 
(Arnie) Goodwin; his 
brothers Keith (Pat) 
Winch, Kelly (Chris) 
Armstrong, Mike (Halina) 
Lee, Thomas (Shelly) Lee; 
numerous  n ieces ,  
nephews, relatives and 
many dear friends, 
Memorial service to be 
held on Saturday. January 
30. 1999 at the Royal 
Canadian Legion, Branch 
274, Fraser Lake, B.C. at 
i:00 p.m. In lieu of 
flowers, donations may be 
made = to the Canadian, 
~Cancer Society. 
-= R 
1 
PRECISELY RIGHT ACCEPTIN LIENTS 
~i~, Across town or the country Residential c eaning includes: 
~ ' Will assist or load for you * moving out • spring cleaning 
• Reasonable Rates • steam cleaning ' minor epairs 
• Bondabl e " pointing • bonded and insured 
• : 635-2126 c~ 638-6969 rm E~n~S . . . .  ~US. ~39-77¢S ,ES. ¢38-91~¢ 
:1 HOME BASED 
i BUSINESS TODAY 
l" FOR UNDER $i00 
illl C,?LAT- (250) 635-1955 . . . .  
I, be yours. II -tllIJr- Marian Repose R.E.C.C.E. I CALL NOW! ] I Safe' Permanent Hair Rem°val I 
I I Thermolysls, Btend & Galvanic [ 
[ I Complimentary Consultation I I Patncm Schubnnk II %7'°'7 J 638-7283 IL 2so OlS 0200 l 
- "  - I  "1( I  : '¸ • : [ I ¸•• i i ' "  I I i • l l  : [  I •< "F :  :• • " 
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CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's today! 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may aoDIv. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments, One easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity-security, 
good or bad credit, immediate 
approval, immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca. 
nada. For nearest office, t-888- 
777-0747. Licensed & Bonded. 
DO YOU need a Iicenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
tion information. 638-7830. 
TUTORING AVAILABLEI I am 
available to tutor grades 1-8 tn 
a variety of classes and have 4 
years experience. Don't delay, 
get your child the help they 
need hOWl Early detection is the 
key to successfully helping a 
struggling child. Call Kelly at 
635-9032 eveninns. 
V/ILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.com. 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Email us at 
www.cantire,terrace@os~l.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
www.terraceautomall.com 
,: , ,  ~ ,  . ~ • ,  . . . . . . .  
Contact Us @ 
terrace.autornall@osg.net 
• • , • 
~' IP  A I~T I~ADr 'N . ,  The Ter race  S tandard  
k .~ IIZ'~_J.N L/Z'~.['%L/.. standard@kermode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  hereI  
Contact  us  at 638-7283 
ii~!~i~l#/~i~ :;~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~::':~:::~:.iiii~ii# i:,i~iii i~iii~ii i 
ii#! ! 
II I 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
i~7 ,.i[aiIRtq,t.v,,.i[,]$r. , l l& v hFh,]ov,~Fl:lh~-~;Fl~,,. 
~debra~-=--.i~,,,,,.4.i~,,~ ,..~, |g m'mtw,,,,,,,..- ................... g 
:25 yearsl ...... iii ~:~{ :~,. : .... 3901 Dobbie St., Terrace, B.C. 
Claudeffe Sandecki  635-9434 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD' 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
, , Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
i~ ::~ i~'::~ i~: ?~ ;~ i! i! :t~ ~" ~;~ ,  
Recover your health in a |/'b(,@.~;~ | 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT ~ 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Aromatherapy Deep-Tissue Massage 
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear Candling 
Frances Bwdsell B A omtmcn 6 ( ' ' y pp' t 35-2194 
Natural Health Practitioner St. Malhew's Centr,', 4506 Lakelse Av¢.,'rarace 
i 
TERSE 
'97 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl, 5 speed, hardtop 
$23,995 less $1999= $21,996 
'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4, V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 less $1999= $23,996 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$17,595 tess $1999= $15,596 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
$1.5,995 less $1999= $13,996 
'94 Jeep YJ 
6 cyl, 5 speed, hardtop 
$16,995 less $1999= $14,996 
'93 Dodge Dakota Club 
Cab 4x4 
V-8, Auto, A/C, Canopy 
$16,995 less $1999= $14,996 
'90 Jeep YJ 
6 Cyl, Hardtop 
$9,995 less St 999= $7,996 
'96 Ford Windstar 
V6, Auto, Dual Air, 
Captains Seats 
$19,995 less $1999= $17,996 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 less $1999= $15,996 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
$16,995 less $1999= $14,996 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
$12295 less $1999= $10,996 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyI,A/C, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 less $1999= $14,496 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
$11,9951ess $1999= $9,996 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, Only 11,339 kms 
$15,995 less $1999= $13,996 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
V8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
$29,995 less $1999= $27,996 
,96 Pontiac Firebird _ 
Formula . . . . .  
6 speed, CD, A/C, Power Pkg 
$22,495 less $1999= $20,496 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8,Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,9951ess $1999= $14,996 
'93 Chew 4x4 Extra Cab 
$17,995 less $1999 = $15,996 
'92 Chew Xtra Cab 4x4 
V& Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise & More 
$16,995 less $1999= $14,996 
I~l l  hM'JI].'g K In  
'97 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Low Km 
$15,995 less $1999= $13,996 
'97 Toyota RAV4 
4 door, 4x4, 5 speed 
$23,995 less. $1999= $21,996 
'96 Sub.aru L.egacy 
umacK 
All Wheel Drive, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locke 
And More 
$25,995 less $1999= $23,996 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 less $1999= $24,996 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
v.6. Auto. Power windows 
& locks, C'ulse, Tilt 
$25,995 less $1999= $23,996 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyI,Auto 
$7,995 less $1999= $5,996 
'g3 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/fro cassette 
$7,995 less $1999= $5,996 
Minimum 
$1,999 
Trade In 
Push Pull 
Or Drag 
Sale Ends 
Feb, 15 
4916 ttwy, 16 West 635-'n87 
1-800-313-7187 Din. s9s8 
www,terraceautomall,com 
I 
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oPPORXUNmES:  
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs In- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-600-505-8666, 
1989 W900 Kenworth, wilh 2- 
log trailers, 2 carrier plates & 2 
seniority log hauling positions in 
Williams Lake, Only $110,O00: 
Call cell #250-392-0570 after 
5pm . . . . . . . . .  
A BIG 7 figure income. Only 6 
goal oriented people with burn- 
ing desire needed, Support, full 
training. $2000 start-up. Nosily 
recovered in 3-6 weeks, No 
Northern Hearing 
& safety Train/ng 
A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINIfiG IIVSTITUTION 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 $75 
Jan30,Feb4,g, 13, 19,24&27 8arn-4pn7 
Wce OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $75 
Feb5&20 
WCB OFA LEVEL 3 $595 
Feb 15- 26, Mar 15- 26, (2 Weeks) 
Apr12-23,May17.28 8am-4pm 
MLM, 1-800-791'1976 (2~,hrs), 
BIGGER BE~ER BREASTS,, : 
Ladles - thought of surgical im- 
plants or reductions. Stopf 
"Definition" increases size, firms 
& lifts 100% naturally. Money 
back guarantee. Call Leanne 
toll free 1-888-201-8332. 
COMPUTER/EQUIPMENT 
CLEANING: Copycat our busi- 
ness. Companies pay $1000 for 
this professional service. En- 
hances appearance/removes 
bacteria. Startup is easy/inex- 
pensive. Call toll free 1-688- 
522-5330, ref #722. Limited op- 
portunity. 
DOG GROOMING business for 
sale in Houston. Can be home- 
based business. Good poten- 
tial. Call: 1-250-845-3711. 
EARN $15,000 before Feb. 28. 
I will help. 100% guaranteed fi- 
nancing. $450 down, 5 
sales=S3,300. Toll free 1-877- 
378-4386. 
EARN $250,000 plus. If you 
seriously want a six figure life- 
style and are ready to break 
free from your past financial tim- 
itations call: 1-800-320-9895, 
ext. 3654. Not MLM. 
INDEPENDANT TUPPER- 
WARE manager with Tupper, 
ware Pacific. Karen Mattheis. 
635-7810. Interested in parties, 
sales, service & mcruitinq. 
LADIES RETAIL shop. Turnkey 
set-up, exclusive mid-high, ex- 
cellent location downtown 
Smithers. Nice work + potential 
business opportunity. Minimal 
start-up costs. (250)847-4853 
evenincls. 
LIVE AND play in the Okana- 
ganl N. Okanagan printing/sign 
manufacturing business, Asking 
$74,800. (Less than equipment 
value). Turnkey, owner relocat- 
ing, will train, financel 1-250- 
838-6555. 
MARINE REPAIR shop for sale 
in Comox Valley. Complete in- 
ventory of new, used, and hard- 
to-find parts. Established cus- 
tamer base, ideal location, low 
overhead. $40,000, Financing 
available. Contact Marc or Di- 
ane at (250)830-1141. 
PERFECT • PART-time ..home 
business! 2 hours/day earns 
you $2k-$20k/month. Hands-on 
training. 24 hr message. 800. ' 
299-5001 ext. 15207. 
POOL HALL- Pm Shop. Interi- 
or location, 14 tables, small 
down payment, vendor will car- 
ry balance. Assets + improve- 
merits valued over $90,000, 
Selling at $49,900. Trades wel- [ 
come. 1-250-374-9898 or 851- 
9884 eves. T E R R A' C E 
PROFITABLE T.,~XI business in 
Watson Lake, Yukom Husband 
& wife operation. Good starter 
business $55,000. Leave rues. 
saqe. 867:536-7937, 
THE NEWEST, most exciting 
business opportunity you've 
ever seenl Option L Ladies 
Fashions.,. Launches into 
Spring with another winning col- 
lection and announces an even 
stronger compensation package 
including automobile incentive, 
With our incredibly priced de- 
signer ladies clothing in sizes 2 
to 24, we have created a unique 
and flexible business formula 
for women to balance their work 
and family. A phenomenal, Ca- 
nadian company with a 15 year 
success story, producing high 
quality garments: Our p/t and f/t 
sales consultants enjoy working 
from home while receiving tabu- 
Ious incentives and company 
support. With Option L you 
don't hold any inventory or 
make deliveries. Interested? 
Call Gloria at 1-800-650-7660 
for further information. 
THE PAMPERED chef, North 
America's premier direct seller 
of high quality kithcen tools 
needs Consultants. Low start- 
up (money back guaranteel), 
support, flexible hours, tax ben- 
efits. Excellent earnings + bo- 
nuses, awards, tripsl (250)388- 
7213. mikedwin@coastnet.com. 
UNIQUE VENDING company 
seeks partner/investor, excel- 
lent return, call Clara 635-6331. 
UPSCALE WESTCOAST cap- 
puccino & sandwich bar, fron- 
tage in award winning building. 
Full house everyday. Catering 
contracts. Excellent revenue for 
owner/operator. Information: 
Christina 220-1828, E-maih 
cheiduk@.qwproperties.com. 
GREAT EXERCISE-LEARN 
TO BELLY DANCE. Classes. 
Start Feb 1. Phone 638-0305 
after 6:00 D.m. 
WILDERNESS FIRST AID. Feb 
7-14. Terrace. For more into 
Call Bryn at 638-8809 or email 
brvnwhite@kermode.net. 
1 SENIOR lady or couple for 
live in house keeping & main- 
tenance for older senior wom- 
en. Comfortable suite, borrowed 
hydro. Helen Campbell RRI 
Kispiox Rd, Hazelton B.C, V0J 
1Y0, 842-6643, 
[ w. ,s $50 
Jan~," 8 am - 12 pm 
TRANSPORTATmN OFOAN E 0US eOD.S $100 
Feb 25 8 am - 6 pm 
TRAFFIC CONTROL $150 
Feb 26 & 27 8 am - 4 pm 
I I  . . . .  
Nadina Community Futures is seeking,z 
Self Employment Assistance Coordhlalor.Th~iMi~iduolwillbe 
responsible for the overall management of ~h eSelf s~nployment ,lsstcr~nce Program in 
Srnilhen, Telkwa, Ho~ton, Burns lake, Topley aM GranMe Areas, and wffl be based out 
of the Nadina o~ce in Hoaston. . . . . . .  
Responsibilities will include:. Client Scrcenine • On site monitofin~e of client businesses • 
Preparation, receipt and review or monthly repom * Counselling new enUepreneurs • Assisiing 
clients with planning cash flows~ and market research • Co.ordinado n and plan,trig of client 
uaining. Promotion or the program to meet ~gets • Adminis{ration and rotated clerical duties 
. Information and presentations to groups regarding self employmen[and business planning 
Work as a team member wit h other CFDC-Nadina Programs. ......................... 
Applicants houtd have demonstrated abilities in :finance. business management an( 
entrepreneurship. A reliable vehicle is required as trai.el throughout the ~adina region is oecess., j ,% 
Please send a resume and Cover letler to: 
Nudina Community Futures, Box236,tlonston, BC VOJIZO ~ [egdJw.~...~.~ 
Attention: Jerry Botti 
% . , I L "  CI.O.~ING DATE. JANUARY29,1999 ¢~ ~.~" 
The Terrace Standard is looking for a 
CIRCULATION 
SUPERVISOR 
This is a challenging position. The successful 
applicant must have the ability to work with an 
active newspaper carrier force and a rnailro6m. 
Front office duties are included in the job 
description so the ability to meet and service the 
general public is a must. 
The successful applicant will have to have a 
"ve, '-; i..:"' "/,;:::'.: :i, ', ':. iii. 
The Terrace Standard offers a profit sharing 
plan and has a comprehensive benefits 
package. 
Please send resumes to The Publisher, The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton Street., Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 5R2. 
Application deadline is Feb. 3, 1999. 
i • I 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 
FAX (604) 638-8432 
APPRAISER TRAI  NEE 
$15.90 Per Hour 
$1,112.93 Bi-Weekly 
BC Assessment has an opening for an Appraiser 
Trainee in the Northwest Area Office (Terrace 
for an eight-month (8) term (April-Dec. 1999). ) 
Duties include, but are not limited to: (with 
supervision) inspect, measure, inventory and 
value single family dwellings, manufactured 
homes, accessory buildings and vacant and 
improved land. 
Applicants must have: 
• Completed Grade 12, plus be currently enrolled 
in post-secondary courses related to the 
appraisal field. (eg: Economics 101/201, 
Business Law) Part.time studies, full-tlrne 
studies, Co.op, correspondence/distance 
learning are acceptable. Enrolment in an 
Appraisal course of study is preferable. (eg: AACI 
program, Urban Land Economics Program at 
UBC, etc.) 
• Good mathematical skills, the ability to operate 
office equipment, maintain records, read and 
understand building plans and land maps. The 
abiltiy to deal tactfully with the public is important, 
Application forms are available 'at any assessment office 
throughout the Province. Please forward your application 
quoting "Terrace Student/Y0uth" to :  
Human Resources Division, 
BC Assessment, . 
1537 Hillside Avenue, 
Victoria, B.C, V8T 4Y2. i 
Fax: (250) 595-3733; or : . . . . .  
The Northwest Area Assessment Of f i ce  
#100-4545 Lazelle Avenue; 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 
Fax: (250) 638-0156, 
The closing date for submission of applications is 4:30, 
p.m., February 19, 1999, Applications must be In either 
office no later than the closing date and time to be 
considered. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only 
those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
m. 
TERRACE HOSPICE SOCIETY 
requires a 
Coordinator 
This program provides services to terminally ill patients and 
their families. 
The requiremenls for Ihis posilion are: highly motivated, car ng 
person, capable of being a team player, with, communicat on 
and programdeve!opment skills and some knowledge of 
computers. 
The position is far approximately 20 hours per week commenc- 
ing March 1, 1999. 
Qualificalfons: Social Work Degree or Registered Nurse back- 
ground an asset. Related work experience preferred. 
Requirements: A vehicle with business class insurance. Able to 
work requested flexible hours. Criminal Record check. 
Closing Date: February 3, 1999. = . . . . .  
Apply to: Terrace Hospice Society 
File #136 
c/o Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace B.C., VSG 5R2 
For more information call 638.7906 
 Chubb 
Security Systems 
Chubb Security Systems is Canada's leading 
provider of quality alarm system installations 
and ULC 24 hour monitoring. We are currently 
seeking to expand our Terrace office with the 
addition of a dedicated Customer Service 
Representative. This person will work closely 
with technicians and the service department, 
as well as our sales staff in ensuring our cus- 
tomers receive prompt and accurate service. 
The successful candidate will have a strong 
background in customer service positions, and 
proven communication skills. Familiarity with 
computer applications such as Microsoft's 
Office software, and general office procedures 
will be an asset. Chubb offers an excellent 
opportunity to work in a professional team 
environment, and to expand your skills. 
Compensation commensurate with experience. 
Interested candidates are requested to submit 
resumes to our office at 4443 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. by February 5, 1999. 
CHUBB SECURITY" SYSTEMS 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace. B.C. 
(250) 638-8321 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
has an opening for a 
Coordinator for the Supported Child 
: , ' /  Care Program / (: ...... 
We are looking for a dedicated person to fill the posi- 
tion of SCC Coordinator. This program has a staff of 
five Supported Child Care Educators providing serv- 
ice to over 50 children in Terrace. 
The successful applicant will have: 
• proven organizational, administrative and leadership skills; 
• exhibit excellent oral and written communication skills, 
• the ability to work as port afa team, 
,,a firm knowledge oF child development, 
• previous experience working with children with special 
needs,  
• the ability to guide and teach care providers, 
• the ability to develop and implement specific adaptations. 
The job description for this position is available at the 
C.D.C. 
Start date is April 1, 1999. Closing date for the sub- 
miffing of applications is February 12, 1999. Please 
address your resume or questions to Margot Van 
Kleeck, Executive Director. 2510 South Eby Sfr., 
Terrace VSG 2X3 250-635-9388. 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
HALF-TIME POSITION 
The Society provides a Transition House for Women and Children 
fleeing abuse, an Emergency Shelter for Adults needing 
temporary housing, a Sexual Assault Centre with a 24 hour 
Crisis Line, a Specialized Victim Assistance Program and a 
Stopping Violence Against Women Counselling Program. The 
Executive Director is a key member of the organization's 
leadership team and reports directly to the Board of Directors. 
Responsibilities will include: 
.Th, e development and implementation of new programs, as well 
as maintaining existing Programs and Services. 
• Providing support to all staff and ensuring that all 
Organizational, individual Program and personnel standards 
are achieved 
• Maintaining and building links with the Society's membershia, 
the community media, the Union as well as with various levels 
of Government 
• All financial matters including Budgets and Financial Statements 
up to and including Year.End Audit. 
Qualifications to include: 
• A minimum of 5 years experience in a Management position in 
the Non-Profit Sector 
• Demonstrated effectiveness working wilhln a Unionized setting, 
with Management, Staff and Volunleer Boards 
• An understanding of the issues and dynamics related to the 
provision of services in the area of Hamelessness, Family 
Violence, Sexual Assault, Child Sexual Abuse and Victim 
Services. 
=A post Graduate Degree in a related field or equivalent 
combination of experience and post secondary education 
• Demonstrated ability to do proposal writing and fundralslng. 
The salary is dependent upon experience. Please mall or fox your 
resume with a covering letter that outlines why this position 
inlerests you and exp|ain how your skills, experience and 
management philosophy match our requirements by 4:30 p,m, 
February 5, 1999. 
The Hiring Committee . 
Ksan House Soclety 
202-4630 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 156 
Fax # 250-635-3508 : : 
We thank all applicants for applying' however only candidates 
selected for an interview will be contacted, No'telephone 
inquiries please. 
EXCELLENT EAR~ING oppor- 
tunity & flexibility with fast grow- 
Ing company. Seeking kitchen 
consultants for in-home cooking 
demos. Sandy, Director -The 
Pampered Chef. 250-579-8908. 
FLIGHT DECK Restaurant. 
Permanent part time help want- 
ed. Please bring resume in per- 
son, Must have own transporta- 
tion, 
Needed immediately 
t0 join the team in a busy, progressive, 
friendly salon f0r full time work. 
A fully qualified 
Stylist 
with minimum 3years experience. 
If you are oulgoing, fdenclly, and a 
team player, apply with resume to: 
Head Shed 
4611 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
638-8880 
KONDOLAS FURNITURE 
has an immediate opening for a 
The qualified applicant will possess a current, clean 
class 5 B.C. Drivers Licence, Some heavy lifting is 
involved. Please drop off your resume to 
Kondolas Furniture 
4525 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
 R cce 
Has  an  immediate  open ing  fo r  a 
Sa lesperson  
The successful candidate must be able to deal 
effectively with the public, has a positive 
attitude, and a desire to earn above average 
income. Previous ales experience is an asset. 
Apply in person with a resume to: 
Bob Costain 
c/o 4916 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
Job Posting 
BAND MANAGER 
The Candidate should possess: r 
• Accounting background in fund management, budgeting and 
financial reporting 
• Communication skills both written and oral 
• Experience in negotiations and proposal writing 
• Experience in Government Program Management and 
Reporting 
• Training in economic and social development 
• Previous experience in band administration 
The Responsibilities:•.• Administer SupervSeReport to th Staff alIBan~dBandcouncil._Programs ~ . 
Candidates should forward a copy of their resume and referen s 
by January 29, 1999at 4:30pm: . . . . . . . .  
Kitselas Band Council 
Attention: Mel Bevan, Chief Councillor 
4562 Queensway Drive 
Terrace, BC VSG 3X6 
Tel.: 250-635-5084 Fax: 250-635-5335 
......................................... ::.'::.::!:t,~ :. ":?~  :.~, iS ' .~  .::::!¢~... 
STANDARD 
has an opening for a 
SALES 
CONSULTANT 
The successful applicant will manage an 
established account list and will be 
expected to develop new clients. 
This is a challenging position for the right 
applicant and offers an extended range of 
benefits. 
Please send resumes to: 
Brian Lindenbach, 
Sales Manager, 
The Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2. 
NORTH COAST 
Communily Skills Centre 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR 
As the Administrator far the North Coast Communily Skills Centre, 
tou will be responsible [or the effective and efficient operation of 
the  compuler hardware, networking operatng systems and 
personal computers that support 200+ users in an adut 
educational environment. The ideal candidate w II possess: 
.technical know edge oFWindows NT Server/Workstatlon 4.0 and 
Windows '95; 
• technical knowledge of Exchange Server 5 0; 
• ability to troublesheap hardware/software 
• famillarity with Office '97 
°ability to communicate ffectively with clients/staff; 
• minimum 1 year working with networks, MCP preferred; 
, k, hly motivated, team.worker oriented; . 
. Dm~' to work without supervision. 
Wages to commensurate with experience. 
Closing Date: January 29, 1999. 
Please forward resume end cover letter tO: Theresa Wesley, 
Manager, North Coast Community Skills Centre~ 363.309 2nd 
Avenue West, Prince Rupertl B.C., VSJ 3T11 fax number (250}625,- 
9346. i 
The Skills Centre thanks all applicants, however, only those seleded 
for an intervlm,v will be con~c~ed. 
~t 
330~ NOTICES 
~OLS"  
ii 
JaM The Fastest Growing 
Mobile Tool Company in Canada 
Distributorships available in Terrace, Prince Rupert, 
and Kitimat. Applicants should be sell: motivated, 
have technical aptitude and sales or business expe- 
rience. 
v' Free Training 
v' Non Franchise Opportunity 
v' Investment Required 
v' Financing Available 
CALL: District Manager 
(604) 855-2159 
LARGE CORPORATION look- 
ing for 3 experienced telemar- 
keters. Call 250-635-3066. 
LIKE TO travel? Need money? 
Home based business. Not 
MLM. Earn: $2K to $5K per 
week. Call 1-600-345-9688, ext, 
5522. 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. #1. 
Telephone Sales people Mon- 
Fri 4:30-8:30 p.m. $8 hour. #2. 
ENTHUSIASTIC, DILIGENT 
caregiver required part-time 
weekdays. Own transportation 
is required. Respond to file no. 
134 c/o Terrace Standard. 
WELL ESTABLISHED Alberta 
based carpet cleaning company 
requires an experienced carpet 
cleaning technician for our Brit- 
ish Columbia clients. For further 
information contact 1-800-521- 
Light delivery drivers, 
have own car. Excellent rate of 
pay. Days and nights. #3 Secre- 
tary $8 hour 3:30-8:30 p.m. 
Mon-Fri. Call Bill 638-0507. 
320 '  WORK r~i : :  
J WANTED : 'r 
PHARMASAVE F/r Pharmacist 
required immediately inVictoria. 
If you are eager to advance 
your career, please call Joe De- 
Quesnay @ (250)652-8813, 
RESIDENT MANAGER. A large 
residential prolet in the north- 
west requires a resident man- 
ager. Send resume by fax to 
250-785-3487. Applications 
close Feb. 1/99. 
RN'S + LPN's. Relocate to the 
beautiful islands. The 
Q.C.l./Haida Gwaii CHC re- 
qures R.N.'s for vacation, ca- 
sual relief and also a f/t vacancy 
or casual relief or a LP.N. The 
Queen Charlotte Islands Gener- 
al Hospital is a facility with two 
sites- 21 beds in Q.C. and 8 
beds in Masset. Opportunity to 
gain experience in all areas in- 
cluding ER, OB, LTC'and medi- 
cine, Reply to Marsha Forrest, 
Patient Care Co-ordinator P.O, 
Box 9, Queen Charlotte, B.C. 
V0T 1S0 or call (250)559-4302, 
SECURE YOUR future. Speci- 
fied since 1960 by Western Ca- 
nada's Largest Developers. 
Manufacturer of exceptional 
coating products is appointing 
distributors for the amazing Ce- 
ramic InsulCoat R.E. Perma- 
nent Coating System for roofs, 
wails, decks, patios & interiors. 
Areas priced fr. $9,800 secured 
by inventory, equipment, equity 
participation, training, proven 
reliable marketing plan, factory 
support & excl. area revenue 
sharing. Contact Barry@ 1- 
888-792-4411. EnvirocOat 
Technoloqies Inc. 
SERVICE WRITER required. 
Award winning Warren Bard 
Chrysler in Campbell River is 
looking for the best. Excellent 
pay and benefits. Call Darren 
Irvin.q 250-287.-2500, 
ACCESS TO a computer? Put it 
to work. $850-3500 part-time, 
full-time. Free details. Log on, 
www.hbn.com. Access code 
6060 required. 
ANGLICAN CAMP Caledonia 
(on Tyhee Lake near Smithers) 
is recruiting for this summer 
camping season. We need paid 
staff from July 1-Aug. 7, 1999, 
and volunteers for individual 
camps, We are accepting appli- 
cations for: assistant director, 
waterfront director, sports direc- 
tor, kitchen director, female and 
male counselors, craft directors, 
nurses, chaplains, kitchen staff 
and maintenance directors. 
Resumes can be sent to: Box 
911, Burns Lake, BC V0J 1E0. 
COlLESCE CLOTHING & lin- 
gerie consultants needed Man- 
ager an asset but not neces- 
sary. Sold by home party plan. 
"Get Paid To Party" Call Dor- 
othy (250)832-9192 or 1-800- 
641-3660, 
DISTANCE (DISTRIBUTED) 
Learning Coordinator needed. 
Successful applicant will work 
closely with existing adult 
education programming, as well 
as the community at large, to 
determine the following. 
Existing distributed learning 
opportunities. Statistics on the 
number of current distance 
learners and their success 
rates. Current distance learning 
needs as well as potential 
future demands. Services 
needed to augment distance 
learning in this region. The 
Distance Learning Coordinator 
will be responsible for 
researching course availability 
and suitability, marketing the 
programs to thor identified client 
groups, putting systems in 
place to monitor and evaluate 
the progress of clients and 
provide a final report with 
recommendations and findings, 
For further details and required 
qualifications, plese call Brenda 
Allen at 250-845-5934. Closing 
date is January 29, 1999. 
Morice Community Skills 
Centre, Houston, B.C. 
START YOUR OWN AVON 
business free from February 1- 
19. Immediate openings, Free 
kit, samples & registration. Earn 
up to 50% commission. Ask 
how you can qualify for $100 
worth of i~roducts free. Call 
Sharon (250)636-7699. 
WANTED: ENERGETIC sales- 
person, For audio/video/photo 
store. Good knowledge of elec- 
tronics & photo a must, Man- 
agement experience preferred. 
Reply to Box "R", c/oThe Quos- 
nel Cariboo Observer, 188 Car- 
son Ave, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 
2A8. Deadline: Feb. 5, 1899, 
Must 0823. 
AVAILABLE FOR child minding 
Thornhill area, Ig yard + home, 
many toys to share. Call for in- 
terview 638-8909. 
BABYSrl-rlNG AVAILABLE in 
my own home. 2yrs and older, 
meals and transportation pro- 
vided. Please no weekends. 
638-1051. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 20 
vrs experience. Call 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
durgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing, Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
HOME OFFICE cleaning free 
estimates in Terrace. Call 635- 
6197 & leave messaQe. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist, or load for 
you, Reasonable rates, Call 
635-2126. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
Interior/exterior, Low rates for 
seniors. Free estimate. We do it 
ri~lht once. Call 635-3783 
TUTORING AVAILABLE! I am 
available to tutor grades 1-8 tn 
a variety of classes and have 4 
years experience. Don't delay, 
get your child the help they 
need nowl Early detection is the 
key to successfully helping a 
strdggling' Child. Call Kelly at 
635-9032 evenin.qs. " 
KnDS AT PLAY 
PRESCHOOL 
SCHOOL AGE 
C NTRE 
Opening Jan/99 
Call Alice 
638-8109 
r Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave.. 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenb'e 
and is funded by the MinisW for 
Children and Families. 
ATTENTION CRAFTERS arti- 
sans. Looking for a place to dis- 
play your wares? Handworld 
Gifts in Abbotsford has space 
available for consignment or 
rentals. Call 604-870-1133. 
School of Music 
8nd Fine Arts 
AcceDtina Registration For; 
Toddler and PreSchool 
Music Classes 2-4 yr~, 
NEXT SESSION SI'AIII'S 
FEB, 10 WED. OR SAT. CLASSES 
For InformeUon or to regleter 
Call: Jess 635-1798 
Robin 635-4261 
Christ Lutheran 
Church  
3229 Sparks St. 
- Sundays 
Sunday School 10 am 
Worship 11 am 
- Thursdays -
Evening Prayer 7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
CALL FOR proposals. The 
Terrace and Kitimet Partners for 
Salmonlds (TKPS) Partner 
Group Is accepting applications 
for Fisheries Renewal BC's (a 
province of BC initiative) 
Salmonid Renewal Program 
funding. Funding is available for 
community projects that 
enhance local salmonid stocks, 
restore habitats and promote 
public awareness of the need 
for fish renewal. The deadline 
for applications is Friday 
February 12, 1999. For a 
complete terms of reference, 
please call: Michele Patterson, 
Community Fisheries 
Coordinator at 16/37 
Community Futures 
Development Corp. (250)635- 
5449. The TKPS Partner Group 
ha§ an open membership olicy 
for Interested community 
organizations. Please call 
Michele for more information. 
SKI SUN PEAKS B.C.TOP OF 
the Mountain. Accomodations &
management. All new full- 
equipped 1-5 bdrm condos & 
chalets. Sleeping up to 36 peo- 
ple in connecting units, Hot 
tubs, Jacuzzis, Saunas & Fire 
Places. Most ski in-out or just 
min. to lifts. For every Adult tick- 
et 1 kid under 12 skis FREEI!! 
Stay 6 nights & get the first 
night FREEIIt. (Some restric- 
tions apply) Call Sharon at 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsclu- 
tions.com/top, e-maU: sunpeaks 
@direct.ca. 
Province of British Columbia 
Minislry of Hoalth and 
B~ISH DIVISIoNMinlslff Respons,blOoF for Sonic,! 
LOUJMBIA VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
application will be made to Ihe Director 
of Vital Statistics for a change of name, 
pursuant to Ihe provisions 01 the "Name 
Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPUCANT IN FULL: 
Edna Grace Tait 
ADDRESS: 4616 Wdghl Blvd, 
CITY: New AJyansh, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: V0J 1A0 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Tait 
GIVEN NAMES: Edna Grace 
TO: 
SURNAME: TaJt-McKay 
GIVEN NAMES: Edna Grace 
DATE~ THIS 21st DAY OF January, 
1999A0. 
Canadian Community Newspapers Association 
newspapers 
tell the local story 
BP.rrLSH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR k,~v ¢ 
COLLIMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A49469 F~,,,~ 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, scaled tender applications wilt be accepted 
by the District Msnagor, Katum Forest DistriCt, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 10:30 
a.m., on the 11th day of February 1999, to be opened et 11:30 a.m, on the 11111 day 
of February 1999, for "amber Sale Licence A49469 authorizing the harvesting of 
limber located in the vicinity of tho Thunderbird Mainline in the Kalum Tlmbar Supply 
Area. 
Only tendors from reglstrenls in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category Two (2), will be accepted. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 6,268 cubic metres, more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock 35%, Balsam 2 %, Cedar 7~, Pine 56%, more or less 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $31.88 per cubic metre 
BILLING METHOD: Scale Based 
LOGGING SYSTEM Gas, Hoe Forward 
LOGGINQSEASON: Winter, on frozen ground with a minimum of 0.8 metre 
enowpank . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ACCESS: Via the Thunderbird Forest Sewice Road 
The successful applicant wilt ba required to enter into a Road Use Agreement with the 
Ministry of Forests. 
Additional information and tender packages may be obtained from the District 
Manager. Kalum Forest District, at #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia VSG 1L1. 
~ ~BRI:I]SH NOTICE TO FORESTRY CONSULTING v,,,,~=~ ¢ 
LOLUMBIA CONTRACTORS r~= 
Request far Expressions of Interest - 
Small Business Multtphase Contracts - SB2OOODLASLMP 
The Ministry of Forests, Lakes Forest District is establishing a Select Mat 01 pro- 
qualified forestry consulting contractors who will be invited to participate in subse- 
quent Invitations to Tenderfor multlphane (layout, GPS traversing, cruising and silvil- 
culture prescriptions) contracts to be completed by the Lakes Forest District dudng 
the term from May 1999 to March 31, 2(}00. Only those contractors who have been 
pro-qualified will be invited by Select Invitation to compete for these ectlvlly 
contracts. 
Contractors Interested in being evaluated for Inclusion on the Select Ust are Invited 
to obtain a pre-qualification Information package containing complete details of the 
proposed multiphaee contracts, the pro-qualification mandatory requirements and 
complete instructions for submission of an Expression ol Interest. Information pack- 
ages may be obtained at no charge on/after January 22, lgsg from the: 
Mtnistty of Forests 
Lakes Forest District 
Bag 3509- 185 Yellowhaad Highway 
Burns Lake. British Columbia VOJ lEO 
Attention: Merima Domazet, Zone Forester SBFEP 
Shaoteng Deng, Zone Forester SBFEP 
telephone: (250) 692.2200.fax.RSO ) 692-7461 
e.maih marima domazet@gemst.gov.bc.ca 
shaoteng.@gemsa.gov.bc.ca 
Expressions of Interest will be received until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on February 19, 
1999 at the Ministry of Forests address shown above. Submissions must be In 
accordance with the terms and conditions specified In the information package. No 
fudher advertising will take place. 
Submission of • pre-queltticaUoa application does not guarantee tncluslon on 
a resulting short list of pre<luellfled contractors. 
The mtnletry reserves the right to limit the number or pre-qunllfted contractors 
Invited to compete on a subsequent contract. 
The ministry will reject late submlutona. 
This solicitation Is subject to Chapter S of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 
Awarding of all contracts Is subject to available funding for the flecel year. 
District Manager 
Lakes Forest District 
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
BOYA LAKE PROVINCIAL PARK 
BC Parks invites proposals for the purpose of operating a camp °
ground within Boya Lake Provincial Park 
Boya Lake Provincial Park is located 150 km north of Dease Lake 
and 2 km east of Hwy. #37. 
Proposal packaples will be available January 20,1999 at the B.C. 
Parks District Office, 3790 Affred Avenue, Smithers, B.C., and at 
the B.C. Parks Office in Dease Lake. Non-refundabb cost for the 
package is $53:50 (G:S,T. included); Cash or certif(ed cheque 
only. . 
A mandatory bidders meeting/possible t le-conference all (to be 
determined) will begin at (~9:00 a.m. Pacific Standard Time 
FebrUary 4; 1999 : : ..... 
The deadline [or submitting proposals is Thursday, February 18, 
1999 at 2:00 p.m, 
Information about his permit opportunity may be obtained by con- 
tacting the B.C. Parks office in Smithers at (250) 847-73~0, or 
Dease Lake at (250) 771-4591, 
._,BI -ISH 
LOLUMBIA 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
l 
DISTRICT OF HOUSTON 
CONTRACT 107.7 
EAST VALLEY ROAD DYKE 
Substantial Completion 
In the matter of Contract 107.7, construction 
of 700m of dyke and associated flood 
protection works located off East Valley Road 
in Houston. 
Owner: District of Houston 
Box 370 
3400 1 lt" Street 
Houston, B.C. VOJ 1Z0 
Ph: (250) 845-2238 
Fx: (250) 845-3429 
Contractor: Diamond Head Excavating Ltd. 
453 McAIoney Crescent 
Prince George, B.C. V2K 4L2 
The above-mentioned project has been 
declared substantially performed as of 
December 18, 1998. This is in accordance 
with the Builders Lien Act of British Columbia. 
• ' COM/~UNITY NEWSPAPERS N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s JAN600"WEEK25/98 OF  
: "A'S"3"'O¢lA*T"lONTheseadsappearinappr°ximatelylO0 I.(t:;2 for 25 words To place an ad call 
.__ B'rt'[ish"C.olumbia "a,d" Yuko, community newspapers in B.C,and Yukonl . , .  90 $6,00each this paper or the BCY- 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additionalword CNA at (604)689-9222 
AUTO CAREER •TRAINING HEALTH TRUCKS EMPLOYMENT 
"O DOWN". O.A.C. EXCITING WELL PAID WHOLESALE VITAMINS 0 DOWN O.A.C OPPORTUNITIES 
Lowest Payments - All CAREERS in computer Huge selection. Prompt Guaranteed credit ap- THE JASPER 
make. Leasing. Cars, programming, We will pro- service for over 28 years, provals, Trucks, 4x4's, 
trucks, vans, sport utili- pare suitable applicants. Never undersold. Specials crew cabs, diesels, sport TRAMWAY is recruiting 
ties, Lease returns, re- Ministry of Education GLS-500mg 180-13.88 utilities, Repo's, broken for: Food & Beverage 
Registered Home Study Natural E-400iu 100-6.99 leases, heavy duty equip- Manager. The preferred 
possessions, Call for Program. Financial assis- 1000-63.00 Ginkgo 60rag ment, Take over pay- applicant should have a 
guaranteed pre-ap- tance, loaner computer standardized 180-13.88 
provals. Free delivery in systems and job place- Vitamin C-500mg Rose ments. Free delivery. Call minimum of 3 years ex- 
B,C. Toll-Free 1-888.857- ment tools available. No H ps 500-16.50. Order The Untouchables now. 1- 
4_.2.8_2_oL434-25.5.5~._ .. ....... experience necessary, your Free Catalogue 1- 800-993-3673. Vancouver perience. An education 
BUSINESS CMS 1-800-477.9578, 800-663-0747 in 327-7752. in the tourism, hospitality 
o_ppORTUf~I.TIES . . . .  EDUCATION Vancouver321-7000 M-F EMPLOYMENT indust ry . i s  an asset.  
$140,000/YR POTEN- A CAREER CHANGE? 8am-6pm PST Sat. 9am- OPPORTUNITIES Strong communication 
TIAL. Yesl Profit maga- Train to be an 5pro PST. MEAT CUTTERS/MAN- and training ski l ls are 
zine says "Best business Apar tment /Condo CAN'T GET VIA- AGERS required in rural reccommended.  
to go into'98..." Low over- Manager. Many Jobs-All GARA(T")? Worried about Alberta locations, Must Responsibilities include 
head + no inventory = areasl Free job placement side effects. Now avail- have working knowledge Liaison with customers 
Very Profitable Franchisel assistance, 17 years of able tn Canada an all nat- of retail meat cutting and and industry representa- 
Call now, free Information: successl For ural cream, Clinically have the ability to work 
1-888-679-2201. info/brochure 681-5456/1- proven In England, Call quickly and efficiently, tives, menu planning, in- 
800-665-8339.RMTI. Marks Plaza Pharmacy 
COTTON SOFT. 3 BE A SUCCESSFUL Toll-Free1.877.747-6664. Candidates must be ventory control,  food 
bondable and reliable, cost and cost control. 
Distributors needed in WRITER...write for money HELP WANTED Complet ion of Retail Fax resume in conf 
your area. Launch brand and pleasure with our 
new productl $60-90K/yr. unique home-study EXPERIENCED PAVING Meat Cutting Program Is dence to (403) 852-5779 
Potential. Minimum in- course You get individual PERSONNEL. Required an asset. If you are inter- 
vestment $6000 guaran- tuitio~ from professional Rakermen, Screedmen ested in this position, or call (403) 852-3093. 
teed. Free audio/video writers on all aspects of and Paving Operators. All forward your resume to: For more information on 
package. 1-800-600- writing- romances, short Company Benefits avail- Human Resources the Jasper  Tramway,  
2899. stories, radio and TV able. Relocation al- Off icer,  The Grocery contact www. jasper-  
scripts, articles and chil- Iowance up to $10,000 People Ltd,, 14505 tramway.cam, 
OPPORTUNITY OF THE dren'sstories. Send today available, Mall or fax re- Ye l lowhead Trail ,  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MILLENlUMI Eeyour own for our FREE BOOK, Toll sumes to: Peter's Bros. Edmonton, AB, T5L THE JASPER 
bassi Proven make your free 1-800-267-1829 Fax Construction Ltd. 716 3C4. Fax: (403) 452- TRAMWAY is recruiting 
own wine business. New 1-61 3-749-9551. The Okanagan Avenue East, 7759. 
Turnkey Operations. From Writing'School, 3147 - 38 Pentlcton, B,C. V2A 3K6. for: Control ler .  
$15,000. No Royalties McArthur Ave., Ottawa, Fax,:(2_50)493-4464, ...... STORE MANAGERS Applicants should have 
(905) 845-2120. ON K1L 6R2. ELECTRICAUMECHANI- REQUIRED to manage a professional deslgna- 
.................................................... Super A and Cash and DEALERSHIP OPPOR. COUNSELLOR TRAIN- CAL AutoCad drafters re- 
TUNITY: Manufacture/dis- ING Institute of Canada qulred by Northern B.C. Carry stores in rural tion and a minimum of 3 
trlbutor of vinyl and recy- offers on-campusand car- business. FIT position Alberta centres, As years experience. This 
cled fencing, deck railtng, respondence courses to- available for responsible Store Manager, you "hands on" position re- 
deck flooring products ward a Diploma in persons with Technics must assume full re- quires an enthusiasticin. 
and more, Catch the Counselling Practice to Program diploma. Fax sponslbl l l ty for all as- dividual with the ability to 
begin this month, Free DB Drafting & Design pacts of successfully op- 
trend, proven marketing catalogue, call 24hrs 1- (_25_0.) 774-3931, erating the Food Store superv ise  and recruit  
method and sales. 1-800- 800-665-7044, - . . . . . . . . . . . .  including marketing, support staff for a high 
465-9968. " ................................... ___...MOBILE HOMES 
merchandising, control- vo lume operat ion,  
PREMIUM VENDING ........ EQUIPMENT . . . . . .  QUALITY MANUFA-C- ltngand human resource Strong communication 
ROUTES rival the best SNOWPLOWS, Fitted for TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
loader-buckets, forklifts, about our used single and management, Applicants and leadership skills are 
RRSP. 100% home. Swivelling. Custom de- double wldes. "We Serve must possess a mini- 
based cash business. F/T signed. Save time, Save - We Deriver". 1-800-339. mum of five years retail r e c o m m e n d e d ,  
or P IT ,  Low investment, money, Plow your own lot 5133, DL#8387. management experience Responsibilities Include 
Phone 597.3532 or 1- without delayl Contact . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  in a food store combined general ledger, account- 
800._:387-2274 (Dept.!90). Jeffrey S. or Doug E, __REAL ESTATE with exceptional skills in Ing, accounts receiv-  
PERSONAL and financial (604) 514-8326, AREYOU MISSING BUY- managing peoplu, mer- able/payable, bank rec. 
freedoml Earn $5,000.- FOR SALE MISC, ERS? We can help you chandising and obtaining oncilliation's, daily sales, 
reach the WORLD for less bottom line results, You 
$10,000, part-time. No SAWMILL $4895 SAW than $1 a dayl For a free must have the determl, receipts/deposits, bud- 
jokel 100% support and LOGS INTO BOARDS, Info pkg call today. Toll- nation to be goal orient- gets/forecasts, financial 
training, Not MLM, Toll planks, beams, Large ca- Free', 1-888-248-5581 or ed and the self nitlatlve report ing to manage.  
Free 1-877-218-0389 (two pacity. Best sawmill value see: www.bchome, to achieve the required ment, liaison with cus- 
_m!nut_emessage), .......... anywhere, Free Informs- sellers,cam 
tlon 1-800-566-6899. results. If you have the 
CAREER Norwood Sawmills, R,R,2, RECREATIONAL ski l ls and abi l i t ies  to tamers, suppl iers  and 
OPPORTUNITY ..... KIIworthy, Ontario POE PROPERTY meet our expectations, banking authorities, Fax 
FREE 128 PAGE Career 1G0, PARK MODELS. Factory forward your resume to', resume In confidence to 
Opportunit ies Guide DIRECT'IV satellite own- Direct 12 wides. CSA Human Resources (403) 852-5779 or phone 
shows you how to train at era: 300 free channels Approved for your RV Off icer,  The Grocery (403) 852-3093, For 
Earnh°meMore.f°r tOPcallPayingGranlonJObs, with the never been down site, park, resorts, rec, People Ltd., 14505 more informatlon on the 
European V2 Card, New property, granny flats, Ye l lowhead Trai l ,  
Institute today at1-800- HI-Jacker cards at low B,C, Built, Quality R,V,'s Edmonton, AB, T5L Jasper Tramway, con- 
361-1971 for your free prices; Satellite Systems 1 -800-667-  1533 3C4, Fax: (403) 452- tact www. jasper .  
guide, stocked,: 1-403.892.3616, DL#8387A, 7759, tramway,com. 
t 
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MEN'S SOCCER LEAGUE STANDINGS TO JAN. 17 
Team GF GA GP W L T Pts 
Canadian Tire charts the o,,,o I Western Pacific 50 34 15 ~ 422537 Internationals, 52 48 14 6 ~I~4~([ ,~ 42 47 14 6 ~ 2 20 O '%j~'~" surprise wins Canadian Tire 38 49 14 4 6 4 1 3 F ° r e s t r y  FC 1 19 
• . Northern Knight 42 107 14 1 12 1 4 
• I 
THE SURPRISE the past two weeks has savittg the rest. It took only one defensive • 
beeu the play of the Canadian Tire team. laps by Forestry for Super BM to score the 
winner in this tight match. With about 10 
CDN. TI RE 3 - -  WTRN. PACIFIC 1 minutes left in the game, Super BM's 
Alter starting the season slowly, Canadian Marten Fedderson was able to flick a shot 
Tire was coming off a fie against Forestry over Forestry's keeper Tony Ribeiro, after 
when it shocked Western Pacific, beating Forestry's players were caught pushing up 
them 3-1. to try for the winning goal. 
Canadian Tire controlled the game start to 
finish with Roy Homes scoring two and FORESTRY 2 - -  INTERNATNLS. 5 
Eric Stneysters adding another. Westertt Forestry suffered two significant losses the 
Pacifie's only goal came on a penalty shot previous' week, when they played the Inter- 
which Stewart Mclsack blasted past Catta- 
dian Tire's keeper, Nick Bujtas. Canadian 
Tire also wott its second game in a row 
when they beat Northern Knight 4-3 on Jazz. 
17, coming back from a 3-1 deficit to win 
the game. 
SUPER BM 14 - -  NTRN. KNIGHT 3 
Super BM rolls over the competition again, 
adding two more wins to their league- 
leading total of 12 wins i, 15 games. 
One of Super BM's two wins came at 
Northern Knight's expeuse, who were 
simply outmatched by the ability of Super 
BM players to move the ball around. The 
game saw Manuel De Medeiros core seven 
goals, while George De Medeiros added 
four more. Northern Kafight's bright light 
continues to be Corey Trogi, who managed 
to put one past Super BM keeper John De 
Medeiros to add to his league-leading total 
of 20 goals. 
SUPER BM 1 - -  FORESTRY 0 
Super BM's second win came in a much 
tougher ntatch against Forestry. 
Forestry played a strong defensive game 
against Su per BM, and managed to shut 
down their offense while getting ood 
chances on net. 
Forestry wasn't able to c~apitalize on its 
chance, however, with several shots bounc- 
ing offthe post and John De Medeiros 
nationals and Western Pacific. 
The game saw the Intentationals' Ricky 
Fagan scored two goals with John 
Krinsinger, Mike Hubbard and Willie 
McCleary adding one goal each. Forestry's 
offensewas limited Ioa goal by Clh~g 
Sheppard. The Internationals scored their 
goals on the counter-attack taking ad- 
vantage of Forestry's weak defensive play. 
FORESTRY O ~ WTR N. PACI F IC 5 
Fol:estry lost again to Western Pacific on 
Jan. [ O, 
Five players contributed to Westent Pa- 
cific's scoring with the last goal coming ou 
a breakaway by Nick Kolias, set up by 
Westera Pacifie's keeper, Gil Rego. 
Forestry's offense coutinued sputtering, 
with few shots on net. And Western Pacific 
contiuued its shut out streak Jan. 17 when 
Jorge Silva took over for an injured Rego. 
Westera Pacific also shut out the Interna- 
tionals 4-0. 
Co-ed drop iu soccer contiuues Monday 
from 9-10 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary attd at Thorlthiii Elementary on 
Thursdays from 7-9 p.m. 
The informal, fun games are orgauized in 
a pick up format. Ther exercise is good and 
the cost is a reasonable $2 per player to 
cover gym rental. 
Everyone's welcome! 
SHAMES 
SUPERBOWL 
SUNDAY PARTyI 
Watch it in Galloway's Pub. 
Kick off at 3pm 
~;Sunday  Jan. 31 
aturday Feb. 6 
t.rdboard Box Races 
and Mexican Days i 
.........,. . .... 
~i iL /  
i~i~ ........ 
':%::::: :.!:ii:::.!.i: 
lht ~ 
Keep Your Money 
in Our Community 
When you invest in an RRSP with Northern Savings 
Credit Union, your money doesn't leave town. It 
stays right here in the North to help your friends and 
neighbours purchase their homes, finance their 
businesses and support their families. Northern 
Savings is also a local employer and purchaser of 
local goods and services. 
The Multiplier 
Flexible 
Unique redemption and transfer Features 
Competitve 
Up to 1/2% above our highest posted rate 
for term chosen 
Secure 
Invest now- Your Interest Rate will 
automatically change with any increase to 
March 1, 1999. 
NORTHERN 
SA V INGS 
CREDIT  UNION 
Sports 
Scope 
At the pool 
BLUEBACK swimmers 
competed at the Methanex 
lnvitatioual Swim Meet in 
Irdtimat Jan. 16-17. 
Kyrissa Bader, Amanda 
Demonte, Hall Downs, 
Lucas Myhr, Breanne Palah- 
ieky, and Brenna Sterner all 
turned ia 100 per cent best 
thnes in their events. 
Petra Robertson, Kaya 
Downs, Evan Palahicky, 
Thomas Demetzer and Kyle 
Narzt finished in the top 
three of their age groups. 
Register now 
TERRACE Peaks Gym, 
nastic club is planning two 
registratious sessions at the 
Skeetta Mall. 
The sessions will be held 
Jan. 29 from 6 p.m. to 8 
p.m. and Jan. 30 from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Recreational 
gymnastics classes are 
aimed at kids two and up 
and fees vary. Call Susan at 
635-0912 or Maria at 638- 
0447 for more infonnation. 
Lake skiing 
FRESH powder on a hard 
base of groomed trails are 
making cross-country skiing 
a hit. 
Use blue wax for optimum 
effect. And call Stacey at 
632-4778 for beginner, in- 
termediate, classic or skat- 
ing lessons. The club's hosts 
the AIc~an marathon, a 
• charity event for the hearl 
attd stroke lbuudation, on 
Saturday, Feb. 20: Call 798- 
2227 for more inforntation. , 
Snow report 
BRAVE the cold and check 
out Shames Mountain Jan. 
29-31 for their level one 
snowboard instructor course 
and their Nancy Greene 
Race on Sunday, Jan. 31. 
The hill received two cen- 
limetrcs of new snow last 
week for 260 ccntimetres of 
snow at the t-bar and 150 
centhnctres atthe lodge. 
Super Bowl Sunday starts 
at 3 p.m. at Galloway's Pub 
at the lodge. On Saturday, 
Feb. 6 Shames hosts a 
cardboard box race and 
plans to generate some heat 
with during Mexican days. 
The McDonald's Ski ex- 
press leaves the Terrace 
McDonald's every Satur- 
day, Sunday and non- 
instructional school days at 
8 a.m. For up-to-date snow 
reporls check 'out the 
Shames mountain - si;ow 
phoue at 638-8ski, : 
pl 
1999 SUNFIRE COUPE 
A FUN-TO-DRIVE COUPE THAT 
DELIVERS ON ACCELERATION, 
AT A PRICE THAT 
WON'T SLOW YOU DOWN. 
LOOK NOW SUMFIRE  COMPARES.  
Sunf i re  Coupe Civic Coupe DX 
Engine 2.2L L4 1,6L L4 
Horsepower 115hp @ 5000 rpm 
Torque 135 Ib.ft @ 3600rpm 
106hp @ 6200rprn 
.1031b.ft @ 4600 rpm 
Theft-detarrent system Included Not available 
Rear decklid spoiler Included Option 
Battery ran.down protection system Included Not available - 
4-Wheelantl-lock braking system " Included Option 
Next Generation dual front alr bags Included Standard 
Lease Rate 1.9% 8.64 %' 
 188" 19 298 Downpayment Mordhly Payment Total Obligation J l ]~[gZg l  So sP.43 s8,748 WITH Olll I*I,O001 sl,ooo s214 s8,7o4 [] 7 I ~ 1  Sl,SOO s,,oo s8,7oo 
St,~RTL~E FOR 38 MON1115 LEASE RATE UP TO PURCHASE PRICE INCLUDES FREIGHT AND POl $1,000 Graduate Rebate Available 
DOWNPAYMENT $1.933 36 MONTHS 
~CURITY DEPOSIT ~100 
ONLY AT YOUR PONTIAC BUICK GMC DEALER. 
BU~C~ McEwan GM in 635 4941 Terrace - I 
~ ~, ,z~ 
W0:d bkoyoil= t=okr'row moro~ For ve!tlcle selo~lon or lhe local~n of the nearest dealer ~II 1-800.GMORIVE or vls,to~ webslte ot www.omc~nad . . . . . .  Based on a 36 mo~11h loose [or 1999 Sunfiro Coupe R7Z equlpp~d ns descrLbed, A down poymen or l l ~  
t r/l{le O! ~ 1 ,~)~t '119 roquJreg, coral Ol~gallon Is :~tl,7Ul, Annual k~lometer limit 20,O00knl, ~o.I 2 per excess kilornelt.~', other lease options avMabk], freight included, Gradtm|e Program subject o rules. License. insurance, air conditioning ex~so ax and taxes I l laal l  
not Included. De,or may sell or trade for less. 'tOffers apply to 1999 r, er¢,' or (lemonstralor models of vehicles equipped as described nnd ~phee to qlmhfied rot=Icustomers ~ B.C. only. Deoler order or trade me'/be nGcessaty. Umi ed line o ers w~ch may 
n~tb~¢~m~1nedw~h~h~r~ers`S~ey~urd~k~K~)[~c~nd~nsandde~ai~s~Adved~sedleasera~t~Janua~yH~99~(~ait~na~P~s~Term~sf~48m~hs~D~a~rm`~e~|or~ss . . . . . .  ndacomlsatr~lernad~o|(]ermmlMotorsCorponlitOn, ljr'l 
